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FOREWORD
The_iresearch_reported in this publication was carried out for the Board by
the Scottish Council -for -Research in Education and the Board --wishes to -thank
the Council_ for "undertaking this work and_in particular the Research Officer
concerned, Mr Ernest SlIfenceri -and his- colleagues --on-Council stair.. The

Board also_ _wishes to thank the members of the Steering Committee which
supcvised the research. The project was flinded Jointly -E-the Board-- and- the
Scottish Education Department_ and the Board acknowledges the importance
of the Department's interest in the project, both financial and otherwise.
The Board has decided that it would be inappropriate at this stage- to attempt
to implement- the findings-of the report in the context of the Ordinary grade
examination in view of the discussions taking _place regarding the Dunning
Report and of the BoariTs moratorium- on Ordinary- grade syllabus revision.
The Board_ however welcomes the report as a valuable contribution to educational debate- while- wishing -to- make it clear that-neither the Board nor the
Scottish EducationDepartment necessarily subscribes to the views presented in it:

lg. Oda/04
DIRECTOR
April 1979

SUMMARY
During the period 1974-1978 a research _programme was carried out w investigate alternative means of assessing Ordinary grade English: The purpose
was to investigate the validity; reliability, practicality, and general desirability
of means of assessment incorporating a substantial element of school judgment;
The experiment involved comparison- of the results of assessment of English
candidates by three methods: (i) the Ordinary grade examination, (ii) a system
of `folio assessment' and (iii) a 'criterion test' _designed by the SCRE research
team to give a comprehensive, Valid and reliable assessment of the objectives
of_ the Ordinary grade English course. Of the fourteen schools taking part ten
provided full data for the experiment and one other provided; partial data.
The following general conclusions may be drawn from the research:
The Ordinary grade English examination has many advantages Its administrative arrangements are weit,tried and effective, and its nationwide currency
ensures comparability of standards_= for_piipilS from all schools; in this respect
there is particular= advantage in having a_single common interpretation test
There is a general satisfaction with the Ordinary grade examination among
both teachers and other users of its results: A further credit to the examination
is the opportunity it affords to some candidates to show_ their real worth, which
they may have lacked the' motivation to reveal in school work,- this benefit is
of course; offset by the disadvantage to pupils who work well in school but
are 'bad examinees'.
The more iniSatiSfactorY characteristics of the Ordinary grade examination;
besides any undesirable influence on teaching, are threefold:
(a) it is bound to be of limited validity because it can sample only a small
proportion of possible English work;
(b) like all assessment of English; it suffers; despite marker-standardisation,
from serious inter-marker inconsistency;
(c) it is not a fine discriminaior.
There are no obVibus means a reducing the effects of these major disadvan-

tages, short of the probably impracticable solution of multiple- or, at least,

double-marking to improve marker-reliability.
If on the other hand assessment for certification at the end of S4 were _wholly
internal, the main advantages would be gains in validity. Teachers would probably_ see educational and professional _ advantages in internal assessment; and
Would be likely to feel more free in practice to teach a_variety of courses and
would plan them more carefully. In-SerVice training through Trial Marking
exercises would be needed.
Numerous problems would, however, arise. While many schools; with appropriate in-service training in assessment, would assess their pupils satisfactorily,
a number would fail to do so for a variety of reasons. The setting of valid and
cortiparable interpretation tests in different classes or in different schools presents
greatdifficulties; which affect both school examinations and Folio assessment,
especially -the latter. Marker-inconsistency would be at least as:prevalent:as in
the Ordinary grade:examination; and the schools would be slightly more likely
to `burich'.the niarkS-thaii Ordirialy grade markers; so that they would prove
no better discriminators; In addition; there would be some danger of schoolS,
under-marking uncooperative pupils and over-marking some thought to be of
high quality because they are in top classes: Moderation presents practical and
theoretical problems. Above all the diffetlties for teachers of implementing an
internal assessment scheme in current working conditions are considerable.

8

A combination of internal and external marks for these areas of work would
in most cases be a better assessment than either alone; provided that both are
validly assessing some aspects of English. It can be shown that the reliability
and "discrimination -of writing and literature assessments improve when different
single-marked assessments are added together, although the improvement is not
so marked as when multiple - marking -of the same script' is carried out. Even
when internal assessment was significantly less satisfactory -than external in the
SCRE project, the average of the two correlated satisfactorily with the Criterion
measure.

A combined assessment scheme would, in principle; allow_a reduction in the
'size of the external examination, since the writing task could be shorter fat least
when certain types of task were set) and it would be possible to leave the assess-

ment of literature wholly to the schools; if one were prepared to accept the
disadvantage that it would be necessary to scale internal writing and literature
against external writing and interpretation marks. Depending on success in

developing them and their acceptance by English teachers, multiple-choice tests
of interpretation might be employed._ In any case; there may be a need for the
assessment of reading in schools ta give_greater weight to response to literature
and to kinds of reading other than passages similar to those used in the Ordinary
grade examination.

The practical problems of internal assessment would still apply to a combined
scheme, but would be more manageable without the need to set interpretation
tests on the 0-grade pattern or to prepare pupils for an external literature test.
The researchers believe that the professional advantages to teachers in the acquisition of knowledge about; and practice in, assessment, along with the improvement in validity and reliability such a system would probably bring; -out-

weigh the difficulties it would meet Nevertheless, it would be advisable to
reduce the burden of assessment carried by teachers by requiring internal
assessment of about ten pieces of work; rather than the fourteen or fifteen
demanded by the SCRE project.

Incidentally to the main thrust of its work, the project has brought to- light
in the Scottish context the same difficulties in defining achievement in the subject

and in Gtsuring comparability of judgment among assessors as occur-in all
systems of assessment in English. The :researchers suggest that there:might be
benefits to the leaching of English if teachers were more aware of these difficulties
and if they shifted the -emphasis of -in-school assessment from assessment for
di5eri:;:ination to assessment to describe Tupils'=.strengths and_ weaknesses in
seeking to achieve the purposes Of their work.. The amount of teachers' very
;sessment time to be devotld_ to the two types of assessment depends
ultime:ly on value judgments about the relative importance of each.

;;

INTRODUCTION
Aims
The__SCRE investigation of alternative means of assessing Ordinary grade
English for the SCE Examination Board began in September 1974 with the
following terms- of reference quoted from the proposal for the research pro-

gramme as finally revised in March 1974:
`AIMS

1. To report on the present practice in assessment by schools of candidates
for Ordinary grade English.
2. To investigate and determine the optimum ways in which teachers can
make assessments (possibly in the form of orders of merit) of pupil performance in selected aspects of English, these assessments being based on
a wide range of work over a substantial portion_of the school year
3: To determine the best ways of scaling and/or moderating these assessments

so that assessments of pupils_ in different schools may be comparable.
4. To investigate such other related matters -as may appear in the course of
the investigation to be relevant to the field of interest covered h. ire
Board's remit._

5. On the completion of the_ above steps, to make recommendations to the
Board on whether alternative means, utilising teachers' assessments; should

be substituted for the whoJe or part of the present 0-grade examination
in English, to outline the administrative changes that would. be involved.
Costing of these changes might also be undertaken in cooperation with
officials of the Board.
Objectives
I. (a) To determine:, by means of a surveys -the methods at present used by

presenting centres in the preparation of Order of Merit lists (Form Ex. 4)
for candidates_presented in Ordinary grade English. (The survey should
determine the proportion of such lists which are based on one on two
on three, and on four or more internal assessments of the candidate.)
(b) To determine the validity-of such Order of Merit lists as measured by
the SCE examination: (Should the results of I .(a) allow, separate measures
of validity should be determined for each of the categories of internal
assessment procedures identified:)
2. (a) To note the objectives, as stated by SCEEB, of the Ordinary _grade
assessment of English as at present constituted, and to consider whether
any further objectives have been implied in the 0-grade papers set in the
last few years.
(b) To list,- after consultatiol with practising teachers of English; other
objectives; if any; of the study of English in secondary schools which are
not currently assessed.
3. To isolate appropriate objectives as defined in 2 for which the research
programme will investigate the feasibility of internal assessment by schools.

4. To establish, for the purposes of the ihvestigation,-a broad assessment_ procedure that would-be used to evaluate as comprehensively as-- possible all
aspects of the performance of pupils studying'English in Secondary 4
preparatoq for presentation for 0-grade. (This procedure woald probably
he too time-consuming to be employed other than for experimental
purposes.)
5. To devise one or more practicable systems of internal assessment judged
8

to meet the objectives- stated in 3 and employing where appropriate some
of the techniques used in the assessment procedures described in 4.

6: To devise a practicable monitoring system for_ the internal assessment
systems described in 5 and to report on the validity of such monitored
teachers' _assessments_ as measured by comparison with: (a) the relevant
aspects of the SCE 0-grade examination, and (h) the assessment system
devised under 4 above.'

This statement of aims and objectives was interpreted by the research team,
uudcr,.thc influence of their_ owaeducational experience and concerns and those

of the various members of -the'Steering Committee,- to imply that -their work
had two broad purposes. one with an_ assessment emphasis and _one -with
.c-urriculum -development' slant. The 'alternative means' of-assessing -0-grade
English were taken to be 'in-school' assessment and the project did not_directly
consider possible changes in the external examination, though the Research
Officer was co-opted on to a sub-committee of the SCEEB_English Panel which,
over two years, was developing, pre-testing and judging the value of Multiplechoice tests of interpretation as possible components of future examinations. As
to its assessment emphasis; the project sought to provide information for SCEEB
about possible forms of internal asiessment, their_practical- feasibility -and their
comparability with two other assessments: the- present 0-grade examination and
the 'comprehensive assessment procedure' designed specially for the project. At
the same -time the educational advantages and disadvantages for pupils were to
be 4:lescribed and a report made of the impact of internal assessment on the

teachers' attitude to developing their own courses and of the actual effects, if
any, of the greater freedom allowed by internal assessment to engage in a variety
of English activities. It was recognised that the project was concerned with the
evaluation of a form of assessment already in fairly wide use elsewhere, but it
was thought desirable to describe its effects in the Scottish context.
,f)

Procedures
The _procedures_ adopted can he summarised in three stages. occurring in
roughly chronological order, though there was some overlap between them;
since one was being prepared while another was in progress.
1.

A Fact-finding Stage

What was actually bein_gidone in-sc-hools in- 1974=75 to pr6vide the rank order
al_candidates sent by each school .to_SCEFB before the 0-grade examination?
What were teachers' views on the 0-grade examination as an assessment in-

strument and as a means of evaluating their courses? How did they react to
the idea of internal assessment? What aspects of English work were not covered
by the external examination and which_ of these were teachers concerned with?
Answers to these ,questions were found by survey methods, and an evaluation
of assessment methods in current- use was made by comparing school rank orders

or marks with the 1975 0-grade results: This stage met objectives 1 and 2 in
the proposal statement.

2._ A Development Stage

Objectives 3. 6. delineate the hulk of the work of the project, the experimental
implementation of an in- school assessment system and the evaluation of it. The
development stage. from Spring 1975 to Summer 1977, involved principally two
undertakings:
(a)

the establishment of a thorough and reliable assessment procedure to
serve as an independent criterion with which to compare both school
9
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and 0-grade assessments;- thiS comprehensive assessment came to- be
called The Criterion Test';
,(b) the planning and implementation of an internal assessment scheme and
the means of monitoring it.

3. An Evaluation Stage
Judgments abant the advantages and disadvantages of the scheme as art assessment procedure and as a spur to curriculum planning have been made on the
basis of:
(a) compariSons between the three assessment measures as to ranking and
standards;
(b) comments obtained at, meetingS with the teachers during the year and
their responses to a questionnaire at the end of the experiment;
(c) the practical problems which' arose for the teachers and the researchers;

12
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CHAPTER I
FACT-FINDENG: VIEWS AND PRACTICES; 1975

The development work of the project; towards establishing an independent

Criterion Test and towards an internal assessment scheme, was carried-out with
some awareness of teachers' views on S4 English and of assessment methods
in current use in 1974-75. Three surveys were made during that academic year:
one, covering 25% of the- schools presenting candidates for the SCE 0-grade
English examination, sought information about the means -by which the schools

drew up the Order of Merit list required on SCEEE's form Ex. 4, and was

followed -up -by a study_ of the accuracy of school assessments as predictors of
0-grade performance; the other two, between them seeking data frOM a further

50% of 0-grade schools; were concerned with the aims- of English teaching
preparatory to 0-grade, teachers! attitudes to the present examination and their
reaction to the idea of internal assessnient. The questionnaire method used in
all three surveys was more suitable for obtaining the purely-factual information
about current assessment methods than for discovering the truth about teachers'
views and their teaching purposes. The process of writing the questionnaires
and the analysis of responses to them did, however, give the researchers a general
impression of the state of SIN English teaching and assessment in 1975:

I.

Surveys of Teachers' Views

The principal reason for drawing up the lists of !objectives! and `criteria' which
formed the bulk of the two questionnaires was to map out for the planning of
a Criterion Test the whole: field of S4 English work. The main content of the
questionnaires is therefore discussed in Appendix 3; which describes the development of the Criterion Test. Copies of the questionnaires are printed in-Appendix
I. In both-questionnaires: the - word 'objectives' Means 'skills earning credit in
assessment': the-explanation for-this interpretation- of-the -term is _given in the
preliminary _paragraphs of Appendix 1_ Summaries are given here of those
findings of the two surveys which seemed significant tcrthe research team.
(a) Free-response questionnaire

The Principal Teacher of English and one other (randomly chosen) teacher
from his department in 107 schools were invited to consider, comment on
and add to a list of assessment criteria, and the teaching aims they imply,
derived from analysis of SCE 0-grade questions and markers' instructions:
Strikes and work-to-rule by teachers at- the'time affected -the response, so
that only 1 t5 teachers in 59 schools_ completed_ the questionnaire; Their
comments cannot properly be said to have provided 'results' but a number
of indications were given of some matters of concern.
,

I. As to curriculum, there:was some evidence that a number: of: teachers
would very much like a clear statement of what they should be teaching,
especially-with -regard to grammar, correct usage, spelling and punctuation: There was; however; a broad cross-section of:opinion and many
emphasised what they-saw-as the restrictions placed by-the-examination
on their-freedom to design: their: own syllabuses, Nineteen of the :115
specifically referred to the 'limitedness' of the-scope of the examination.
The largest group of respondents in agreement with one another saw
a need to develop and assess oral English (50/115), and another group

1.

,

(17/115) included among their aims the -development in pupils of a
critical mind-with---regard to the mass-media.

_

.

These points apart; there:was a general agreement that the SC-RE

analysis of 0-grade. criteria --and aims fairly reflected :what S4 classes
were_in fact working _towards and that, on the whole, it had produced
a statement of the appropriate sort of work for 16- year- olds:
2. As to- opinions about methods of assessment; continents positively approving of .some_form. of-internal- assessment (6011-151 outnumbered a
nevertheleis fairly-large- group of responses_ which expressed positive
.: approval of the existing examination (22/115). Strong disapproval of
internal assessment,- -an- the grounds -that it would be impossible to
Standardise; was indicated by 5/115 teachers:
There was some suspicion-of-criteria-for-good writing which referred
(as-do the 0-grade marking instructions) to `personality', 'forcefulness',
and:i'sincerity'; 20/115 teachers suggested that -the-assessment of 'these
qualifies,-especially the last; is not possible in an examination: A group
of about the same-size (but not necessarily the same-teachers) emphasised
the importance -of`correctness' as a criterion of good English:
An odd mixture of opinions emerged about -the Reading -sectiOn-of
the exanlifiation: some -felt- that the implied aims were :too difficult;
others than in practice; the questions set are so 'open' that they do not
really test the extent and 4: Luality-of the pupil's reading at all. Since .two
examiners who had been consulted had been able to re:.ancile the 'open'
questions with the aims-and-criteria stated- in--the questionnaire; perhaps
there is a lack of communication between the SCEEB and teachers as
to what exactly the 'Reading' questions are trying to test.
=

=

(b)

fixed-response:questionnaire
Mainly on the basis of the-responses in the tree- response survey; a detailed
list of 'objectives" for writing; interptAation :and literature work was drawn
up and sent to all English teachers in- -109-schools- (a 25% sample; stratified
by Edueatfon- authority and by type of school; viz: 6 -Year- Comprehensive,
4 -Year _Comprehensive; Selective). The teachers were to indicate whether
they expected each objective to be achieved by _pupils obtaining C pass in

the 0:grade,: or by_ pupils obtaining A pass. Some items 00641-5)- were
also designed- -to -obtain-information- about attitudes to oral English; to
internal assessment:and to the present 0-grade examination.
Five hundred and twenty -three teachei's in 94 schools returned completed
questionnaires. This was a good response from- schools (86%). It was -not
possible to know exactly how-many responses-from individual teachers_ to
expect; -but, assuming an average of 9 teaClersper school; the 523 probably
constitute about 60% of the total sample. Within the-limitations of questionitaire-dittaLit-may be-taken that the trends of the responses-of these teachers
represent roughly the state of English teachers' thinking-about 0 -grade
work-When- croSSztabulations were made; no consistent pattern of responses

was apparent in schools of the same type or among Principal Teachers as
opposed to otherS. The results -far each- item can be seen in Appendix 1;
Where the questionnaire is printed: Here the main trends of the teachers'
choices are summarised-.

It will be noted by anyone consulting Appendix I -tharno attempt was
made tolobtain teachers' views on the degree-of-sophistication with which
each -Skill --Should be employed or each objective achieve& The definition
of precise criteria of achievement is not possible, because performance-partly
depends on factors not susceptible to specification; such as emotional
maturity and intellectual development. It is necessary to rely- an-the ex7
perienteof examiners or moderators to discriminate between scripts with
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and scripts without sophistication. This limitation on the description of
English criteria and objectives in the questionnaire should be borne in

mind in considering the value of its results, as should the usual reservations
about questionnaire data: the information obtained is about teachers' views
of aims; etc.. wizen asked about them in this way, not necessarily about their
real aims or practices.
The following points among the views indicated seemed significant to the
researchers:
I. There was general agreement that most of the very full list should be
0-grade objectives.
The skills most frequently regarded as being outwith the range of
0-grade were:
WRITING: argumentation (items 017; 019- 020 ;_022)

sophisticated story_ writing (037-043)
poetDr writing f045=0461
using emotive and figurative language (04S-049)

READING:

some aspects of 'correctness', viz., use of the semi-colon
and colon, of the dash and parentheses; spelling (056-062)
comment on the writers' techniques and skill (070; 072;
082=085)

judging the validity of ideas in a text _080)
some aspects of grammatical knowledge, viz., moods, participles, voices (102-105).
On average (save_for poetry :writing) only:about 20 % --of teachers
omitted these items. There were, however, in addition_ienough omissions
of other items; which the majority had chosen; to justify the conclusion
that there is some ( though= not much) disagreement among English
teachers about the importance or practicality of different kinds of work
far 0-grade pupils.
Though most objectives were :generally regarded =as _part of 0-grade

rk there was a. tendency for many teachers to differentiate fairly
ly between 'C pupils' and 'A pupils' with respect to certain objecti es (cf. items 016, 017, 019, 020; 046; 047, 049; 063; Or; et al);
Some ifficult objectives were thought by a number of teachers to be
attaina e by their 'A pupils'; e.g. item 042, write a story with a moral;
or 072; g e reasons far the judgment that -ode piece of writing is better
than anot r. This clear differentiation between 'C achievement? and
'A achieve nts' is not justified by_ the actual difference in quality
between scrip awarded, say, range 8 (=C) and range 5
in the
examination.
areness that there is some spread of ability among
pupils taking 0- rade may lead some teachers to underestimate the
difficulty =of some ills they expect of 'A candidates'. There may well
sh

be many teachers w regard the 0-grade examination as an `academic'
one for which they a o present 'non-academic' pupils. The impression,
that_many _teachers set
er standards than-the examiners was, in fact,
confirmed Itr the study o e comparability of school examination marks
with 0-grade marks (see I below);

3: A majority thought the pre nt examination is effective or, at least,
useful for the purposes for will it is mainly used. A sizable minority,
however; disagreed; (Items 109-1

4. There was a nearly equal division o opinion about the desirability of
moderated_intemal assessmenc(Item 5). It was notable -that 58.3%
Of the= teachers consulted practised cont uous assessment in S1-3, but
only 21.6% did so in S4-6 (Items 113 -11
(It should be noted that
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'continuous assessment' was not defined in the questionnaire and may
have been understood by some to mean 'periodic testing'.)
5. Seventy-two per cent of the= teachers saw a need for planned oral work,
but most thought that any assessment of it should be informal (106=108).

II. Survey of Methods of Assessment
The results of this survey and of the study of school examinations as predictors
of 0-grade performance in 1975 have been discussed in a separate report'. Very
briefly; the fmdings were:
1: In- 1974-75 there were probably no 'alternative' assessments in current
use: all 104 schobls surveyed used 'mock' 0-grade examinations, while
course work had very little or no influence, and, in any case; included
quite a large proportion of Past Paper work.
2. In general, school 'mock' marks appeared to correlate quite well with
0-grade marks most correlations were-between -70 and -80. The study
did not, however, examine closely the 'particular characteristics of each
school; nor those of the 0-grade examinationitielf, -which served as the
criterion measure. It was assumed that correlations- of -70 or' better
indicated reasonably good prediction by the schools of the -0 -grade rank

order.-In fact, though, the size of a school's correlation would have
been influenced; not only by the validity and reliability, of the school
examination, but -also by the range of auility and number of pupils

taking the two examinations (factors which'varied from school to school)
and by the quality of the-0-grade as a test. There were at least suggestions
of a good deal of inaccuratepredictionin certain_schools, and in certain

classes within- schools obtaining 'good' correlations, but at this stage
there was no further exploration of these indications: Theirnost obvious
problem was judgment of the 'pass' standard-- the C/D borderline.
Most schools- were- more severe than the examiners in placing this' line
on their rank orders :(a few- were too lenient). However,, the -lack of
match- between school examination ranking and: 0-grade _ranking for
average pupils; even in schools obtaining correlations of -70 upwards,
was clear from the fact that it was common for about 12 % 15% of a
school's candidates to have been 'misplaced' across the C/D borderline
i.e., predicted to fail but actually passed, and vice -versa even after
scalin_g-of the school's marks to adjust its C/D borderlifie to as near as
Possible to the 0-grade standard. Several.schools 'misplaced' more than
20 % of their pupils.

III. Internal Assessment Elsewhere
During the Tact-finding' stage of the_project, visits were made to examination
schools in England which were implementing internal assessment
in English, and information was also- obtained about Canadian, New Zealand
and Australian- experience of the change from an external to 'an internal system.
The fruits of this investigation have been reported in detail in 'Internal Assess=
ment or External Examination?' (Teaching English; January 1975)-. In summary;
the perceived advantages of_ internal assessment were for teaching, course planning and pu0 motivation (though there was some doubt about this last); the
major problems of comparability and reliability and the costliness of moderating
systems constituted the main disadvantages.. There was a noticeable difference
in commitment to internal assessment between the CSE boards' representatives
boards-

l'Methods of assessment used in making, order of merit lists for the 1975 0- grade English
examination-and their accuracy compared with the examination.' (Unpublished report to
SCEEB, E. Spencer, 1975.)
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and those of the GCE Joint Matriculation Board: the lormer tended to stress
the advantages, the latter the disadvantages. It was; indeed, clear that proof of
the superiority of one or other method of asSessment was not available. Preference for internal or external methods was at least partly based on value-judgments

.about the purposes of assessment and about its role in thepupils' education.
There may also have been some irrational failure to appreciate the faults of
one's 'own' system, or the merits of the 'opposing' one.

IV;

Summary of Fact-Finding Stage

The English teaching world in which internal assessment was to be tried out
waS dorkiinatedi_as -far as S4 was concerned, by the 0- grade examination:
Methods of assessment in current use and much of the schools' course work
wtre modelle -d directly on the 07grade papers. There was ageneral satisfaction
with the examination; _despite some misgivings about the 'Reading' questions
'and about the wording of some-of thcOfficial criteria employed in assessing
writing; some opinions hostile to the examination were expressed; however,
becatis-e of its 'limiting' effect on the- curriculum.- Views-on the desirability of
internal assessment were evenly balanced more so than supportifor the present
-

examination might have indicated, because some teachers,though SatiSfied with
die- 04radC for some purposes, felt that internal assessment would offer new
opportunities.

It seemed_that, in practice, most teachers were happy to let the examination
determine their--_S4 syllabus% Indeed. it could be argued that the 0-grade
examination -does cover a very wide range of English skills, if one takes account
Of all poSSibleoptions_within the paper over a number of years and all possible
criteria of merit employed by the examiners: (The achievements of no individual

pupil are however, assessed on such- a -broad basis.) It may have been this
'openness' of the examination which led_some teachers to regret theabsence of
a clear, centrally imposed syllabus for S4 English-work. Meanwhile,: some of
theit_Colleagues,_with apparent perversity, were objecting to the_lack of opportunity for them to-develop their own curricula, due to the restricting inflUenee
Of-the-0:_grade:--:ini particular. oral work, close reading of literature,- certain
types of writing and active drama were said to be under - developed.
Oh=
sidering ale work they we-reiactually_doirig. Jnost teachers tended towards rather
idealistic expectations of the performance of_16-year-old_pupi:s. especiallyithose
whoin they predicted to obtain an' A pass-. Yeti again by_contrast, there were
suggestions that less able pupils were not being stretched enough by the reading
material presented to them in preparation for 0-grade..

1

CHAPTER II
THE INTERNAL ASSESSMENT SCHEME

I.

Number and Choice of Schools

The size of the sample of schools the researchers could 'invite to participate in
the project was limited by the_amount of marking of the Criterion Test Which
could be- completed during March- April- and June employing- the- number of
markers there was money to pay._ The estimated maximum marking load was

about 2,500 scripts (one script=5 papers). The idea that a larger number of

schools might be asked to assess the work of only a proportion of the S4 pupils
in each was rejected, since it was thought that little information would emerge
"from such an exercise about the problems for schools of internal assessment in a
realistic context. If whole schools were in question, the research team could
then choose at most 15 for the experiment. Such a small group of schools, it
was realised, might not allow legitimate generalisations to be made from results;
but against that misgiving could be set the following considerations:
L there would be gains from a whole school approach to practical problems;
2: closer contact could be kept with the teachers;
3. it was desirable to have faVourably disposed teachers since they were being
asked, not to replace their- 0-grade preparation with a different scheme,
but to carry an extra burden;
4. the purely administrative difficulties of dealingwith many more schools
would take up research time;
5: some valid judgments about national internal assessment could be made
with caution, if there were no reasons for believing that the 15 schools
were in any way untypical of Scottish comprehensive schools; difficulties
arising in some or all of 15 schools could be expected to occur in others;
and success or failpre by some would point to the possibility of success
or failure elsewhere.
No attempt was therefore made to choose the- schools-randorklyi but some
'common sense' criteria were applied -to achieve a reasonable balance: Schools
of varying sizes were required m different:geographical areas, with city, town
and_raral catchment areas; and including b th on- denominational arid Roman
Catholic schools. The Steering CommitteeWihe ploject had suggested that at
least one of the chosen schools would be one likely to have difficulty in fulfilling
the requirements of the experiment (in the event, several schools found themselves in this condition); otherwise, schools could" be selected on the grounds
that fairly enthusiastic co-operation might be expected, though_not_ necessarily
100% commitment from all members of staff*. Ono other "qualification was de-

manded by the 'Trial Marking! scheme proposed as part of the experiment:

the selected schocils had to be within fairly easy travelling distance of one another,
to facilitate meetings of their representatives:

Strathclyde; Fife and the Grampian Region were chosen as areas including
a wide variety of schools, and letters were sent to Headteachers describing the
proposals 'and inviting participation. In _Fife and Stiatbclyde the choice of
schools depended mainly on the Research Officer's knowledge that the Principal
Teacher or the Headteacher was likely to be interested; this knowledge, in some
cases, having been passed on by the region's Adviser in -Eliglish of-a member
of the Steering Committee of the project. Aberdeen having been excludec4 since
cities were to be:represented by the-Glasgow conurbation; the Grampian schools
were chosen mainly on the basis Cif their proximity to one another. Replacements
for the several sell:" Ils which declined the offer were selected on similar grounds.
1
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By April, 1976, 14 schools constituted the experimental groups and were

designated as follows:
Fife

= Area 1,five schools
Schools 11, 12; 13; 14; 15;

Grampian = Area 2; four schools

Schools 21, 22, 23, 24.

Strathclyde = Area 3, five schools
Schools 31, 32, 33, 34, 35.

A sixth school in the Strathclyde group the- one chosen as likely -to meet
withdrew at too short notice for a willing
replacement to be found, though an attempt was made at the last minute to
persuade another Grampian school to join in.
difficulties due to staffing problems

This-selection of-14 -schools did in fact; albeit thinly, Cover most of the vari-

ables one would seek:to account for in a randomsainple. They ranged in size
from about 800 pupils -to about 2;01)13;i-two were-city-schools; seven were in
large towns; four in small towns with some rural intake; *id one was a:village
school with a largely-rural catchment -area; three- were-Rioman Catholic;: and
two weresingle sex (one boys'; one girls'):_ ft was found_in_d,ue course that there

were an the 14 schools quite large variations in the ability -range hoth of the
pupils _presented for 0-grade:and of the .S4 group as a whole; Finally; it was
also later :discovered that teacher-pupil ratios in the English departments of all
the schoolS were similar (except for schools 31 and 33;_ which had special.temporary staffing difficulties at the time of the experiment).
The principal types not accounted for at all in the group ere independent
and selective schools.

IL

Type of Assessment

It might have been possible to engage the schools in any of\ several sorts of
assessment procedure. The three most obvious possibilities _were: (1) school
examinations; (2) course:work assessment (in-which the pupils stored work is
assessed --at- the- end of-the course or, -sometimes; iralso at one or two points
during it) and (3) continuous assessment; a method involvinglthe systematic
collation of marks -or grades, based- either on course work or on special tests;
and their aggregation into a final grade:
While it_can be argued that all three of these procedures can haAte educational

value, that continuous assessment can allow monitoring of devetopment,- and
that it is possible to define criteria of achievement for the award of various
grades; a basic:concern of them all is discrimination, and they all My Ultimately
on the professional- judgment of teachers to effect this. The researchers were
aware thatiif internal assessment is to play- a significant part _in education; a
Shift in-emphasis-Is-probably-neededaway-from discriminatory a sessment- for
the world outside:school andon to_ that(limited) area of pupils' ves in which
the professional judgment of- teachers- is the best -available guide to pupils'
acluevements; namely; academic_ performance and social behaviour within the
school-context. Teachers are probably good at judging pupils' achievements in
thepupil -role- within that context; and there is an important place for assessment
schemes which facilitate description of pupils' achievements, definition of skills
and knowledge shown; and the pooling of- several teachers': judgments about
pupils, schoolwork; The SCRE publication; Pupits in Pr-ofite (SCRE, 1977),
describes such a scheme.
i
Assessment of the 'Pupils in Profile' type might be complemented by a concern to encourage:,self-evaluation by the pupils as the basis for discussion be17

tween pupil and guidance teacher about progress, motivation, relations with
teachers, careers guidance; personal development, and so on. The researchers
Were impressed by the development of this aspect of internal assessment at the
Bosworth College, LeiceSterShirel, and they felt that profiles and self-assessment
ought_to be among the concerns of any study of internal assessment, because it
is in _these types of assessment -that significant development would be both
valbable and poSsible. The fact is; however; that; as yet, the shift in emphasis

away from discriminatory assessment has not occurred. Assessments made using
profile vr-self-ttssessment-schemes in their present state of development are not
validated by anything outside the educational and,perhaps, social values of the
teachers_ in a particular school. The necessary requirement that public diteririn=
natory assessment be comparable across sChoolS therefore led the researchers
in the end to regard profiles and self-assessment, regretfully; as of only peripheral
interest.

As :it was considered that adequate information had been -obtained about
school examinations by the 1975 study;_ `Methods of Assessment . . . and their
accuracy' (Spencer, 1975), Course Work and- Continuous ASSeSSErient remained.
The research team had been predisposed to &Vonr the former by the successful
experience =of TWYLREB, in CSE assessment In preliminary diSCUSSiOns some
teachers were; however; asked for their reaction -to -the idea of a 'continuous'
_marks to be recorded at monthly:or two-monthly intervals. The tut=

gestion met with no enthusiasm: it was felt that there Would be too much
administration Mitt too Mitch concern with marks instead of _teaching and learn=
ing. There was; on the other hand; cautious acceptance cif or welcome for a
folio scheme in which 0:grade aSsessment would be of the quality_ of work

in iotoi While each separate piece of work miglit be marked on COMpletion for
whatever_ purpose the teacher thought fiti e.g. for immediate diagnosis of weakrieSS, or for encouragement. Thus was the type of internal assessment settled.

III. The Planned Folio Assessment Scheme
(a) Agreed Teaching Aims
The schools were invited to prepare:pupils for the 0-grade English examination
by-Working towards the achievement of aims which -the teacherS recognised as
implicit in the requirements of that exatniriation. Occasional use of 0-grade
past papers_ or Similar ready-made tests was admitted as necessary examination
practice; but the teachers were-asked not to use their} as part of their teaching
for the aims agreed -in _preliminary meetings. The list of aims agreed by the
teachers at preliminary meetings was as follows:
WRITING
Prose
Pupils should be able to:
FACTUAL
- organise faetual material clearly and logically,
e.g. in reports, instructions, letters.
PERSUASIVE
- present opinions; arguments evidence:
- write persuasively, to win support
PERSONAL
- write about personal, experience and feelings, describe personal
(and _
.
interests; explore imaginative resources in response to various stimuli;
DESCRIPTIVE)
descnbe scenes.
POETIC
- write stories;
NOte This categorisation is- derived from J. Britton's `What's the Use' in Language- and
EdUcialan, published for the Open University by Routledge and Regan Paul. Britton
referS to:
(1) 'Transactional' Writing: to direct, question, get things done, participate in society.
(2) `Expressive' writing:
to exchange or reveal- feelings and opinions, convey attitudes, reveal personality.
I See Reports and Reporting; published by the Bosworth College; LeidesterShire.
_
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(3) Poetic' writing:
to construct linguistic artefacts -organised language as a
means of trying to explore and master the complexities of realiiy.
The categories obviously merge into one another when people are actually writing.
Poetry, Drawa

The writing of poetry and dramatic dialogue might also be regarded as aims of S4 0-grade work.
READING
Understarding and appreciation

(1) Pupils should read as widely as possible and should devote special attention to the
study of a number of selected texts (prose, poetry and drama). This study should
enabk them to follow the narrative line, acquire insight into characters, respond to
tone and- to the attitudes and ideas presented by the writer, and recognise some of
the elements in the text which contribute to the impression it makes (e.g.'humour,
suspense, structure, setting, images, dialogue, realism, etc.).
The emphasis should be on the pupil's own perception of the meaning and tone of
the text: there is no advantage in the analysis or labelling of literary devices without
some emotional and intellectual appreciation of their impact and implications.
(2) Pupils should be able to understand the content of a passageof_appropriate_difficulty

which they have not previously studied, and also the deeper otiess immediate

aspects of the meaning of such a passage. They should have enough knowledgeof
language to be able to indicate how the writer's meaning has been conveyect. They
should be able to understand and summarise the whole or a substantial part of a
passage of straightforward prose.

(b) Method of Assessment
The pupils' work throughout the session was retained in a folio and assessed
by the teachers in ways which= varied slightly in different regions. Fife and
Grampian teachers worked as departmental teams, assessing all their 0-grade
pupils as one group;iin Strathclyde, each teacher was responsible for his own
class-. The Strathclyde schools - agreed- to- make three assessments - in late
OCtober,jn January and in April - while the others were to make only an end
of course_ one in_ April: The research- team hoped to obtain by this variation
some evidence abaiit the relative validity of single assessment as opposed to
cumulative or the average of several, but the intention was frustrated by- the

inability of three of the five Strathclyde schools actually-to carry out three
assessments.

In all cases, three marks were required: for Writing, out of 30, for Literature,
out of 20, for Interpretation, out,of 50, these weightings being the familiar ones
of the three elements in the 0-grade examination:
(c) 'Rules! and Minimum Contents of Folio

The -desirabiliV- of a statement of minimum requirements and rules for describing the conditions under which work was_done had been established by the
experience of the GCE Joint Matriculation Board with its Alternative internal
scheme. The 'RuleS for Folio Assessment' which the SCRE project teachers
agreed to are set out in the following statement, which was circulated to the
schools:

RULES FOR FOLIO ASSESSMENT
The work carried out by the pupils in the course of the year might arise from various approaches
to the agreed aims theme work, unit study work, or whatever the teacher might decide. It is

proposed that all the pupil's work towards the agreed aims be kept in the folio, and that the
following tie the minimum requirements:

. WRITING
(I) Each pupil should complete nine assignments of 350-450 words (or the equivalent
in-lengthier pieces).

Sig of these should be chosen by the pupil and the teacher for assessment, the

selection to _-contn evidence of the pupil's ability in the categories of writing listed
in 'Agreed Aims for S4English':
(2) Each:composition chosen for assessment should have the_ rubric of the assignment
attached to it and; if possible; any stimulus material; or a description of the stimulus
material;
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Each composition should be labelled
(a) 1st _draft! or 'Improved draft':
(b) 'Unaided' or_Wded': the type of ald should be briefly specified, e.g. 'Following _class _discussion.; or 'After other pupils' criticism'; or, 'With some
guidance from teacher', etc;
(c)'Classwork' or 'Homework.' (3) There is no need to avoid choOsing for assessment work improved by discussion or
criticism, so kt-ig as all the work chosen can be said to represent the pupil's real
ability in English. However, the selection should include at least one unaided first
draft of an assignment done in class.
READING
(1) The pupils should keep a record of their reading as outlined On the Specimen 'Record
of Reading' (see below) and this shOtild be kept in the folio.(2) Tae folio should contain at least six pieces of evidence of the pupil's ability to understand and respond to several aspects of some of the texts studied.
('Interpretation' questions on sections of the texts studied come into this category.)
Fouref these pieces of work should be chosen for assessment.
The folio should in addition contain some general comment indicating the pupil's
own understanding of and response _to the prose, poetry and drama he has studied.
(3) The folio should contain a minimum of six 'unseen' interpretations of the traditional
type.

Four interpretations should by assessed, including two which required the pupil to
summarise all or part of the passage.
(4) In each case, work for assessment should be labelled 'Aided' or 'Unaided', 'Homework' or 'Classwork', as for 'Writing' above, and at least one of the 'unseen' interpretations chosen for assessment should be work done unaided in class.
SPECIMEN RECORD OF READING (0-grade English course, August, 1976 April; 1977)
Name:
School:
Class:
(I) Texts studied as part of school work. (Titles and authors)
Prose
Poetry
Drama
(2) Texts read in addition to the above. (Titles and authors)
(You may include here any story, book or poem you have read, any play you have
read or seen performed. If you are doubtful about the suitability of a text you want
to include ask for your teacher's advice.)
ORAL
(N.B. This part of the scheme is optional, and will not beincluded in the comparison between
the school assessments and the two external examinations.)
Teachers will be asked in January and in April 1977 night an ImpreSSion grading' Of pupils'
oral ability, based on general criteria to be supplied by the Research team. If possible, teachers
other than:English teachers may be asked to provide an oral assessment grade too, so that the
reliability of this grading. might be increased:

(d) _Support for Teachers
Two- means of helping teachers with assessment problems were adopted :. Trial
Marking and provision of a Guidance booklet.
Trial Marking was modelled on the system developed by_The West Yorkshire
and Lindsey Regional Examining Board (TWYLREB) for the CSE. Four meetings of school representatives were planned for June and September 19-76,_ and

January and March l977, for the purpose of establishing common standards
on scripts selected by the researchers and previously sent to each school for
the department, or at least three members of it, to mark: The representative

thus was able to bring to the meeting his school's assessment, and not merelyhis
own. Although only three_Trial Marking meetings were actually held, this part
of the work of the project was very successful: it is reported in detail in Ap=
pendii 5.
The'Guidance booklet was a compilation of advice- about ways of improving
the validity and reliability of assessment in English; suggested criteria for mark,
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ing certain writing assignments, and exemplars of tests of response to short
stories in which the questions had been derived from suggested 'purposes of

reading% following a model created by the Reading Development_Course team
of the Open University. The booklet was late in preparation and too bulky; so
that any effect on teachers' assessment during theproject was probably minimal.

It is hoped that its recommendations may he helpful to the teacheri in the
future'.
(e) Moderation

The feasibility and effectiveness pi* two methods of moderation were tested.
1.

Visiting Moderator
Moderators were appointed to visit the schools on two or three occasions
to monitor the internal assessment scheme. Their function-was(i) to discuss
with teachers - difficulties arising; in particular those concerning the comparability of levels of difficulty of-work set in= different schools (a matter
of trouble to-the JMB internal assessment scheme); _(ii) to moderate the
standard of the schoiS1 assessments by marking the folios of a sample of
20 _pupils:

The statistical tests of comparability between school and moderator

were those of 'Range estimates' developed for CSE moderation, described
in 'Sell-doh Council Examination Bulletin No. 5: The Certificate of Secondary Education: School-based examinations', and used bY TWYLREB.

The application of these tests it the SCRE project is described in the
discussion of mOderation in Appendix 6.Two =types of moderator were e:mployed._It was assumed that in a real
internal assessment systvp moderittors would be experienced alid successful 0-grade markers .(wiliile examiners would probably be senior moderators). Acc-ordingly, it was decided to appoint four experienced markers
:

to Fife:and Strathclyde,_'ieach to deal with two or three schools.. In the
Grampian region a teacher from each school; who was involved in the
scheme and had taken full part in the Trial Marking exercises, carried out
moderation of marking in another school -in the group: The teachers in
this group did not wish to take on thetas- of_jtid_ging whether work set
by colleagues in other schools was_ of the appropriate level of difficulty;
so one of the researchers undertook that part of the moderators' duties.
2.

Statistical Standardisin_g

The marks given by the teachers were scaled against those obtained by
the same groups Of pupils in both the 0-grade and the Criterion Test;

(f) Modifications to the Planned Scheme
The experimental scheme -as agreed with -the participating schools in early
Summer, 1976; 'did not proceed without modification:"One Fife and one Strathclyde- school withdrew in Autumn, 19M, from the commitment to provide a
folio assessment AnotherStrathclydc_school maintained its intention to provide
course-work marks until March, 1977, but was not in fact able to do so; and a
partiallyi
third member of the Strathclyde group fulfilled the commitment
only,
sending marks for two classes out of six: (The remaining two Strathclyde
schools co-operated fully and did each provide threelassessments in- the course
of the year, as requested; no attempt was made,: however; to investigate the
relative comparability-with the Criterion Test of these three assessments separately and combined; as it was felt that too many of the pupils for whose results
this study had been planned had been lost through their schools' inability to
provide marks.)
I
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The Guidance bOoklet is under revision for possible wider circulation.

In the schools which fulfilled all the demands of the project, fears arose early
in the session that the agreed minimum requirement for the folios would prove
more than could be met by a significant proportion of pupils. Several teachers
who were trying to conform with the suggestion that past_papers might not be
used as teaching material became anxious about the difficulty_of finding or
inventing alternative interpretation material in the very limited free -time -they
had; they were also- worried about the need for pupils to have examination
practice. In the event; almost all the pupils involved. probably did- produce- the
minimum amount of work- over- the year. (There is some doubt; because in
some- schools- pupils were allowed to remove material From their folders- to
revise for the 0-grade examination before the moderator scrutinised the school's
assessment.) The teachers' concern in the early stages, was probably due to
insecurity in dealing with an unfamiliar system and to the feeling that they
simply did- not have enough time to teach for 0-grade and try to engage in
some curriculum development as well. In October, 1976,the research team sent
to the schools the -booklet -of guidance on internal assessment the contents of
which may have caused more confusion than enlightenment: it contained suggestions for diagnostic assessment and for types of English work not normally
undertaken in preparation for 0-grader _as well as general advice regardingthe
validity and reliability of assessments. Though this booklet was meant to be a
set -of- ideas which teachers mighOry out or not; -as they wished, it was misunderstood by some to be a very late statement of more 'rules' which they felt
they had -not had time to consider arid. plan for, As a_result of reports from the
schools referring to this bodklct and to the fears described above, the researchers
circulated in -late October, 1976; an explanatory leaflet entitled 'Some Clarifications', to reassure the teachers.
.

`Some Clarifications defined the-essential_ elements of the experiment as (i)
assessment of a folder of course work arising from the school's teaching-towards
0-grade aims, (ii). the comparison- of-marks -awarded; in that assessment with
tt..-ose awarded in_our Criterion Test and in the 0-grade examination. Reassurance _was given that the agreed minimum requirementsi- the request to avoid
past papers and -the suggestions in the Guidance booklet =were all: subject to

the teachers' judgment about what was best for their-pupils and what it was
possible for-the- pupils- to do. -Adjustment of the 'rules' was..permittcd to this
extentand it was pointed out that one of the purposes of the- project-was precisely to report on the amount -of work it was reasonable to ask of pupils and
teachers in the course of a year, The document also repeated the -assurance
that moderation would not in any sense be an inspection of the quality of
teachers' work.
There were three. further alterations to the originally projected scheme, bcsideS
those allowed by-'-Some Clarifications'. Since it became obvious that everybody
_

was finding difficulty in providing the basic necessary data, two suggestions
written into the plan -were-quietly, though regrettably; dropped: these were the
invitation to assess the _pupils' oral work and the request for a- record -of the
pupils' reading during the-year. The third omission was of the 'Trial Marking'
exercise schhluled for January, 1977;
Detailed accounts of practical problems which occurred and of teachers' reactions to the project can he found in Chapters IX and X.
(g) Summary of Experimental Programme
Table, 2.I sets_ out the_scheme in full, indicating the principal- modifications
described in (p. above. The time-scales for_ the preparation and implementation
of the programme are shown in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
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TABLE 2.1: FOLIO ASSESSMENT SCHEMES (SUMMARY)
No._of

Form

assess-

Made
by

mews

Fife
originally
5 schools;
4 provided

Trial__

Marking

Moderation

Marks for
Depart- 4 plan- (I) External
/30 mental ned, but moderator:
Writing

1

Literature
Interpretation

/20
/50

only 3
carried
out

team

data

Validation

Compare
marks -with
those given

difficulty in 0-grade
level of work and in
Criterion
A.

u.- standards

of marking.
(2) Scaling
against
0-grade ..

Test.-

Obtain
teachers'
views on
educational
advantages
and
disadvantages

Grampian

As Fife

1

As Fife

4-schools,

As Fife (1) Difficulty As Fife
level of work
by
researcher. _

all, providing
data

Standards of
marking"-,
by teacher
from_within
the group.

(2) As Fife
Strathclyde
5 schools;
2 provided
full data, 1
partial data

As Fife

3

plan-

As Fife

1

1 Each

As Fife

As Fife

! teacher
j own

.

ned,

but

class

only I
actu-

ally

used

TAJ3LE 2 2: TIME-SCALE FOR PREPARATION OF FOLIO ASSESSMENT
.

February 1976
1st co6iact

with school

March/April 1976 _

June 1976

(I) Preliminary visit to school
(2) Teachers consider written
proposals;

(3) Secondivisitlo receive
objections; etc.
(4) Meeting of school
representatives to finalise
plans.
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1st Trial

Marking,

August /September 1976

Implementation

TABLE 23: TIME-SCALE FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF FOLIO ASSESSMENT
September
1976

October
1976

Nai,eMber
1976

December
1976

111

Schools' _(192nd

get
qrial
organised. el4.4arking.
1 school
provides (2) 1st
Trial
Assess-

Marking
scripts.

merit___

(Strath-

.

1st

Januar
-1977
o

(iy 3rd
Trial

-,--I

Mode- tor's vt

February

Marking \

to_ diicuss
leveLsiof
difficulty

(aban-

1977

March
1977

of work.

AsSeSS;

1977

(1)

Criterion
Test.

Assessment
(2)

croned).

(2) 2nd

April/ May

(2) 4th
Trial
Marking

0-grade
exam.

(Strath-Moderament

clyde).

clyde).
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(3) 2nd

tor's visit

.

CHAPTER III

MEANS OF EVALUATION OF THE INTERNAL ASSESSMENT SCHEME

I.

Overview

The Folio Assessment scheme_was evaluated statistically as regards ranking
and as re_gards judgment of 4:)rade- standards at _each band-- boundaiy -by
comparing the marks awarded by the Folio Assessment :and in: the 0 -grade
examination- -with -those- -awarded to the same pupils in the -SCR! -Triterion
Test% an extensive, thoroughly prepared and reliably marked independent assessment. This statistical evaluation is reported in Chapter IV.
Chapter V deals with the methods of moderation tried out in the project,
considering their effectiveness for imposing 0-grade standards on internal aS
sessment and also their effects on awards to individual pupils.
'In the course of comparing the three sets of marks it was realised,that certain
related matters were of considerable- importance in trying ta decide- whether
-

Folio - Assessment is as good as or betterthan:the external - examination. Chapter VI discusses some- of these matters -- in-particulari marker unreliability and
the problems caused for comparability of assessments by allowing variation in
the- tasks c-arried out by the pupils and the implications for assessin&Writing
and Literature, on the one hand, and Interpretation, on the other;are pointed out.
In addition to purely statistical concerns the researchers were interested in
the practical feasibility of an internal assessment scheme and in the kiducational
advantages and/or disadvantages. The difficulties met in the implementation of
the scheme are described in Chapter IX, and suggestions are made as to means

or reducing them. Practical problems also figure prominently in Chapter X,
which is devoted to the views of the teachers who took part in the experiment;

but another- important function of this chapter is to present the teachers'

opinions about the educational value of the scheme;
It was not possible in the:project to make any kind of_ direct assessment of
the amount of progress pupils made as compared with what would have been
the case in a normal year. It also proved impossible, despite the good_ intentions
of the researchers, to survey the views of the pupils themselves about the project:
very few were available to be questioned in the third term, after the 0-grade
examination.

II.

Statistical Criteria of Evaluation

Folio Assessment could be statistically 'evaluated_ as regards ranking and as
regards judgment of 0-grade standards at each band boundary.
(a) Rankingsthifunction of the, criterion Test

It may -be helpful to define twd-well-k-nown -but still important characteristics
of good assessment. (I) It should be valid _Le:.; it should actually test what it
claims to- test: the extent and :quality of pupils' attainments in English. (2) It
should be _reliable i;e_;, it should be as free as possible from chance factors
which might influence the marks awarded.
In the project's study of internal examinations in 1975'; the school assessment
was:compared only with the 0-grade results. In order to _compare the relative
qualities of Folio Assessment and the 0-grade examination; 1-an:independent
criterionwas required; -whiCh had to be a more- thorough and reliable assessment than a normal examination; because of the known imperfections of tests
Reported to SCEEB in Spencer (1975y.
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like the 0-grade English examination. For practical..reaSthis, such public examinations suffer a loss of yalidity, because they can_sample only a small pro=
portion of a candidate's attainments. They may alSO, despite careful preparation
and moderation, occasionally_present candidates with for instance; questions
which are invalid because of ambiguity of wording which was not detected until
large ambers_ of pupils actually tried to_answer them. Or from time to time
a passage for interpretatibn might be Chosen which requires specialised knowledge _from anyone required to understand it fully. Pre-testing of the _papers

would, bring such faults to light; but
examinations:.

is

impractical for annual 0;grade

The principal means of reducing the unreliability Which remains in an English
examination even after markers' meetings multiple-marking to reduce inter;
marker inconsistency
is also normally impractical, so that a degree of unreliability is inevitably present in an 0-grade, examination:
The same= imperfectiods: influence internal assessment such as the Folio
Scheme employed in the SERE prOject; though their relatiVe significance is
different: In folio = assessment there is the possibility_of greater:validity than in
an external examination, because more _work can be assessed, but there are

likely to be more difficulties with reliability_ and with comparability of work

and standards of assessment in different schools:

The function of the Criterion Test was to provide, fOr the purposes
the
experiment, a measure ofpqpils' attainments in English which would combine
the extensiveness of Folio assessment with the comparability of an external
examination and which could be more thoroughly prepared and_marked than
a teacher's assessment or even an 0-grade examination. Accordingly, the requirement of the remit of the project was that the researchers should create a

comprehensive test_of =all the `objectives' of English_ teaching in S4preparatOry

to 0-grade; optimise its validity and reliability,_ and use the marks given in it
as the 'criterion' against:which both the internal assessments and the 0=grade
results might be compared. The test was to be a 'criterion' in this sense only:
it was not a 'criterion referenced test'.
The development of the Criterion Test posed some theoretical and practical
problems_which, since they have their own interest, have been kept for a separate
section of the report: the detailed account_ of the making of the test can be
found in Appendix 3. Pages 122-124 contain a statement of the range of SkillS
and kinds of English work which the -test covered and also of those which were
excluded for various reasons. The test papers themselves and the marking
schemes can be found in Appendix 4. It is enough to note here that there were
live papers, covering: free icomposition with picture or _Imaginative' verbal
stimuli; two writing exercises with specific purposes and for stated audiences;
two passages for,` traditional'_ interpretation, and three others with multiplechoice questions; a test of close _reading of a complete short StO0/, Withguidance
as to what to look for and (within reason) unliinited time to answer; and three
questions requiring 'general' responses to; respectively, a poem, a play and a
prose work chosen by the pupils themselves.

`Validity! in respect of this test meant only lace-validity'; but as high as
possible. The aim was to produce a test on which two of the researchers, both
experienced teachers; had expended much thought, which had been pre-tested
where appropriate; and_ which _had passed through critical evaluations of its
suitability _for testing the English of I S-year -olds by 0-grade examiners and a
number of other teachers. Throughout the consideration of validity and of
English 'aims', 'objectives% 'criteria';
or 'purposes', the project relied for
justification of the rightness of descriptions, definitions, test questions; and
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passages; on the experience as teachers and_examiners of the researchers and of

a fairly large -group of .)thers involved in teaching and examining whose views
were-sought-from-time-co time. (The names of those contributing to the-project
in this way are listed- in Appendix 2;) The = validity :of the Criterion Test as an
instrument for assessing-as truly as-possible- the -achievements -in -English-of S4.

pupils was therefore_underwritten by several knowledgeable English teachers
and examiners who gave their appro-val to, -or !suggested -modifications in, its
various elements. The test could be said at least to match the 0-grade in respect
of the care and experience employed in its making and to improve upon the
SCEEB examination in its extensiveness.

.

The influence on -the-results of the Criterion Test of-chance factors was reduced :as compared with. 0-grade or Folio assessment, _because, besides the
normal markers'- meetings; special measures were taken in marking- it:-(1) all
writing and literature tasks (i.e., Papers
III, and _V) were double-marked by
experience& 0-grade markers; further, -the --obligation -on-the- p-upils- to---write
three comPositions;:two of which were for defined purposes and audiences; and
to respond to specific questions on a set -text, as well-as-to -'open'- literature
questions, was likely to increase the reliability of marking; as_ against an al),
solutely free choice of composition and of literature texts and questions; (2)
marker-inconsistency was removed_ altogether from Paper IV, the multiple choice test: which had been subject to vetting by a team of question setters and
had been satisfactorily pre-lested; (3) the procedures -adopted to standardise
markers' assessments:in' Papers 1,11, III and_N_-, adjustment of both the mean
flunk awarded- by ezich markercind Abe-spread of his marks-- could correct more
unreliability than:the SCEEB_procedure; which adjusts the mean only:_(As will
be seen in the discu-ssion of the--correlation coefficients, -there- was- however
one schpol, 13; _in which_the_eriterion Test was not set in the standard way;
with thcr.result that its reliability for that school is more questionable.)'
Though it would not always be safe to assume that Folio assessment and an
external.exa_minatior are measuring the same things; the school assessment, the
0-grade and the Criterion Test in this -case did have common teaching aims and

criteria- or achievement. The similinity of teaChing arms is evident if the Folio
assessment_ aims (stated on page 18) are :compared- with: the tasks set in- -the
Criterion-Test {seepage 422),-both having been derived ultimately from analysis
of agrade questions and markers' instructions-. Marking criteria -and processes
for the Criterion Test were modelled-on-the 0-grade ones and 0-_grade markers
were used the Trial Markings; in which_ the teachers involved practised assessment, also applied 0-grade criteria to the sample- scripts. On the basis of the

considerations of validity and reliability described above, the rank order produced by the Criterion Test could be taken to he the best of.the three available.
A- positive- correlation between -either of the other two sets- of minks and the
Criterion Test marks may be interpreted as indicating the degree to which that
test -cind the Criterion-Test- are- relizibly measuring-- the same things._ If the-correlation: between F_olio:and Criterion Test is significantly better than that between 0=grade and Criterion_ Test, the Folio assessment- can be said to have
reliably assessed more of whatever_ is measured_ by the Criterion _Test
an the .
0-grade did., The relative merits of Folio and 0 -grade as regards:ranking the
pupils yalidly_and reliably were thus judged by comparing the correlations they
both obtained against the Criterion Test.

(h) Judgment of 0-grade standards.
The criterion of standards: or of the appropriate levels in the rank order above
No reliability coefficient was calculated for the Criterion Test -because it was thought- that,
since each paper sought -to test at least some different Skills,_a split-hall method of calculating

one, or any variation of it was inappropriate.
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which:to award bands A; B; C; D; and E; had to be the judgment of the Ograde
examiners in assigning ranges- -and bands -to pupils in the examination: the
researchers could not guarantee to set standards for the Criterion Test equivalent
to those of the i0-grade. (In the event, the Criterion Test as set and marked was
probably a little_more severe than the 1977 0-grade examination.) Accordingly
performance in the`O-grade was the basis of comparison when standards were
considered, and the procedure adopted was to compare Folio and 0-grade pass
rates at each band before and after the scaling of Folio marks against those
scored by the same pupils in the external examination.

III; Note on Terminology: marks, StaiidairdiSing Sealing; Ranges'
and Bands

Marks may be 'raw', 'standardised' or 'scaled'.
Raw marks are those actually awarded by the markers to ScriptS. 'Staridardisation'i usually means re=ticpteSSing raw marks in some standard way: eg;; all
0-srade raw:marks in all subjects are standardised taa pass mark of 50% and
a standard deviation of 20. The term 'Sealing normally refers= to the process by
which a_ set of rawintarks is adjusted so that its mean and standard deviation
are the same as_ that of another set of marks for tht same pupils e.g., raw
marks awarded- in the school Folio assessment and in the Criterion Test could
be scaled against the pupils' marks in the 0-grade.
Some confusion is possible; because SCEEB officials and examiners commonly
use the word 'scaling' in reference to balli the processes described in the previous
paragraph, while they use
to refer to a different process, -the
one by which each marker's consistency and accuracy is checked by the Principal
Ekarniner and his team.

In this report, the following definitions obtain; unless the text specifically

indicateS otherwise

Ran' marks: marks actually awarded to scripts by tharkerS.
tandardisation:the re-expression of raw marks so that the pass mark decided
on by the Principal Examinerbecomes 50% and the standard deviation of the
marks becomes 20. (This is often called scaling' by SCEEB.)
.Seall_ng: the adjustment of a set of marks so that its mean and standard
deviail n are the same as those of another set of marks for the same pupils.
Marker7_tan6ardisedion: the process by which the Principal Examiner and his
colleague check the consistency and accuracy of individual markers' work

and make rr cessary adjustments.
Ranges and b ds:: standardised categorisations of marks employed by SCEEB
in reporting ex urination results. The relationship between SCEEB standard-

ised marks and ranges and bands is shown in Table 3.1.

\

\

\
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TABLE 3:1: MARKS; RANGES AND BANDS
Stanetardtsed mark

Runge

90-100
85-89
80-84
75-79
70-74

Band

1

2
3

74
5

65-69
60-64

6
7

55-59
50-54

9

45=49

10

40-44

11

.35-39
30-34

12
13

0-29

14

8

NO

award

'F'

Note: In the SCRE project; for convenience; 'No award' has been called band 'F':
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CHAPTER IV

FOLIO AND 0;GRADE: RANKINC AND PASS RATES
1.

Ranking - Comparison of both Folio and 0-grade with Criterion
Test

(a) Overall Impression

Pearson_ Product-moment correlation coefficients were calculated for Folio/
Criterion Test, 0-grade/Criterion Test, and Folici/O-grade.
The three coefficients could be obtained for 11 Schools; of the remaining
three Schools, two provided no folio assessments; so that only the 0-grade/
Criterion Test coefficient was found for them; and one did not set the Criterion
Test and had to be left out of the calculations. Some figures are available, therefore, for 13 schools; all figures for IL

In order to give a general impression of the validity, of each of the three
assessment methods by comparison with the other two Table 4.1 shows the
coefficients for all the pupils in the 13 schools for whom data had been obtained.

It should be noted (1) that the three coefficientS are not strictly comparable
because they were calculated for three_ slightly different populations, (2) that
the qualitymof assessments in individual schools and classes cannot be judged
from these correlations. In very general terms however, Folio Assessment, 0-

grade and the Criterion Test can be said to corretate with one another satisfactorily.
TABLE 4-.1: PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
r Folio/Criterion Test

77 (1567 pupils)

0- grade /Criterion Test

Folio10-grade

-82 (1834 pupils)

-71 (1529 pupils)

(b) Folio Assessment on_a Wfibk Sehool Basis

Judgments about the relative merits of Folio Assessment and 0=grade Could be
made only after consideration of the correlations by school and by class which
are given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.

Interpretation of correlation coefficients iis not straightforward: the Value of
the coefficient _depends, not only on the quality of the assessments; but also
on the size of the sample and the distribution of marks within it Thus a school
presenting for 0-grade arid Folio Assessment only thoSe_pUpilS likely to obtain
band C or better -is likely to show a lower correlation coefficient than one
without restrictions on the type :of supils sitting the ekaiiiiitation; the:quality
of assessment being_equalin both. One cannot, therefore; read_down Table 4;2
reaching conclusions about the relative quality- of schools' Fblio ASSeSsments
simply by comparing the=coefficients obtained by different schools._ Caution is
needed. The Notes coltimns of the Tables provide information of Which account
should be taken in evaluating some Of the COrtelatioris. It is however legitimate
to make comparisons across each row in the Tables; since the pupils involved
are the same (or virtually so). The size of the FoliO/Criterion Test coefficient
relative to thatfor P-grade/Criterion Test indicates the degree by which Folio
Assessment was better or worse than the 0 -grade at ranking the pupils on those
skills measured by the Criterion Test.
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-TABLE 4.2: PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS: SCHOOLS
ASSESSING ON WHOLE-SCHOOL BASIS
r Fo liol

School

Criterion
Test
.74

11

(144 pupils)

r a=gradel
Criterion

1%

r Folio(
0-grade

Test

69

.68

(143 pupils)

(143 pupils)

NoteS

(1)_ Folio assessment made_ in

rariges1,1_4; not_in % marks
so_ ranking_was less refined
than elsewhere.

(2) Truneated: poorer pupils
not entered.

no folio

12

.73

no folio

Part of Criterion Test taken__
in class: some pupils therefore
failed to complete it.

61 (163)
71 (262)

Part of Criterion Test taken
in class: 165 pupils only
completed the full test,
thoujgh 262 sat 0-grade and

(99):

13

:68
(163)

85(165)

received Folio assessment.
14

15

21

22
23
24

(227)

(218).

.74
(196)

.84
(155)

.84
(154)

(154)

.86
(94)

.82

sqr`' .133

(93)

(93)

.84
(204)

.85
(209)

(204)

83_

.81

84

87

(81)

(89)

.89
(72)

(70)

Truncated at top: best pupils.
by-pass 0-grade.

.81_

Truncated at bottom: poorer
0-grade pupils excluded from
project by school.

.79

79
(81)

84

:88

(70)

Note: School 12 dropped out of the Folio scheme early in the session.

The picture presented by seven of the remaining eight schools carrying out
whole-school assessment is a satisfactory-one. Six of the,Folio/Criterion Test
coefficients are _better than .80. _The lower value for school 11 74) may- be
partly explained by two factors: (a) the Folio assessment was reported to SCRE
in discrete ranges 1-14 and not in continuous marks 1-100; (b) the distribution
of ability in the sample was restricted by a policy of not enterin_g _poorer
pupils for the examination and by the relative lack of exceptionally high achievers;

(Of 38- pupils in school 11 obtaining 0-grade bind A, 11 had ranges 1, 2 or 3,
as Against 14 out of 30 in school 12 and 16 out of 31 in school 15,:two nearby
schools.)

The 't' test for significance in the difference between two correlations which
are also correlated with each other was applied:
In seven- of the eight cases of whote-schoot assessment- there is no significant

difference between the Folio/Criterion. Test and the 0-grade/Criterion Test wr11

relations.- These schools can be said to have ranked their pupils satisla-ctorily by
comparison with an independent criterion and to have done so as well as the 0-_
grade examination did by comparison with the same criterion

In the -cage-Of school 13i--the superiority Of the 0-grade/Criterion Test cor7
relation over the Folio/Criterion Test correlation is highly significant. Possible
reasons for the distinctly poorer Folio/Criterion Test correlation in this school
are suggested below (see page 35):
(c)= Folio Assessment on a Class Basis

Tables 4;3 and-4:4 show the correlations for the Strathclyde schools which
had presented Folio Assessments carried out by teachers for their own classes:
TABLE 4.3: PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS: SCHOOLS
ASSESSING BY CLASS SCHOOL CORRELATIONS
School

Fatiol
CrimrtOn

r 04radel
Criterion

r Folio[

Notes

reit

0-grade

(268 pupils)

81
(270 pupils)

71
(268 pupils)

33

.55
(45)

84 (126)
71 (45)

.39
(45)-

34

no folio

.86
(85)

no folio

Many pupils did only part of
the Critenon Test:
85=only about two thirds
of the presentation group.

63

.84
(113Y

.59
(112)

Some classes not included in
project; because of teachers'
unwillingness; but remainder
cover a wide range of ability:

Test

32

35

.83

(114)

;--

Folio assessments for two
classes only.

School 34 was unable to provide folio marks, and school 33 could provide
only -partial data. (The difference betWeen .55 for Folio /Criterion- Test and .71
for 0-grade/Criterion Test for 45= pupils in this school- is -not significant:) Of
the two Strathclyde..schools providing fall data., khOol 32 has no significant
difference between- the correlations and school 35 has- a Folio/Criterion Test
correlation significantly lower than that for 0=grade/Criterion Test.

TABLE 4.4: PEARSON CORRELA-ION COEFFICIENTS: SCHOOLS
ASSESSING BY CLASS - CLASS CORRELATIONS
r Folio/

r 0=grade

School

I Class

Test

Test

32

al

75 (25)

59 (26)

alphabet,
roughly set
by previous

a2

81 (24)

assessments

a3

.81 (27)

a4

0-grade

Notes

63 (25)

Ranges obtained in 0-grade

66 (24)

58 (24)

.48 (27)

32 (27)

35 (24)

.72 (24)

.27 (24)

Ranges obtained in 0,grade
= 1-13. - Folio assessed in
ranges not marks.
Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=4-13.
Ranges obtained in 0,grade
6-14. - Folio assessed in

a5

48 (24)

63 (25)

30 (24)

a6

78 (13)

75 (13)

78 (13)

Steond half
of alphabet
roughly set
by previous

bl

64 (26)

60 (26)

b2

57 (26)

39 (26)

47 (25).
41 (24)

assessments

b3

75 (26)

52 (26)

63 (27)

Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=8-14.
Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=, lt:14.
Ranges obtained is 0 -grade
=1-10.
Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=3-12.
Ranges obtained in 0-grade

b4

59 (25)

46 (25)

39 (24)

Ranges obtained in 0-grade

b5

77 (20)

72 (20)

74 (24)

b6

92 (8)

81 (8)

78 (13)

First half of

(in English)

I

I

,-.1.9,

ranges.

(in English)

----3-13.

=--5-14.

Ranges obtained in 0-grade
----&14.

Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=11 -14. - Pupils_widely:
scattered within marks
range 0-44.

33

1

Classes set

no folio

65 (27)

no folio

Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=1-9.
Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=1-10.
Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=2-13.

by previous
English

2

39 (5)

63 (25)

81 (5)

assessments

3

55 (21)

50 (21)

.03 (21)

4

.45 (19)

61 (19)

33 (19)

5

no rolio

73

(18)

no folio

----6-14. - Folio assessed in
ranges.
Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=6 -I4. - Folio messed in

no folio

49 (16)

no folio

Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=7-14.

I

49 (27)

50 (27)

36 (27)

Ranges obtained in _O-grade

by previous
English

4

75 (24)

47 (22)

56 (22)

assessments

5

61 (20)

77 (20)

49 (20)

7

71 (21)

69 (21)

65 (21)

Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=1-14:
Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=3-14.
Ranges obtained in 0-grade

8

46 (12)

76 (12)

64 (I2)'

9

82 (10)

83

Ranges

obtained in 0-grade

ranges,

35

Classes set

(II)

64 (10)

=1-5, - (+I range 71

=_1-11.

Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=5-13.

Ranges obtained in 0-grade
=5-14.

Since three of the five schools committed to assessment 13y the class teacher
'did not provide adequate datajudgment§ about the effectiveness of this method
are not _very firmly based. There are however; =some= indications that class
teacher assessments are not adequate as a baSiS for- public certification. Difficulties in moderating class assessments, either statistically or by marking sample
scripts; are obvious, Some_ indications of `class effects' even in the 'wholeschool' assessmentgroup alSo lead to the conclusion that team assessment is
desirable to counteract teachers' idiosyncrasies in setting tasks or marking. The
common practice of setting_ S4 English classes by 'ability groups' can cause
class assessments to be more inaccurate by comparison with a criterion than
they might have been: teachers may rank pupils very well within their own
class= but_be influenced in making awards by the supposed 'quality' of the Set,

so that; for instance they award only band A to -the top class and nothing

above_band E or D to the bottom one This may result in a very unsatisfactory
rank _order for the- whole school, since the assessments on- which setting was
based in _the first _Olace were probably not accurate enough to _assign pupils
with certainty to different ability groups. Though there may be faultS in 0 -grade
ranking too, the bands achieved in the examination by pupils in a particular
class are a fair indication of the breadth of achievement in it. It can be seen
from the 'Notes' column of Table 4.4 that 'ability' sets in English may very
easily contain pupils at almost all levels of 0-grade achievement.
The effects Of PreViouS setting can be seen in two of the by class' schools.
Table- 4:4 gives the correlation coefficients by class for thiS group of schools;
and shoWS that in SehoblS 32 and 35; especially the former; class teachers did
a creditable job in ranking their own classes. Indeed, when the elaSS correlation
coefficients for scho6l 32 were combined and the appropriate statistical test was
carried out; it was found_that the_Folio/Criterion Test correlations -were- significantly better than the _0=gradel_Criterion Test ones. The teachers here had
then, ranked their separate classes better than the 0-grade did, if Criterion TeSt
results are taken as the criterion. This does not mean; however, that they produced a school rank order which was superior: _in fact, Table`4.3 shows that
there was no_ significant difference between school Folio and 0-grade correlations

with the Criterion Test, and the school rank order for school 35; where the
teachers also fairly successfully ranked their own classes, was actually significantly less_ satisfactory than the 0-grade one The reason for this apparent
contradiction is that the means by which classes had previously been set_ had
not in fact separated pupils into homogeneous ability groups. in school 32 the
top and bottom sections had been fairly well identified, but in the Middle grouos
there were pupils obtaining all 0-grade bands,- A to 'F' ; in school 35 this hap-

pened in all the classes for which we have data except the top section. (See

Table 4.4; 'Notes' column.) Since classes were, in effect, of mixed ability; it was
easier:for teachers to rank within them than if they had been genuine ability
graupings:_For the same reason; there was a large overlap at bath ends between
a class rank order and that of the claSSes above and below it and this resulted
in a less satisfactory school correlation with the Criterion than might haVe been
expected from apparently quite good within-class ranking.

The principal argument in favour of class .teacher assessment as opposed to
team assessment is that it is less time-consuming. The re -searchers believe, how-'
ever,_ that the extra time req_uired for departmental standardising is very well
spent and that the advantages - accruing from it are significant. The very good
class teacher assessment in school 32 does not belie this belief; because the
teachers in that school did in fact approach the whole pioject Very much as a
team and there was much intra=departmental consultation and discussion; even
though each carried out his or her own class assessments.
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It is possible that class assessments made an important contribution to the
relatively poor internal assessments in school 13 (see Table 4.2). There was
some evidence from the Trial Markings and the moderation procedure in this
school that the department had been unable to keep to the instruction to work
as a team, each marking the work of a cross-section of the year group.
it is the conclusion of the researchers that class teacher assessments should be
rejected as a means of public certification because of the difficulties of standardising
'them, difficulties which, though'present, are more easily overcome for whole-school
assessments.

(d)_ Some Possible Cauies of the Lower Correlations
Before leaving_the consideration of ranking it:may be helpful to call to mind

factors affecting correlations and,_ in particular,- to try to identify possible
reasons for the less satisfactory performance of schools 13 and 35.

The correlations between the three sets of assessment results could have been
affected by some or all of six factors.
(I) Variability in the performance of the pupils on different occasions;
(2) The character of the group of pupils concerned:
(3) Lack of effective discrimination in Folio and the two examinations prior
to scaling.
(4) Marker inconsistency. ".
(5) The influence of the task set and of choice of tasks; especially in assessing
interpretation.
(6) Organisational difficulties.
he effects of some of these influences on all the schools is discussed in detail
in Chapter VIL
There are no reasons for thinking that schools 13 and 35 are differentirom
.

the others with regard to numbers 1-3; except that they did happen tope the
schools obtaining, respectively, the lowest and highest mean marks in the 0-grade
examination.

Allthe schools probably suffered from a degree of inconsistency in the marking_ (Chapter VII shows how much is likely); there may hays. been more in
consistency in schools 13 and 35 than elsewhere; -but; if
the concern would
be to try to find causes for it. The deleteriOus influen
class assessments' in
school 35, and possibly also in school 13, has alrea y _been mentioned:: It is
closely related to the problems caused by variations in the level of difficulty in
the_tasks set for pdpils in particular; different class teachers probably set more
and less difficult interpretation tests. If this drawback was combined- with a
failure to involve all the staff in the Trial Marking 'exercises; a school's marks
would be- more vulnerable to inconsistency among the markers than otherS.
Teachers in school 35 had, of course, been asked to work independentlyi.though
they did all take part in the Trial Marking exercises. There were indications that
it was more difficult-to engage everybody-fully in the project in school 13, and;
although it.is not possible to account fora low correlation solely in terms of
-organisational and- administrative difficulties ,,-theyprobably- did play apart in
lowering the_ Folio/Criterion Test correlation there; Only a proportion of =the
pupils completed the Criterion Test there because parts of it were set in class
and not in the same standard examination conditions -as in the other schools:
A practical difficulty, therefore, considerably reduced the value of -the reference

test. There were also indications in the data that Folio Assessment there may
have been less co-ordinated than in more successful schools. A' number- of
characteristics suggesting 'by-class' assessment were noted; though a 'whole35

school' approach was required. Communication within the department may
have been difficult: in responding to the questionnaire at the end of the project,
three teachers reported that they had no knoWledge of a Moderator's visit to
the school to discuss the appropriateness for 0-grade of work in progress,
though on did take place;
Comments on organisational problems; which should be linked With the repprt
on practical problems in Chapter 1X, areonly impressionistic; since it was no
Part of the remit of the project to judge the quality of teaching or management
in schools. It did seem, however, -that a number of the difficulties which were
met_ in the Course of the experiment in all schools were essentially management
problems; How to allocate very limited marking time? How to find time for
departmental diScussion of the scheme? How to Obtain co-operation front reluctant members of staff? How to maintain folders in good order? And so on.
For successful Folio Assessment it is probably necessary to have a _member of
the department who is committed to the method and has the time; energy; know-

ledge and authority to encourage others, arrange meetings, give advice on standards
within the school, impose deadlines and insist on adherence to instructions and the
full involvement of all in Trial Marking and Moderation procedures. It is, perhaps,

a role for a very capable Assistant Principal Teacher.

One remaining factor characterised school 35: several teachers there entered
`estimate' _mark§ for pupils who had failed to complete the minimum require=
meets of the project -or whose performance,in the Folio work did not match
the teachers' view of their 'ability'. There may have been some confusion in
the minds of these teachers as to what exactly they were assessing.
it would be necessary in a real Folio Assessment scheme to make_ absolutely
clear the instruction to assess only the work actually produced; since estimates
of potentiality are even more likely to be unreliable than judgments about actual

performance in` English.

IL Pass Rates = Comparison' of Folio Standards with 0-grade
Standards
.

Schools' accuracy in assigning 0-grade bands may be judged from a comparison
of pass rates at each band between Folio Assessment and 0=grade. A- similar
comparison between Folio and Criterion 'Test would have been possible; but
Would have been superfluous as far as consideration of standards is concerned:
the only valid basis for standards available was the awards made by the 0-grade
eicaminerS; so bands A, B, C, D az i E on the Criterion Test could have been
awarded only after scaling its results against the &grade results.
The 0-grade and Folio pass rates, before scaling the latter, are given in Tables
4.5 and 4.6 for 1791 pupils, -all -those in the 11 schools for whom both Folio
and 0-grade marks were obtained.
_

From the 'Folio (raw)' column can easily be seen the typical tendency of internal
assessment to bunch the marks near, and especially just above; the C pass mark;
along with the ensuing failure to award enough As Es and 'Fs.
Kati, Folio marks clearly do not produce pass rates at each band comparable
to those of the 0-grade examination.
-

The simple comparison of pass rates set Out in Table 4.6 is not, however; fair;
and Foli6 assessment cannot be condemned on the basis of it; It is necessary to
compare Folio _with 0-grade -after the former has been subjected to moderation
to make it conform to Ograde standards. The ejects of moderation are described
in the following chapter;
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TABLE 4.5: OVERALL PASS RATES AT EACH BAND: 1791 PUPILS
IN 11 SCHOOLS
Band

0-grade

Folio (raw)

A
B
C
D

22.3%

122 %
20.4%

17.4%

21.4%

37.4%,

20.3%

16.4%
11.6%
10.9%

'F'

76%

2.1%

1-

TABLE 4;6: PASS eit,ATES AT EACH BAND BY SCHOOL
\

School
11

(149 pupils)

13

Band \

0-grade

A
B
C
D

26%
20%
27%

'F'

E.-

8%
3%

A

17%,

17%

(263 pupils)
C
D
E_

L4--A

'F'

(217 pupils)

C

15-

(163 pupils)

17%
19%
19%
15%
10%

E

'F'
21

(110 pupils)

27%

A
B
C
D

15%

26%
22%
7%
3%

E-

'F
22

(236 pupils)

27%

A
B

C

17%
17%

'F'

7%

A
B
C

19%
14%

D
E

2_3

(109 pupils)

24%

D
E
'F'

15%
14%
14%
37

/I In/

4%
0%

-5%
24%

20%

A
B
C
D

'20%

24%,

15%
13%
12%

E

-14%

21%
37 %..-

18!'/,';

'F'

Folio (raw)

12%
19%
14%
13%
25%
18%

B

I

19%
14%

2%

45%
20%
5%
1%

20%
10%
31%
30 %

9%

0%

25%
25%
%

1%
-1%

11%
16%
35%
25%
8%

4%

10%
19%
29%
22%
14%

6%

TABLE 4.6 (contd)
School

Band

0-grade

Folio (raw)

24

A

22%
29%

7%
23%
30%

(73 pupils)

B

C
D
E

15%
15%

'F'
32

(281 pupils)

15%

A
B

.

_33

(59 pupils)

17%
15%
11%

A
B
C
D
E

44%

.

35

14%

24%
37%
16%

6%
3%

12%
=9%

3%
19%
53%.

13%
17%
5%

.

(131 pupils)

17%
18%

E

'F'
_.._

6%

22%

C ..

D

15%
19%

4%

.

A
B
C
D
E
'F'..

23%
2%.
0%

34%
15%
24%

18%
24%
32%
-24%
2%

15%

8%
4%

1R

'

0%

. CHAPTER V
MODERATION.

Three types-of moderation deVice were employed;

'Trial Marking' by all the schools of sample scripts provided to try to
establish common standaids.
H Marking of a representative sample of each school's folios by external
moderators;
HI Scaling of each school's folio assessments against its performance in the
'0-grade examinations.
The function of moderation in the SORE scheme-was to ensure that internal
pass rates were -as near as possible to those the Schools would have,obtained
in the-external examination and to ensure as much fairness to every individual
I

candidate as possible;

Of the three approaches to moderation attempted, the effec-ts of the visiting
moderator scheme anti -of scaling against 0-grade performance could be gauged
from the statistical evidence; but that of the Trial Marking exercises could not;

teachers' response to these exercises, however; and the evidence from other
exam boards of their value as in-service training' indicate that they 'Should be
included in any internal assessment scheme.

Appendices 5 and 6 contain -detailed descriptions of both Trial Marking
arrangements and the Visiting .Modetator scheme. The- concern here is only
with the effectiveness of the Visiting_Moderator and of Staling for ensuring
comparability between Folio and 0-grade;

I;

Visiting Moderator

Apart from school 33, where judgments alio& the sample folios for moderation
were unreliable because several of the folders supplied were incomplete; all the
schooLspassed the three moderation -tests (which were those developed for CSE;
described -in _the Schools Council Examinatkw. Bulletin NO. 5 and used- by
TWYLREB (The West- Yorkshire and Lindsey Regional Examination Board);
The teachers and the moderators were in reasonable agreement as to ranking,
standards and the discriminations made among the
All the school awards were therefore vindicated by the Visiting moderators; and
the discrepancy in pass rates (see Tables 4.5 and 4.6) was not corrected by the
moderators.

The discrepancy in pass rates was caused by three factors which the three
moderation tests aim to check:
1. disagreement on the size of the distribution of marks (discrimination);
2. disagreement on standard; or excessive severity or leniency; the Schools
Council test accepts as satisfactory discrepancies between moderator and
school of up to half a grade; or, in Scottish terms, one range;
3. disagreement onxanking, which, if it is significant and consisteik probably
means that moderator and teachers are valuing different things in the
scripts.
In which of the three areas did the moderators' failure occur?
I See, c.g. Cohen and Deale, (Schools Council, 1977); and Chapter X of this report.
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L Discrimination: failure to overcome 'bunching'
The failure of the moderators to detect Itunching': is not surprising. Firstly, the
size of a sample which can =be remarked in a realistic time =makes bunching
harder for the school to illustrate. The schools were asked to ch'oose the sample
SO that_the number of moderated pupils in each band was proportionate to the
whole school numbers in each band, but this may in fact have been too time
consuming an inconvenience to be kept to. Secondly; and probably more significantly; both teachers and moderators were marking with the 0=grade Stan=
dardised marks pattern in mind; i.e. 70 plus--A, 60 plus
and so on Markers
of the 0-grade papers also mark with this categorisation in view, anc the' do
in fact produce a similarly bunched -distribution to that obtained in the Folio
Assessment (as can be seen fromthe superimposition of the histogram of the
Folio distribution of raw marks on that of the 0=grade distribution of-raw marks,
Which is contained in Appendix 10). A standard deviation _of about 12.5 is
normal for 0-grade English rzw marks, and that for the_pupils in
in the
rcOject_was actually 11-78.. A _distribution of this sortmems that 3 6r 3.5 raw
marks are equivalent to one Q-grade range, and 6 or 7 raw markS to One band.
It is not the_ O-grade English _markers and examiners, nor, therefore; the
moderators of an internal assessment scheme who effect the apparently clear
discrimination of pupils into bands A to 'F', but the statistical standardising
procedure, which stretches cout raw mark _ranges of 3 -or 3.5 marks and bands
of 6, or 7 to standardised ranges of 5 mar s and bands_ of 10. Most of the discrepancy in pass rates between Folio and 0, de in Table 4:5 is due to the fact
that raw Folio marks have been compared wi standardised 0-grade reSults,
and the differences are principally in the distri tion of marks rather than in
the means:
-

It might be thought that the standardising procedure gives 0-grade English
results a spurious appearance of fine discrimination; and, When inter--Marker
inconsi#ency is considered (see Chapter VII) the reliability of the discriminations
made by the markers is in rather more doubt than is normally the case in the
mind of the public, including teachers and markers themselves. Since small errors
assigning pupils to their proper places in the rank order -maybe exaggerated
by the standardising procedure, some individual pupils may obtain awardSquite
different from those intended by the-marker: (Theieffects-on
of scaling Folio marks are discussed below, pages 4449.)
h is clear that if The aim is to obtain Folio aards_distributed in the same it ay
as- 0-grade awards; some form of the SCEEB statistical standardising procedure
Must be applied to the Folio marks: the Visiting Moderator will not be effective
for this pUrpoSe. The Standardising procedures, however, impose an appearance of
finer discrimination among, candidates than is actually achieved by the markerS.
2.1 Severtiy/teniency

It would be possible for n Visiting Moderator to check the severity or leniency
of Schools' raw marks, leaving the standardisation of:spread of marks to be
effected by the same procedure which at present applies to the_0-grade marks,
the distribution of awards for the whole examination is adjiiSted so that a
g=iven standard_ deviation is obtained, and the standard deviation for each school
is then calculated.
Did the Visiting Moderator scheme in the SCRE project in Pact ShOW that it

could Satisfactorily correct severity and leniency?
Since the Moderator was repesenting the 0-grade examination, the difference
between the Folio raw marks mean and the Folio mean after scaling against the ;
40
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0-grade marks can be taken as a measure of ea h school's severity or leniency
relative to the 0-grade. These differences were:
School 11
+0.95
Raw Folio severe
School 13
-4.57
Raw Folio lenient
School 14
-0.68
Raw Folio lenient
School 15
-2.65
Raw Folio lenient
School 21
- 1.82
Raw Folio lenient
School 22
-F6.50
Raw Folio severe
(beyond normally acceptable limits)
SChool 23
-040 Raw Folio lenient
School 24
f-405
Raw Folio severe
School 32
-3.51
Raw Folio lenient
School 33
-234 Raw Folio lenient
School 35

1-3.90

Ravi. Folio severe

While there may be statistically significant differences between means at the
95% confidence limits, it is normally taken that differences smaller than half
a grade in CSE_ terms-, or one range in SCEEB terms, are not educationally
meaningful'. A difference of 5_percentage marks, which is significant at the 99%
confidence limits; would mean that a school_ had marked severely or leniently
to the extent that a noticeable pr- _portion of its candidates had received awards

the same as those which the 0-grade was making to other pupils whose work
was of a standard which examiners could recoguse as being clearly different.
Accordingly, the moderation test employed accepted as satisfactory differences
etween the moderator's mean and that of the school of up to one range, or
5 percentage marks.
In fact the test fcr severity/leniency was passed by all the schools, except
school 33, When the schools' raw and scaled means are compared, however,
it is found that school 33, though lenient, is well within the acceptable limits,
while school 22; where the school assessments had been vindicated by the
moderator, was, in fact,,unacceptably severe.
In Addititlii-te theKe two Failures, the SCRE moderation suffered from the
onfusion about the real size of one range', which was referred to above in
he discussion of digribution of marks. While teachers, 0-grade markers, and
moderators made their assessments with the idea in mind that one range equals
five marks; they actually bunched the distribution so much that in reality, the
size of a range was about three or three-and-a-half marks. By this criterion
schools 13, 24, 35 and (just) 32 were also severe or lenient by more than one
range, though the moderation tests were not designed to .function with as fine
a degree of accuracy as wodld be necessary to check discrepancies of only three
marks - hadeed, it is very doubtful if discrepancies of that order are significant
educationally (as opposed to statistically).
It -is ckar. that the actual narrow distribution of raw percentage marks, combined x1th the belief on the part of teachers, markers, and moctera:ors, that ranges
are wider thqn they -really'are, causes serious difficulties for effective moderation
of standard as well as of spread of marks:

The SCRE moderators; despite their experience Vs O -grad markers and their
having_ satisfactorily passed the retevant tests at their own Trial Marking, were
not able to correct severity or leniency adequately;
For confirmation of these assertion4 see Schaal& Council-Examination _Bulletin 36; 'Mode
Comparability in the CSE', by Bloomfield; Dobhy-and Duckworth; (1977)
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This- failure may have been due _to their, inevitable_ lack of experience as,
moderators; to the pressure to complete unfamiliar woek in =a Short time or _to
the_unrepresentativeneSs of the schools" sample scripts The task is made harder
because the bunching of marks and surtguert standardising cause_ the published
0-grade results Ito_ make discriminatioa among pupils obtaining contiguous
ranges which are too fine to expect moderators to make theiti
The conclusion of the researchers is that the SCRE Mae-rail-On- WitS nOt Sue-

eessful enough to ensure comparability of °Trade English standards across srhiots;
but with the significant note that reliable_ctassificatton into ranges of 3 or 3.5 -retic
marks width is almost impossible iii EngliSh.

Disagreemem on ranking

The-TWYLREB test for 'conformity', or in effect; agreement on ranking, is
designed in such a way that, if it is paSSed, the-Correlation between the school
marks and the imOderators' for 20 sample scripts is not less- than about 70.
(See Schools Council; 1965; page 25.) This does hot Mean, of course;= that the
correlation for the_ moderators" and the teachers" marks for the_ whole school

would be the same; but it should mean that schools paSSing the- test = are in

reasonable agreement on ranking with the external examination; for which, in
the_ case of the SCRE project; the moderator was a possible substitute =. In fact,
although all schools passed this -test,_ it -liaS already been shown in Tables 4:2
and 4.3, that schools 13 and _35 obtained Folio/O-grade correlation -b-effitietitS
of __61 and 59 respectively, figures which tkitilit not normally be regarded as
indicating acceptable comparability of ranking between two assessments.
__The__Visiting Mockrator procedure therefore failed also to identify the two

internal assessments which were relatively unsatisfactory With regard to ranking.

II. Scaling
(a)

Effect on Pass Rates

Folio marks might have been scaled against raw 0-grade marks so that -each
school's mean and distributiortof marks-was the same as those it obtained in
the ,0-_grade before = standardisation of_the latter. It would then have beeh
necessary to apply the SCEEB standardising procedtire- to the whole group of
Fblio_pijpilsjpith6 same way as it is applied to the whole popUlation of 0-grade
candidates; The method employed by the researchers was, however; to apply
scaling and a form of standardising to the Folio marks simultaneously by scaling
them against the 0-grade standardised marks.
Leaving _aside tfte possible disadvantages for the accuracy Of individual pupils'

awards, it is clear from Tables 5.1 and 5.2 that pass rates at each band _were made
,much more comparable by- scaling Folio marks- against 0-grade standardised

(though a slight bulge still remained in FOlio bands C and Dj.
TABLE 5J: OVERALL PASS RATES AT EACH BAND: 1791 PUPILS
IN 11 SCHOOLS
Band
A

C

O-graae

Folic) (raw)

22.3%
17.4%

12.2%
20.4%
37.4%
20.3%
7.6%

2F4%

16.4%
E

10.97;:

2.174;
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Folio

I

(scared against-0-grade)

.

21.7%
15.4%
22.8%
20.4%
10.0%
9.7%

TABLE 5:2: PASS RATES AT EACH BAND, BY SCHOOL
School

Hand

0-grade

Folio (raw)

11

A

26%
20%
27%

14%
20%
44%

17%

18%

(149 pupils)

B

C

D

'F'

8%
3%

Folio (scaled)
22%
19 %'

I

44%*
12%

4%
0%

6%
3%

*Note:
Scaling had no
effect on the
number of C
awards because

Folio

Assessment

was made in
ranges; not marks:
13

A

(263 pupils)

B

17%
12%

C

19%-

E

'F'

14%
11%
25 %'

19%
14%

2%

21%

A

24%

B

18%

5%
24%
45%
20%
5%

20 %
15%

D

14

(217 pupils)

18

'F'
15

(163 pupils)

A

20%
10%
31%
30%

15%
10%

9%

0%

A :1
B

27%

25%
25%
40%
8%

E

26%
22%
7%
3%

E_

'F'
21

22

- -23
(109 pupils)

24

12%

22%
22%
10%
11%

15%

21%

-9%

'21%
22%
21%
6%

.26°/
14%

30%
23%

2%

27%
24%

11%
16%

C

17%
17%

27%
24%
22%

E

8%
7%

35%
25%
8%

A
B

A
B
C

19%
14%

29%
22%

'F'

14%
14%

14%

C
D

_E_

6%
5%

10%
19%

24%
15%

A
.B

16%

4%

0

E

(73 pupils)

17%
22%

1%
1%

'F'
(236 pupils)

17%

1%

20%
17%
19%
19%

B

D

(110 pupils)

15%
13%
12%

8%
21%
37%

17%
17%
19%

24%
6%
16%

6%

22%
29%
15%

--7%

23%
30%
15%
19%
6%

15%

'4%
_15%
43

.

26%
26%
10%
12%
14%
12%

TABLE 5.2 (contd)
School

Bend

Ji

A

(281 pupils)

-

C

18%
22%

'F'

17%
15%
11%

D
E

.

33

D
E

13%
17%

12%
17%

29%
25%

i
j

14%

I

3%

I

34%
34%
22%
.20%

I

24%
32%
24%
2%

i

15%

8%
4%

'F'

10%
11%

18%

15%

E

-

I

24%

1

24"
7°

3%

19%

34%

B

C
D

21%

53%
23%
2%
0%

5%

A

19%
15%

'3%

.

44%

'F'
(131 pupils)

.

-9%

C

Folio (scaled) :: ;

14%
24%
37%
16%
6%

12%

A
B

35

Folio (raw)

i

17%

B

(59 pupils)

0-grade

'8%

0%

-2%

(b) Effeci

individual aards
Broadly speaking, therefore, scaling corrected the mean and distribution of
internal assessment marks to match the 0,grade ones. What were its effects on

individual school pupils?
It is helpful, to _consider the effect of the discrepancy in pass rates at each
band before and after scaling on the 'match' between Folio and 0-grade awards,
on the numbers of pupils receiving the same range, plus or minus one range,
etc., in the two assessments.
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 give the overall figures before and after scaling.'
TABLE 5.3: 'MATCH' OF AWARDS: FOLIO (RAW) 0-GRADE
(1791 PUPILS IN 11 SCH001-S)

-

No. of Ranges
misptaced

8- 76 -5 -4 -3

frennene

3

16 58

2_,

1

0

2

3

4

5 ,6

7

8

68.132 221 264 ,289j240,2111149,84j34,14, 4

2

,

I

1%3%4%7%12%15%16%,13%,12%,8%15%I 2%.1%
Folio more lenient

Folio more severe
it

Same range __

16%

Within ±I range_ --- 44%

(percentages arc apprthimate)

+2 ranges = 68%
+.3 ranges = 83%

Assessed more
Severely by Folio

41 %

Assessed more

leniently by Folio = 42%
ApperidiA 12 contains figures for %c school separately.
41

44

9
1

TABLE 5.4: *MATCH' OF AWARDS: FOLIO (SCALED AGAINST 0-GRADE) O -GRADE (1791 PUPILS IN 11 SCHOOLS)

No-of
ranges
misplaced

Frequency

- 10- 9.- 8- 7- 6 -5 -4 -3 - 2 - 1
I

1

4

1

9

,

I

2

3

I

4

5

6

7 ,8

9110

,

1 7 ;44175 ;1281[75
.

0

1251

1377 266

176 ,123; 69 46

20,4

3

02

.

1%1%!2%4%7%10%14%21%15%10%1%14%31%

%

Fell() more lenient

Folio more severee
it

21%
Within ±1 range' = 50%
Within ,E2 ranges = 70%
S_amerangei:_::

(percentages are approximate)
Assessed more
severely by Folio

=

30%

Assessed more
leniently by Folio = 39%

Scaling against 0-grade standardised marks improved the percentage ofpapih

within + I range by 6% (to 50%) and that of pupils within + 2 ranges by 2%
(to 70%).'
Some extreme discrepancies between FoliO and 07grade ranges were; however,

exaggerated by- the scaling process; so that the greatest differences between
Folio and 0 -grade ranges after scaling became +10 (2 cases) and = 10 (I COO,
Whereas they had previously been -I-9 and 8 (I case each);
When eadi school was considered ihdividually,-ii was diS:CO-Pered that the match
of awards_of ranges_between Folio and 0-grade was not always improved by the
scaling; and in some rases was less good after it There were also several cases
among the schools where the greatest discrepancy was larger after scaling than
before.

(A Note ow&liciblExaminadons
An incidental but notable point is_that the_pereentages_ of pupils obtaining the atild award
within_± I and 2 ranges on.Folio_and_0,grade reported in Table_ 5A maybe compared With
those reported by SCEEB in An Investigationinio Ihe-_Compatvabitity of School Estimates and
Examination Performance (SCEEB_i_1914) whea_schoalaxtunination: marks were matched

against 0-grade marks. The perceritage of pupils assigned_the same: range then (before
scaling) was 19%;49%_were within ± 1 range, andil% within ±:2 rangesas_ compared
with 16%, 44%, and 68% for folio assessment. It is not possible lo concludafronithese

figures- that school examinations are better than Folio As.ses_sinertt_by_comparisori with the
0,grade- examination, since there may be significant differences between ihe_chamcteraf_the
two study-populations, the SCEEB investigation having been carried out before the raisingof
the school leaving age had encouraged many less ablepupils to take the examination. School
examinations are, however, more like the 0-grade than Folio assessment; and this is true-in
particular -of the testing-of interpretation, which the SCRE project found to be unsatisfactory
in Folio ASstatment. If internal assessment were intended only to duplicate the function of
external exaninations, a school examination would certainly be as satisfactory a means of
fulfilling the requirement as Folio Assessment,- given adequate 'Trial Marking' experience for
- the teachers and some moderation of the level of difficulty of the examination set.
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The following table shows the percentage of pupils in each school within
range on Folio and 0-grade before and after scaling of the former. It also shows
the effect of scaling on the mean and standard deviation of each school's Folio
marks: The amount of discrepancy remaining after scaling is that due- to the
influence of the various factors affecting ranking:such as variable performance
by the pupils and unreliability in both Folio_and 0-grade: the correlation coefficients given in the table for each school, though calculated for very slightly

different numbers, are indications of the amount :of agreement on ranking
between Folio Assessment and 0-grade, so that it is possible to -see approxi,
mutely how -many- pupils in each school received different awards (after scaling)
in Folio and 0-grade; when the correlations were of given sizes.
TABLE 5.5: EFFECTS OF SCALING FOLIO ASSESSMENT AGAINST
0-GRADE MARKS (BY SCHOOL)
School

Folio Raw

11

ftw

Folio Scaled

MEAN

SD

MEAN

SD

57.10

11.1\1

58.15

16.24

(149

match with
0-grade

, ± 1 mite 48.4%

pupils)
52.90 ; 1224 47.43

13

22.15

(262)

;
:

R

54.24

(212)

9.79 1 5356

19.35

15
(163)

55.39

14.26 I 5274 I 18.75

± 2 ranges 68.3%

L 1 range 37.6%
.L2 ranges 58.9%

±1 range 42.6%

11 range 41.0%

±I Lange_ 502%

21. ' 60.90
(110)

10.98 1 58.08 . 15.72

22

52.61

13.28

59.11

1

18.87

(236)

± 1 range 57.6%
± 2 ranges 84.6%

± 1 range 64.8%
±2 ranges 82.8%

± 1 range 41-2%

1'1 range 54.7%

± 2 ranges 65.1%

23
(109)

52.14

24
(73)

51.60

32

55.90

1441

5437

(59)
35

(131)

-4-1 range_.58:8%,

±2 ranges 75.3%
13.75

11.94

(281)
33

51.74 I 20.04

57.48

55.75 1 19.70
52.39 1 18.32

8.79 ' 52.03 1 14.58
10.98

61.38 ; 1862

-71

(262)

±2 ranges 71.4%
± 1 range 45.1 %
±2 ranges 67.7%

-

.68

(calculated for
143 pupils)

± 2 ranges 59.7%

11 range 45.2%
±2 ranges 71.4%

0-grade

1 range 42.8%

2 ranges 71.8%

2 ranges 68.6%

r Folio/

Seated Frilid
match with
0-grade

I

i

± 2 rangcs 76.1%

.74
(196)
.81
(154)
.83

(93)
.79
(204)

±1 range 58.4% 1.
-±2 ranges 71.5% 1

±1 range 54.8%
± 2 ranges 75.3%

± 2 ranges 67.0%

range 40'9%

+1 range 46.5%

(81)

84

(70)

±7 range 49.1 %

.71

2 ranges 68.7%

± 2 ranges 66.9%

(261)

1 range_ 44.0%
2 ranges 72.8%

1 range 44.1%

..39

1.2 ranges 62.8% i

(45)

1

-!= 1 range 39.7%
+2 ranges 57.3%

121 range 42.0%
-± 2 ranges 63-0%

.59
(112)

This table, containing information of several different kinds presents some
problems of interpretation: no obvious pattern strikes -the eye. It is possible,
however, -to -note- a number of points for consideration in trying to judge in
what conditions scaling of Folio Assessment against standardised 07grade marks
is likely -to increase the number of pupils given the same or nearly the same
ranges in both assessments:
1.

The figures, in the column headed 'Scaled Folio match with 0-grade'

indicate the amount of mismatch due to disagreements on ranking.
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In schools obtaining Folio 0:grade carrelations of the normally acceptable
better, after scaling has removed the effects of the schoofS'
severity_ Or leniency and of their idiosyncratic diStributions of marks, up to
pupils
4.0%_ of
upil§ Still obtained marks in . one assessment which differed by
two ranges (or one full band) or more from those obtained in the other.
orderior .70:or:

2.

The scaling process caused the match of ranges in some schools to be
11, 15, 23, 33; and also 21 and 32; where it was
improved for ± I range but was worse for ± 2 ranges).
Distinct improvements in the match occurred in schools 13, 14, 22 and 35.
Is it possible to identify any characteristics common to schools where the match
was improved? The following sections seek to answer this question.
worse than before (see SChoolS

3. What is the effect on the match of ranges if the scaling process causes a
large shift at the mean?

The largest mean differences occurred in schools 22 (6-5 marks), _13 (4.57
marks), 24 (4,05 markS)afid 35 (3.9 marks). In three -of -these cases there was
indeed an improvement in the match, and in school 22 it was _aiquite marked
improvement, In school 24, hoWeVtr, the number of pupils obtaining the same

or: nearly the same range in Folio and 0-grade was smaller after scaling. It
may also be noted about those School§ where the shift at the mean was no
more than about 2.5 marks at most - schools 11, 14; 21, 23 and 33 = that_all
except school 14 suffered a drap.after Scaliatia the number of pupilsobtaining
the same or nearly the same range in both assessments. It appears, then,_ that

when scaling corrected a noticeable amount of Severity or leniency at the mean
it generally led also to an increase in the numbers of pupils given the same
awards by Folio and 0-grade. Certain other factors Must,_however, have been
influential in school 24 and may also have contributed to- the poorer range
matching after scaling in those schools which had not required large adjustments
to correct severity or leniency.

4. : One of the other critical factors influencing the match of ranges awarded
-is the effect of scaling on-the dispersion Of marks, which-can be judged _by
comparing the raw and scaled standard deviations of each school in Table 5.5.
The size of the atustinent made by scaling to the dispersion- of marks seems

to be of some significance to the match of ranges, especially if_a large adjustment
of dispersion is combined with a fairly large shift at the mean; In schools 13
and 35 there were shifts at -the mean of some four or five marks and a much
wider dispersion of marks after scaling than before, with improvements_in range
matching (though only a small improvement in school 13). The difference'
between Taw and scaled standard deviations in these two schools is of the order
of 87.10; a was only about 4-6 in alf the schools which had poorer range matching
after scaling; This means that the latter SChbOIS had spread out the pupils more
effectively _than _the others in the raw Folio Assessment; and had, for instance,
awarded more band As Scaling will have moved some -pupils within band A
to other ranges, e.g., range 5 to range 3, range 4 to range 1; so increasing the
count of pupils misplaced by one or more ranges. By the Criterion of accurate
assignment of ranges,therefore, SChools using a wider spread of marks in Folio
Assessment may appear to be less good judges of standard than others, if -no
attention- is- paid to the ability leVelS at Which ranges in Folio and 0-grade
are matched.

A comparison between the effects of scaling at three ability levels in schools
14 and 15 will illustrate this point. Scaling made small differences to the means
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in each school, but a much _greater difference to dispersion in school 14 than
in school 15, so that in school 14 pass rates at bands A and 'F' were very different
afterwards. Table 5.6 shows that in school 14 scaling brought dramatic increases

in numbers of pupils obtaining bands A and 'F' in both Folio and 0- grade; but
not in school 15, where the teachers had already made quite a good job of
assigning pupils to the extreme bands:
TABLE 5.6: SCHOOLS 14 AND 15:- EFFECTS OF SCALING AT
THREE ABILITY LEVELS
0-grade bands actually obtabted
by these pupils

Numbers obtaining Folio-Bands.
before and after scaling
NO.
14

-

Folio 'A' Raw
Folio 'A' Scaled

-

Folio 7C Raw
Scaled
Folio

- 48

15

3

Scaled

Folio 'A' Raw
Folio 'A' Scaled
Folio 'C' Raw
Folio 'C Scaled

Folio 'F' Raw
Folio 'F' Scaled

I

97

Folio 'F' Raw
Folio

1i
43

=

-.

-

--

I

A

= =5.7%= 19.8%

_7

-3

1

12

5

0
0

0

26

44.7%
22.1%

12

21
16

28

18

11

13

I

1.4%

0
0

0

0

0

l

2

1

I

2

7

13

24
24

7
8

0

I

0

2

0
0

12

17
10

13

3

4

1

I

4
4

24

11-1

32
34

- t9.6 %

50

- 37.7%

-- 20.1%

34

20.1%

15

9.2%
6.7%

II

B CD E

Pass Rate

4

1

9

II

Q

4

0

3

1

7

0

2

I

4

0
0
2

Table 5.6 also illustratek the typical effect of the scaling procedure_ on average
pupils. In schools 14 and 15 and in all the others the number of pupils obtaining
hand C in both Folio and 0-grade was smaller after scaling than before.
The main effect of scaling u'as to increase the titatc.11 at the e.xtreme bands and _
decrease it in the middle of the curve:
5.

The effects of scaling on individual pupils in schools 14 and 15 do not

depend solely on differences of mean and dispersion. The pgreement on ranking
between Folio and 0-grade also_has a significant influence;_ The respective correlation coefficients (school 14: .74 for 196 pupils; school 1_5:.81- for 154 pupils)

are not' significantly different Both correlations would be accepted as satisfactory between two assessments of English, yet scaling had different effects on

individual Pupils in the two schools. It is clear that a high correlation between
Folio and 07grade marks does not necessarily mean that scaling will be effective.
Correlation coefficients may hide other important factors. The reader is referred
to Appendix 8, which contains an examination of the results of the _two schools
showing the most favourable and unfavourable effects ofscaling and whichgoes
some way to defining' he circumstances_ in which the scaling procedure applied
is helpful. School 22 showed the greatest increase in match of ranges after sciiling:
school 24 suffered from more discrepancies after than before.

In- brier, the study of these two sehools shows that, though both have respectably high correlations between Folio and 0-grade and between Folio and
Criterion Test, mismatch in ranking between Folio and the other measures is
distributed in different ways. In sehool 24 one class in particular is badly ranked
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by 'comparison' with the Criterion Test and another of lower attainment is extremely well ranked and strongly influences the overall correlation; in additioni
the former has been assessed leniently and the latter a little severely. The effect
of scaling was to exaggerate the ranking disagreements in the poorly ranked
class, and to cause some injustice to the pupils_ in the other class, because the
Sealing process-, in trying to counterbalance the leniency shown to the better
class; dealtwith_the less able one even more severely. (The details can be seen
on pages 176-177.)
SchOol 22, on the other_hand, had been approximately equally severe at all
ability levels and had also maintained a consistent -degree of agreement/dis-

agreement on ranking_across the school. Scaling, therefore; had a very beneficial
influence; adjusting the overall severity fairly and pushing the beSt pupils up
to the top marks and. the poorest down to the lowest.
The scaling procedure will cause some inaccurate awards to individual j,upils
unless the agreement in ranking is consistent across the school, i.e., unless there
are no special 'class effects' in the School rank order.

III. What Sort of Reference Test ?
Since, in the SCRE project, Folio Assessment =and 0-grade were designed to
test the same curriculum, the difficulties caused for the reference test method
byivariability of curricula did not arise in a noticeable way.
If schobls: took the opportunity of developing courses not -closely related to
the requirements of the external examination, the_ problem of the validity of a
reference test for scaling:internal assessments would be critical. It can be seen,
however, from the correlation coefficients tabled in Appendix 13 that all the five
separate elernenta of the Criterion Test measured achievements also measured by
the Folio Assessment: a reference test containing, e.g., the two or three Criterion
Tegt elements correlating most_ highly_ with the Criterion Test as a whole wouid
probably cover most of the areas of written work English teachers would wish
to engage in. (They would not however, be suitable reference tests for, e.g.,
oralior drama work.) It can be shown in fact that combinations of any two
Criterion Test elements in the SCRE project produce at worst a correlation of
-66 With the Folio Assessments (for a total of 1529 pupils). Combination Of a
writing task (either Criterion Test Paper IA or Criterion TeSt Paper III) with
Criterion Test PaRer II (traditional interpretation) or Criterion Test Paper IV
(multiple choice interpretation)- leads to correlations between the combined
marks and the Folio Total of about -70. Table 5.7 shows the correlations between particular elements in the Criterion Test and the. Folio total mark and
between_ combined elements of the Criterion Test and the Folio total. Any of
the combinations of papers shown except that of Criterion Test Paper III (Speci=
fled writing tasks) with Paper IV (multiple choice _test) can in general be said
to have measured enough of the same qualities as the Folio Assessment did to
make their use as reference tests justifiable, and it is likely that the addition of a
iterature test to the Paper III plus Paper IV combination would bring its an=
relation with Folio total to over -70. Two points should; however, be remembered.

I. These correlations are for a large number of pupilS: some individual

schools -would achieve less satisfactory one's.
= 2. The calculation' of the correlation between two combined papers and the
Folio Total mathematically determines `weighting coefficients' or multiplierS, to

be applied to the marks in each paper in order to maximise the correlation of
'By formula

rta, =

r2i;7 1-

2riarpirLs
1

r2;:,

See Q. McNemai (1962)i page 175.
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the combined papers with the Folio Total.: These 'weighting coefficients' are
given (approximately) in the column so headedi having been calculated by the
method_ given by Q. McNemar (1962): lir_devising a reference test including
two. tasks like those of different Criterion Test papers, it would be necessary
to give appropriate attention to the relative weightings of the two tasks in order
to achieve the maximum correlation between the reference test and the internal
assessment. The ,weighting coefficients' obtained here may give a lead_in trying
to determine what weight should =be given to different test eleirieritS When combined with various others i though they would be absolutely appropriate only
in the case: where the correlations between internal assessment and the two
separate reference test elements were identical to those obtained in the project
for Folio against each relevant Criterion Test element.
TABLE 5.7: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FOLIO AND CRITERION TEST
ELEMENTS WHICH MIGHT FORM REFERENCE TESTS
Criterion TeSi
ekmems

Correlation with
Folio Total

Approximate Weighting
Coefficients (8)for
combined papers

Paper LA
free composition

61

Paper_111

-59

Paper IA and B

-69

Paper II
traditional interpretation

66

Paper IV
multiple choice interpretation

-58

Papers IA and II

-715

specified writing tasks

free composition and literature

free composition
plus
traditional interpretation

Paper IA = 1-5
Paper II

Papers HI +- II
(specific writing tasks plus
traditional interpretation)

-709

Papers IA -F IV
free composition plus
multiple choice interpretation

:700

Papers_ III and IV
specified writing tasks Alms
multiple choice interpretation

-683

Papers_IA andB and

-737

Paper III = 1.5

Paper II

_

free c omposilion an_dliterat u re

plus traditional interpreLtion

Pa_pers IA and B and IV
free composition and literature
plus multiple choicc
interpretation

-737

I

Paper I
Paper IV

Paper III
Paper IV

1

1.6
I

1.2
1

PaP-er IA -1- B = 1-5
Paper II
+1

Paper IA + B

Paper IV

1.8
1

Note: Correlations we for 1529 pupils. Correlations for combined papers have been calculated
by the formula for multiple correlations involving three variables.
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If a reference test is used to scale internal assessment, it is obviously economical

to reduce the test and the marking to the minimum necessary. Multiple:choice
tests-are attractive for this reason, provided_thatthey are validly testing significant.English skills. Consideration of correlations involVing the marks for Criterion Test Paper IV are, therefore, of special_intereSt, as they give some indi-

cation of -the relationship between skills measured by that test and those
measured by others.

First, how does the multiple choice test compare with the traditicnal inter-

pretation test as _a suitable reference teat_ for Folio Assessment? Their respective

correlations with Folio marks (for 1529 pupils) were 58 and -66 WhIch are
found to be significantly different when submitted to the `t -test' for the signifi-

cance of the difference between two correlations with a criterion when the
variables are also intercorrelatedj.e.,ithe_traditional interpretation paper in
the Criterion Test-pleasured a larger proportion/hail did the multiple-choice
test of whatever the:Folio Assessment measured. When the same two tests were
correlated with 0-grade marks, the traditional interpretation produced a coefficient of -72 and ythe multiple-choice test one of .63 = again a Significant
difference in favour of the traditional test)

It will be seen from Table 5.7, however, that when either interpretation test
is combined --With a writing_ or writing and literature test; and appropriate
weighting-adjustments are made; the correlations between the combined writing
and interpretation marks and__the:Folio ASSeSsment are similar. Part of the
explanation for this apparent contradiction is that there is a closer relationship
between the writing task of,. e.g., Paper IA and the traditional interpretation
test (r=.56) than between writing (IA) and the multiple-choice test (r.-:-=.-45).
The traditional interpretation test had a greater- overlap- with the writing test,
SO that combining the latter with it raises the correlation with the Folio less
than does combining writing with the multiple- choice test.
In sum; it would seem that a traditional ii.
referenc# test than a _mull-We-choice one,_

.prelation test WOW be a better

jolly the. interpretation test were used

If, however; writing or writing and literature are combined with the interpretation
test - which would be destrable.7 a wide_enough range of English skilts is covered
whether the interpretation test is of the traditional type or in multiple-choice form,
provided that suitable attention is given to adjusting the relative weightings of
Writing and interpretation according to the nature of the tasks set:

A _reference test need not necessarily be applied to allapils. A system in
Which a limited selection of common tasks from a suitable proportion of pupils!
folios was actually marked externally by SCEEB could establish pass rates and
the appropriate dispersion of marks for each school. The sample of pupils from
each school would have to be a substantial one to ensure adequate representation
of all levels of achievement.

Moderation of standards and spread: of-triarkS !Y a reference test would
probably be- satisfactory, -but it would not solve_the problem posed by schools
(such as schools 13-and 35 in the project) in which the tedeherS_Produced a rank
order Mark-01y difft:rentifrom one which other assessors would draw up. If the
SORE Criterion Test rank order is taken as the criterion, the- teachers'. rank
order in no school in the_project could be said to be better than the 0-grade
one; while in schools 13 and 35 the 0-grade- ranking was clearly superior. ThiS
fact is apparently in conflict with the widely held view that teachers rank pupils
best. They may do so within classes; but ;iot necessarily on a wholersehOol basis.
It should be noted that the traditional test required the pupils to write a summary; a fair
evaluation of the multiple- choice questions would compare them with the traditional test
without the summary:
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_Et is likely that the best way of reducing the effects- on conwarability -ollack
of conformity of judgment about pupils' work is to combine internal assessment

.

with external,: so that some account is taken of both the teachers' and the
examiners' judgments, and a counterbalance is applied to any extreme divergence on the part of the former from the consensus as to quality in English.
A system of combined -internal and-external assessment (the advantages of
which: are set out more :fully in Chapter VII) _would allow the possibility of a
variation of the monitoring -technique described aboxe-: work for external marking could be extracted from evgry_pupin_folio, so: that the extracts became; :in
effect, the external examination. The SCEEB mark -for these extracts could be
the reference mark to serve as a moderating touchstone for the rest of the- pupils'
work, and it could also be combined with the internal mark. The logistics and
empirical' effects of such a scheme would, however, require extensive investigation prior to ,implementation.
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CHAPTER VI

MODERATION: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
I .
TheVisiting Moderator scheme failed to identify one school which proved
to be exceptionally severe in its assessments overall and two others in which
the correlation between Folio marks and Criterion Test marks -was shown to
be significAntly poorer than that for 0-grade marks with the Criterion TeSt.
It also failed in_ all eleven schools to adjust the numbers obtaining awards at
each band to match the 0-grade pass rates. This latter inadequacy could, however, be excused, since there were clear indications that the numbers falling into
each band in the 0-grade English examination are determined to a significant
degree, not by the Tud_kments of the markers as to the standards achieved, but
by the statistical. standardising procedure; which spreads out the usually very
bunched distribution of 0-grade marks.
The implication of these failures of the Visiting Moderator scheme is that the
SCRE project has not e,stablished that such a scheme would guarantee comparability of standards of marking across schools within the normally accepted limits
of tolerance, which are severity or leniency not exceeding one SCE range per
candidate. If comparability of marking standards and of pass rates at each band

is the priority, a common reference test is needed.

2. The 0-grade examination provided such ai reference test for the project.
Scaling Folio marks against 0-grack marks did effectively correct overall severity
or leniency in the schools and affected the schools' dispersions of marks so that
pass rates at each band in Folio were comparable with those in 0-grade.

3.- The effect of scaling on internal awards to individual pupils: depends
partly on the degree of correlation between Folio and 0-grade. wheh the

correlation was 70 or better there remained still 1.72 to 40% of a school's _candid tes who received internal marks (after scaling) differing by the width Of one
101
and or more from -their 0-grade marks. Combining internal and external
assessment may be the best way of dealing with disagreement on ranking.
4. It was found, further, that even in schools with- fairly high correlation
between Folio and 0-grade scaling against 0-grade could lead to inaccurate
awards for individual pupils unless the quality of the school- assessment had

been consistent in all classes. In-service training; including Trial Marking exercises; woutd be necessary to ensure that teachers were aware of the need for
assessments to be standardised within each school. Adherence by the leathers to

instructions to produce a school rank order rather than to assess each class- sA9arate& would be critical. It will be seen in the following chapter that a common
interpretation test is probably atso requisite:
5. Central to the problem is the SCEEB_standardising procedure, which, in
the case of 0- grade- English, makes a significant difference to the numbers or
'pupils awarded high and low bands; The typical b:mching of 0-grade Englistl,
marks both in the examination and in internal assessment, may be aue to markers,'

and teachers' unwillingness to award high and low marks the researchers certainly

did note a tendency to unrealistieldeutism when teachers were asked in the prey
liminary stages of the project what they expected A pass pupils to be able to
achieve or it may reflect the true distribution, of English skills in the sixteenyear=Old population as far as it is possible to distinguish one pupil's command of
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them from others'. _If the latter is the case; distinctions between pupils obtaining
contiguous ranges and even between those obtaining bands B, C and D- iii either
Folio or 0-grade are much less id-ear-cut than the standardised ranges and bands
suggest and markers and teachers should be taught to think of diScrithiriating,
not in teems of ranges. Or, with even stronger reason, of continuous marks out of
30. 50 or 100, but in terms of bands.

6. It might have been better to scale Folio marks against-raw 0-grade marks.
This would have effected any necessary correction- of overall severity or leniency
and it___Would have _standardised dispersions of marks,_ but _by making smatter
adjustments than $iere ma* _using the method employed hi the 0-6:17-m. DisagreementS on ranking would not then have be en so grossly exaggerated by the stretching
out of three-mark categories to five-mark ones.
7,
The results of comparisons between the SCRE Criterion Test eterrieritS and
both iFolto Assessment and the -0-grade examination suggest that an external
reference test should contain at least writing and interpretation -elements.

8._ If the interpretation test is a multiple- choice one; a literature element is

desirable as welt as composition, but is not essential. -The -corribiriation of all three
types_ of raskifiappropriately veighted,_ covers a range of skills_ comparable to
that measured by Folio Assessment in the project the -co-nibble:if-On of multiplechoice interpretation it'ith free composition alone; though not so satisfactory; also
corfelated adequately with Folio Assessment.
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CHAPTER VII

TWO FACTORS AFFECTING THE QUALITY OF ASSESSMENTS

L Inter-Marker Inconsistency
The knowledge that the marking of English compositions suffers from intermarker inconsistency is now relatively_ ancient. The findings of Hartog and
Rhodes in The Marks of Examiners (1936) and of the International Institute
Examinations Enquiry in_ The Marking'of English Essays (Hartog et al, 1941)
have in fact had beneficial influelces on examination marking in English which
are still effective. It was the laud' report which encouraged a concern for judgments in the first instance about the sense of the writing, this being assessed in
terms of the writer's success in attaining his object. It also advised against the
practice of arriving at a final mark for a composition by summing markS for
separate elements such as spelling, vocabulary, structure . . . a warning whick._

is still repeated in the SCEEB instructions to markers. Despite advising means of
improving the assessment of writing, the distinguished authors of The Marking
of English Essays _were so aware of the unreliability of examination essays as a
means of testing the ability to write that they recommended a trial period during
which the writing task would be removed altogether from the School Certificate
Examination (with the safeguard for its.continuance in schools tfiat Boards of
Education might have powers to reduce grants if composition were not taught!):
They were pessimistic, having failed to obtain any assurance from their evidence
that examiners all meant even approximately the same thing by the term 'literacy',
having noted great divergencies between the marking of the same scripts by
different examiners and, in a re-marking exercise, having found that the examiners disagreed not only with one another but also with theit own previous judgments. French sources arc quoted to reinfOrce their own findings that different

experienced examiners are quite_capable of awardink the same candidates
marks which differ by more than 25 % of the possible total.

That such problems were still current was suggested -by- the_ arguments for
multiple-marking of compositions made out in Multiple Marking of English
Compositions (Britten, Martin and Rosen, Schools Council; 1966);

The SCRE researchers, therefore, approached the question of inter-markei
unreliability relating to the assessments under investigation not in order to

establish anything new about marking in English, but with a view to dbtaining
some information about the degree of success with which modern procedures
for standardising the judgments of markers reduce the effect of unreliability.
Dr Ballard, one of the authors of the 1941 report, wrote in The New Examiner
(Ballard, 1929): 'The examiner's blunders are as carefully hidden from the
public gaze as the doctor's blunders under the tombstones.' It was not necessary
to agree with the implication in that statement _of deliberate cover-up to feel
that an appraisal of current marker-inconsistency in SCE 0-grade English would
be- worthwhile, if it served only to remind all concerned of the continuing
prevalence of the problems which caused concern to Hartog and his colleagues
forty years ago.
A study was accordingly made of variations between assessments of the same

script by different markers of the Criterion Test. As the markers of this test
were all experienced and satisfactory 0-grade markers,- who were performing
for the project a task very similar to both 0-grade marking and Folio marking,
conclusions may be drawn fnm this study; with due caution; about likely
effects of marker variation on both school and SCE assessments.
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The usual procedure m_ a study of comparability between marks would-be
to arrange for all the markers involved to_mark a common set of scripts. The
SCRE Criterion Test procedures did not aliow this but did permit an approxiinatibri to a multiple-marking arrangement:
Those Criterion Test Papers which were to be double-marked (i.e., I, ill and
V; the writing:and literature assignments) from each §ehobl were divided into
eight alphabetical groups and; as far as.possible; each First Marker received
one bundle from each - school. The papers were afterwards diStributed to the
Second Markers -iin such a way that one Second Marker
M
received work marked
by each _of the previous markers. This enabled the teseateheit to tompare the
marks of each matter with those_of eight other markers who had each marked
a:portion of his scripts. In the following, discussion the Usual aSSiimptiOri liaS
been made that groups of pupils allocated to each marker contained the full
range of 0-grade candidates.
The pattern_of differences between the marks= awarded by two markers to

the same pupils showed up not only consistent differences in severity or leniency
but also other ways in= which marking behaviour varied; differences in dispersion

_

of marks and disagreement on ranking, which may be called `inter-marker
intonSistency'.2Tables 6.1 and 6.2 below show marker characteristics for Criterion Test Paper I (Composition_and Literature), Paper HI (Factual and Persuasive Writing)_ and Paper V (Short Story). The columns headed `Mean';
`Standard Deviation' and 'Inter-marker Inconsistency' show measures foe each
marker which relate to the three:ways in_ which comparability between markers
is affected. Differences at the mean may have been caused by consistent severity
or leniency. Usually, however, one would_expect inter-marker comparability
to suffer also from the differences in the dispersions of marks which are indicated
by the varying standard deviations. These difference§ of means and of dispersions of marks_are susceptible to statistical adjustment There are, in addition
to them; differences between markers which are due to genuine differences of
opinion as to_ the quality of a script or to factors such as markers' carelessness;
loss of concentration; or haphazardness in applying standards theniSelve§. The
figure under `Inter-marker Inconsistency' is the standard deviation of the differences between each marker's score- for each of _his batch of papers and the
score for the same paper given by the other marker of the eight who acted as
second marker for that paper. This measure of inter-marker inconsistency is
affected by the varying dispersions of marks among the markers, butris not
direetly dependent on them. Its usefulness is in showing that all markers differ
from_ their colleagues to approximately the Same deffee. One marker only, 34
(See Table 6.21 was a `rogue', showing considerably greater disagreement with
the others than any other marker:
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TABLE 6.1: MARKER CHARACTERISTICS ON CRITERION TEST PAPER I
(MARKED OUT OF 60)
Harker
1

2

(1st Marking)

3

4
5

(1st Marking)

6
7
8

Mean

S.D.

Inconsistency

264
258
266
262
184
275
279

31.1
32.5
32.7
33.7
30.0
30.1
28.4
32.0

7.85
7.47
9.85
7.30
7.82
6.20
8.99
9.62

6.10

29.4
27.9
30.6
28.2
30.8
33.4
30.7

7.63
5.99
6.76
6.92
7.47
8.60
8.73
8.46
7.60

301

(2nd Marking)
(2nd Marking)

3

6
23
25

225
182

258
236
265
252
259
253
223

26
27
28
29
30

Inter-marker

-n--

3201

28.0

5.01

5.81
5.25
4.89
4.35
5.73
6.12
5.10

513

5.48
4.97
5.47
5.82
6.50
4.82
4.59

Notes: (I) Marker 30 attended the second markers' meeting but his allocation of scripts
included some 'Ist marking' work left over because of the illness of marker 5.
(2) Though there was no difference in the standard set by 1st and 2nd markers on the

sample scripts-at the markers'-meetings, the overall mean for It Marking was
31.3, and for 2nd Marking 30-3. Means on sample scripts were respective'y 30.7
and 311.

(3) Markers 3 and 6 di_d_a double_stint, and their characteristics appear to have changed
between Ist and 2nd Marking.

TABLE 6.2: MARKER CHARACTERISTICS ON CRITERION TEST PAPERS
III AND V. (MARKED OUT OF 20 EACH)

PAPER III

Inter-marker

Marker

ii

Mean
10.37
10.64
9 72
10.53
10.66

17
18

262

19
20

260

21

240
253
263
266

22
23
24
1

21
31

32
33
34
35
36

264'
252

253
225
265
255
210
281

267
250

PAPER V

.

,

..

-9.83
11.24
9.78
10.07
10.40
11.00
7.58

8.68
9.30
9.73
9.42

Inconsistency

Mean

S.D.

3.23
3.08
3.05
2.82
2.47
3.01
2.27

2.82

10.57

3.56

2.46
2.67
2.71
2.91

311

10.88

2.89

7.04

3.73
2.54
3.13

2.73

9.68
9.13
9.01

2.91
1

htter-marker

S.D.

2.95
4.39
2.94
3.39

267

268

230

2.05
2.38
2.21
3.51

2.45
2.71

.

1018

924

8.95
9.32
9.76

'7.90
8.29
7.06
8.82
8.52

3.41

4.06
3.38
3.48

Inconsistency
i

2.59
2.71
2.93

2.80
2.81

3.62
3.39
3.57

2.96
2.66
2.72

.3.81

2.88
2.57
2.23
2.53
2.86
4.04
2.48
2.40

3.22
3.62
2.77
4.18
4.85
2.95
3.62

Notes: (1) Marker I also did First Marking of Paper I.
(2) Paper.111, overall means: Ist Marking = 10.3:- 2nd Marking- = -9.5.
Paper III means at markers' meeting: Ist Marking = 11.6; 2nd Marking = 11.5.
Paper V, overall means: 1st Marking -= 954 2nd Marking = 8-.5.
Paper V, means at makers' meetings: 1st Marking = 105; 2nd Marking = 10.6.
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Tables 6.l and fa indicate disagreements among markers in statistical terms
only: it is of interest to note what they mean in real terms for pupils under
assessment, and this may be expressed by showing the diScreparicieS_between
marks awarded to the same script by FirSt and Second Markers. Tables 63 and
6.4 show the figures.
TABLE 6.3: CRIT

N TEST, PAPER 1

INF! . ENCE BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND MARKS
BEFORE MARKER - STANDARDISATION
(a) Paper IA - Composition

out of 30'marks:

Maximum difference
Noy of marks
different

mailable

0 to 21
3 to 51
6 to 81
9 to 12

12 marks (5 cases)

No. of

",/ of

ritark.V"

pupils

completed papers

leSsithart 10 %
110 - 19%

1112
744

52_0%

227
56

10.6%

20 -29%
30% or more
1

34.8%
2.6%

2139

100%

_

* Note: It was rarc for an e_ssay _tulle-given less than 10 marks; so that in effect only 20 marks
were used for this paper. Percentages given arc; however, based on thc possible total
of 30 marks.

09 Paper IB

Literature - out of 30 marks.
Extreme differences -- I34 (I ease); and 13 (3 cases)

No. af marks
different

of avartabte
marks

0 to 21
3 to 51
6 to 819 to 131

lessihan_10%

10-19%

20 -_29% _:

30% or more

Ni. of
z

% of all

pupils

completed- papers

1217

56.8%
30.3%
10.3%
2.6%.

647
221
56

2141

100%

(c) Paper I - A and B - out of 60 mark~:
Maximuni difference
M.). _Of marks

different

_ ---

0 w 51:

6 to 111
12 w 171
18 to 25

- 25 marks

% of available
marks

No. of
pupils

completed papers

leSS-than 10%

1460
586
84
6

68:3%
27:4%
4.0%
0.3%

2136

100%

.7-

10 -19%
--20 - 29%
30% or MON
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TABLE 6.4: CRITERION TEST, PAPERS III AND V
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND MARKS
BEFORE MARKER-STANDARDISATION
(a) Paper III

Factual and Persuasive Writing

out of 20 marks.

Extreme differences = Ili marks (I case), 9 (4 cases)
No.__of Marks

different

0 to .1
2 to 31
4 to 51

6 to III

(b) Paper V

i

j

No. of

% of available
marks

pupits

less than 10%

10-19%

20

29_%_

i

30% or more

Response to short story

j

% of 411
compteted papers

952
673
339
87

46.5%
32.8%

2051

100%

16.5%

4.2%

out of 20 marks.

Maximum difference

11 (3 cases)

No. -of marks
different

% of available
marks

No. of

% lifellt

pupils

completed papers

0 to IA

less_ than 10%

963
642
305
130

2 to 31
4 to 51
6 to 1 I

10 19%

20 29%

30% or more

2040

47.1%.

'31.5%
15.0%

6.4%
100%

One point about Table 6.3 serves to convey the_significance of all these figures;
As a result of various combinations of severity, leniency, different spreads of marks
and inter-marker- inconsistency. 31.7% of 2136 pupils; if marked by only _one _of
their twoJnarkemi would have obtained on Criterion Test Paper I marks differing
by 6 25-Out of 601-from what- the-other marker would have _awarded._ Criterion

Test Paper I was similar in form and marking instructions to 0-grade Paper I
(though worth 60 rather than 50 marks-because of its extra Literature question).
The 16 markers _constituted as experienced_and satisfactory a -group _as could
be found. The standard deviation of raw 0-grade marks being usually abbut
12'5 - 13; six or seven raw marks are _the equivalent of two ranges ()roue band;

The implication for die reliability of the marking of Writing and Literature,

both in -0-grade and in any internal assessment; is clear._ It is quite possible for
about 25% of candidates- to obtain an 0-grade result which would have differed
by one full band if their Paper I had been marked by another marker. In the case
of a further 3_% or 4 %_ he discrepancy would be two full bands. It is, of course,
very creditable to the Orcide -examining team that Some 70% of over 70,000
candidates are reliably_ assessed in a subject notorious for marker-subjectivity.
Nevertheless, if the SCRE Criterion Test -study is indeed indicative ,af 0-grade
marking behaviour; in absolute terms; some 17;000 20;000 pupils_probably _have
their 0-grade Composition and Literature answers assessed with a significant
degree of unreliability before marker-standardisation.

Considerable time and effort is spent in `marker-standardisation'; which is
a process by which the Principal Examiner and his colleagues seek to check

that every marker is working consistently to- the standards they set. Their
method has- two stages.- First, scrutiny of a small sample of each marker's
scripts; resulting in a judgment as to overall severity/leniency; a plus or minus
numerical factor is suggested at this stage to correct the tendency if the standardisers think that there is a consistent trend and that the marker has not treated

any particular ability level specially.- Later, another numerical factor is provided
by the computer, when each marker's mean score has been compared with the
national average mark. A decision is then taken as to the factor to be applied
to the marker's awards, consideration being given to his apparent consistency
and his - spread of marks. Tnere is, however, no standardisation of the dispersion
of marks. If the application of a numerical factor would benefit some pupils
and harm others; no standardisation of that marker actually occurs; unless he

is so- inconsistent as to- warrant the remarking of all his scripts. 'In 0-grade
English; Paper I, it would be unusual for a marker to receive a factor greater
than + 3 raw marks.
There is also a scrutiny of scripts
2 marks below the C/D borderline, to
try to ensure that no one 'fails' as a result of severe marking.
The effect of this moderation process on the results tabulated above- is -an
important issue. If consistent- severity or leniency were a major cause of discrepancies between two sets of marks for the same scripts, the effect of SCEEB
marker-standardisation could be expected to be significant. If varying spreads
of marks were largely to blame, standardisation of dispersion, as well as of
mean; would be needed to improve matters: No standardisation procedure other
1

than -re- marking by the Principal Examiner's team would be effective if the main
cause of the problem were inter-marker inconsistency.
When comparisons were made between first and second markings for small

groups of pupils it was found that the pattern of discrepancies was selddm
such that adjustment of the mean alone-would noticeably improve agreement;
and cases in which standardisation of dispersion: of marks led to 'twit closer
agreement were also infrequent. All too ofte-n -the main characteristic of the

graphs-drawn was disagreement on ranking,_even when:the markers' inconsistency as measured by the figures given in Table- 6.1 did not-mark them out
specially from their colleagues. It therefore seemed unlikely that the process of
marker-standardisation would make great difference to the numbers of pupils
awarded alarmingly discrepant marks by the two markers of their scripts:
That this was in fact the case can be seen :from Tables (h5 and 6.6 which
show the improvement.due to marker-standardisation, and which may be compared with Tables 6.3 and 6.4. (Although the pupils involved here are a subset
of those in the earlier tables, the figures are still comparable.)

Paper IA

TABLE 6.5: CRITERION TEST PAPER I
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND MARKS
AFTER MARKER - STANDARDISATION
(N.B. Slightly different population from Table 6.3)
Compogition - out of 30 marks.
Extreme differences = 14 (I case), 13 (I case); 12 (2 cases)

No. of Marks
different

"',; of_available
marks

-.Va. of
pupils

.°4; Of
eompteted papers

0 to 2i

less than 10%

924
747

49.0%

186
-28

10.0%
1.5%

1885

100%

3 to

6 to 8A
9 Co 14

.

10

19%

20 - 29%
30% or more

.

Paper I B - Literature - out of 30 marks.
Extreme differences = 12-(1 case); 11 and 111 (5 cases)
No. of marks
efferent

% of available
marks

No. of
pupils

%completed papers

0 to 21

legs than 10%

6 to 81
9 tb 12

10 =19%

993
693

30% or more

164
35

52.6%
36.8%

3105;

-20-29%

877%

1.9%

1885

100%

Paper IA and B - out of 60 marks.
Extreme differences
21 (1 case), 17 (1 case), 16 and 161
(2 cases); 15 and 151 (6 cases)
No. of marks
different

0 to 516 to 111
12 to 171

.

% ofa_vailable
marks

No of

less than 10%
10 -19%

1320

20 -29%

pupils

496
68

.

30% or more

18 to 21

% of all
completed papers
..

1

1885

70.0%
26.3%
3:6%
0.1%
100%

TABLE 6.6: CRITERION TEST, PAPERS III AND V

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND MARKS FOR
EACH PUPIL AFTER MARKER-STANDARDISATION
Paper III
Extreme differences = 8 and 81 (8 cases), 7 and 74 (IS cases)
No. of marks
different

0 to I

2 to 3
4 to 51

6 ib 8i

% of available
marks

No. of

legs than 10%

705
795
312
73

37.4%
42.4%
16.6%
3-9%

1885

100%

pupils

10 -19%
20 -29%
30% or more

% of all
completed papers

Paper V

.

No. of marks
different

% of available
marks

0 to If

less than 10%

691

20-29%

767
328
99

40.7%

1885

100%

2 to 31
4 to 54

6 to 81.

10 -19%

30% or more

No. of
pupils

61

63

% of all

completed papers

36.7 %

17-4%

5.2%

The reduction O./erred by marker-standardisation in the number of pypils awarded
marks discrepant by 10% ar more of the available marks by two _individual markers.
on Paper IA and B is of the order of P',/,'; 2",;;,.and on Papers 111 and V the -effect
was to increase the numbers of pupils unreliably assessed. (It may be that the

extremely aberrant performance of one marker; 34; had exceptional influence.)
The average discrepancy between First and Second markers per pupil on Paper
Composition, was 3 to 3.5 marks (out of 30) both before and after markerstandardisation:

These_ ilindingsLhave_important implications for 0-grade English--markerstandardisation. The SCRE-marker-standardisation, which equalised means and
dispersions of marks; if applied ton population as large as the 0-grade one about 70 000 pupils - would have led to -a reduction in blatant unreliability of
mark for I "/,'; 2%, or about 1000 pupils. About 307, or some 20 000 pupils,
would still have been.left.witna,markdiffering_by-six_or more out-of-sixty -fromthe -one another marker would have_given: SCEEB marker-standardisation
probably has even smaller beneficial effect than this, because it does not affect
dispersions of marks. The question arises whether the_ annual hard work on
marker-standardisation by the Principal Examiner and his team has a significant
enough effect to justify it.
It may be felt that-the -labour -or-marker-standardisation is justified if even a
few pupils thereby achieve:a fairer award: It does not seem likely that modified;
tion of the procedures would-lead-to-noticeably more effective marker-standard

sation, since the bulk of discrepancies between markers appear to be in that
category of inconsistency, haphazardness, or-genuine-difference-of opinion about

the quality of individual scripts _which 'precludes the regulation of markers'
awards by statistical adjustment. The procedure- in-current- use-could continue
to pick out very obviously aberrant markers_ though it -had apparently failed
to note over several years the, distinct lack of comparability-between- the kidg:
Monts-of- the marker numbered 34 in the SCRE project and those of most
other markers:
Are there alternatives? If the external examination of Writing and Literature

is sacrosanct, -there is a strong-case-for- double impression marking as described
by Wood and Quinn (1976) asia means of reducing _the _effects of inter-marker
inconsistency. Also attractive,- however, is -the- combination by-simple addition
of internal and external assessments, provided that both are .measuring some,
at least,- of the same aspects of 'English'. Such-an-arran_gemeiit-has -the adva-ntages or -simultaneously helping to _combat marker- inconsistency and taking
account:of different but equally valid responses to pupils' writing, -by increasing
the number of judgments about that writing which contribute to the assessment':
It can be shown that-com-bining several assessments of writing and literature
does:lead to: closer a-.,-cerinntib:tween marks given by teachers and examiners
on the one -hand -any' : a criterion -measure on the other. -Figure_6.7 contains a
series_of graphs in
on:;_assessmcnt is plotted against one other (Fig 6.7(a)

and (b)), two assessr:;:nts added together -are plotted against one other (Fig.
6a(c) and (d)), and vv.-, sniArly.combined assessments are plotted against two
others; also added (Fig. f.).7(e,). The :::.rowingi`cloud' of-plotted points-Shows
that combining the. Foli
2,gr:..1 assessments increases their agreement
with the Criterion Test a.of
'See Britton; Martin and 12,.;,.,;
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FIGURE 6.7 SCHOOL 15: COMBINED ASSESSMENTS
a) Composition -and Literature in Folio
against one Criterion Test paper
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b) One 0-grade paper against one Criterion Test paper
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c) Folk, and 0=grade I against one Criterion Test paper
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d) 0-grade Paper I against two Criteric,
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e) Folio and 0-grade I against two Criterion Test papers
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III

The effect was also tried of combining Folio and 0-grade totalsli.e., Writing;
Literature and Interpretation) for comparison with the Criterion. Test 'totals;
Does the combination of Folio and 0-grade correlate better than either- alone
with the Criterion Test? Table 6,8- shows the various Pearson correlation coefficients for- each school. Two means of combining =the Folio and 0-grade
individual correlations were employed. The first, designated- in Table 6.8 as
`Folioplus 0=grade against Criterion' is that of averaging the two correlations,.
T' other; called__Toliox 0-grade against Criterion' is calculated following a
f ulula which adjusts the relative contributions of Folio and -0 -grade so that
the correlation obtained between Criterion Test and the combined Folio and
0-grade is the best possible from any linearly additive combination of the
latter two2.

r1,(2+ 3)

621.1 2+63/.1,3
(72 +2r2-3cr2cr3 -T- u 3

2

1,23

2+ ri2 _3-2r 1,2r 13 r 2,3
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TABLE 6.8: COMBINED tOLIO -F 0-GRADE v CRITERION TEST
School

n

11

143
163

13

14
15
21

0-grade
Folio
against
against
Criterion Test Criterion Test

218
154

93

22

.74
.68
.83

23

24
32

-70-

33

-45

35

112

268'

Folio
Folio x 0- !Folio _plus 0 against
grade against !grade against
0-grade 1 Criterion Test ICriterion Test
I
I

.69

68

-85
.81

.61

86
84

-83

.55

!

81

I

.83
.79
.79

84
-71

.39

71

84

63

.

.74

84
82
85
87
88
8!

84

.84
XI

!

I

59

1

,

.78
.87
.88

.75

.86
.88

88
88
89
90
92
89

88
.88

89

90
92
89
76
82

.77

85

-.

Table 6.8 shows that the best possible combination of Folio and 0-grade
was barely better than simple averaging of the two; In all cases except school
35 the average of Folio and 0 -grade correlated slightly better with the Criterion
Test_ than either Folio or 0-grade alonei though the differences were not large.
While the advantages of combining= Folio and 0-grade are not very -great as
compared with 0-grade alone; if it= is= desirable to have an internal assessment
for educational reasons; it is heartening to note that
in the two schools

where the Folio assessment correlate-d significantly less well than 0-grade against

the Criterion Test - schools 13 and 35_- the combined assessments were dis,/
tinctly better than the relativeb-!' poor Folio = assessment alone and not significantly different from the 0-grade as compared:with the Criterion Test. It would
seem that the effect of unsatisfactory characteristics influencing the Folio marks
in these two schools was noticeably reduced by the simple averaging of them
with 0-grade marks.
Equally weighted internal and external assessments would, on this evidence,
probably be satisfactory.

A Note on the Nature-of the Writing Task and Reliability-of Marking

A recongidliation of ,inter-marker inconsistency in the Criterion TeSt will
find indications_ that there was probably less disagreement on ranking among
the markers of Paper III; in which specific tasks were set with defined purposes
and audiences than in the free composition of Paper IA. Table 6.9 compares
the two sets of figures.
TABLE 6.9: MARKER-INCONSISTENCY ON PAPER IA AS
COMPARED WITH PAPER III

PAPER IA (markedout of 30)
,

No. ofmarks
different

0, d-

Marker 1 Marker 2

available
marks

'pupils

0 - 2*

less than

1112

3 -5*
6 -8*

9-12

,

No. (if

%gf all

10 - 19%

52%

0 - 1*

2 -3k

34.8%
10.6%
2.6%

744
227

56

213'

No, af marks
different

completed Marker -1 papers
Marker 2

10%

20 -29% .
30% or
more

PAPER III (marked out of 20)

.

4 -5t_
6 -,111

OM
66

% of

--

%of all-

available
marks

N9 __of

pupils

completed
papers

less than

952

46.5%

673

32.8%
16.5%
4.2%

2051

100%

10 c7,,

10 - 19%

20 -29%
30% or
more

33987V

A strict comparison between the marking otwo tests would take_account
of the real; as opposed to the nominal; weightings of ea.ch. Without talouleitig
real weightings exactly, it canibe noted -that -the full scale of 20 marks was_used
by Paper III markers; whereas it was rare, for a_seript to receive less than 10130
on Paper I. The two tests actually_had, therefore; roughly comparable mark
scales; and, in absolute terms; five or six_ marks on one had approximately the
same value as five or six marks on the other. A legitimate comparison can then
be -Made bstWeen the percentages of pupils with discrepancies between Marker 1

and Marker 2 of_ six or more marks. On Paptr I the figure was 13.2%. on
Paper III, only 4.2%.

The arguments _against one option composition tests are that they- may be
advantageous or disadvantageous:to:some pupils and that they would probably
have the effect of limiting the kinds of.writing undertaken in sehoelS. In the
present state of knowledge, one does not know whether the gains or losses to
individual pupils due to lack of options would be greater _or less than those
caused now by marker-inconsistency resulting from too many options: it would
be an interesting piece of research to find _dur._The effect on curriculum might
be lessened = if internal assessment of writing and literattire Were:given significant

=

;

weight in,the overall mark for English and pupils were _obliged to produce for
assessment in school writing of various kinds. The etieritul um tOtild then actually
lead assessment,as-Ahe:Dunning Committee (SE_D, 1977] and many others have
wished; and teachers could use:assessment to establish whether particular skills
they have sought_ to -help= pupils developin fact exhibited. Lip-service is
frequently: paid --to this model 'of assessment but it is probably non = existent -in
Scotland-. for S4 English. If English -teacherS- really believe- in it it is their
responsibility to declare: `These:are _the kinds of writing and literature we wish.
to teach : let them be given Significant Weight- in assessment' The external
examination would then be freed from its present impossible role of trying to
achieve reliable discrimination among pupils While at the-Saine time seeking to
eh-coil-rage, or at least allow; in schools an infinitely wide variety of courses,
texts and emphases in English teaching.

SO long as significant weight were. given to internal assessment of several
types of writing; it would be possible to set a single clearly defined task, without
choice, in the external paper to facilitate greater reliability of marking. Variation
from year to _year of the nature' of the external test would avoid the danger of
schools devoting inordinate:amounts of time to preparing pupils for one_ kind

of:Writing only If however,. -the external testis also to be used to moderate

the standard and dispersion:of marks of the ihteiti4lASSeSStriefit, Care would be
neee.SSary to -ensure that it did test a fair proportion of the writing skills also

=

tested by _the teachers: Table,i5:7 (page: 50) shows that tasks like. thoSe-in
Criterion Test Papers antl,III combinedsWith a traditional interpretation test
form
reasonably satisfactory' reference_ test for -Folio Assessment: further
research would be required to establish the_Silitability or unsuitability of any
other kinds of specifielask; .uch as speech writing; before they were employed.

H.

The Influence of the Task and Choice Of Tasks

(a) Writing-and Literature
Evidence that a wide choice of Questions or assignments contributes to unrelia;
bility in examination marks gen,lkally has been gathered, by several researchers;
most recently by Willmott and Hfit)(1975) in "O'- -Level Examined: the Effect
of Question Choice'. There is, however, some difference of Opinion as to the
TectS of question choice in English examinations. Willmott and Hall refer to
J: M: Stalnaker's essay On The essay type of examination in Lindquist (1951),
.
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,

.

Educational Measurement; in which he argues that allowing a choice of essays

implies the assumption -that all -the topics would equally well facilitate the
measurement of some general ability to wriM If this dubious assumption is
correct, no optional questions- are necessary. If it is not so; and the successful
pupil can in fact write well only on the one topic he selects; 'the significance of
the possession of this ability is so ilicult to intemret that one may question
the use of the results'. (Willmott and Hall; 1975; page_ 8;) On the_ other hand;
Wiseman and Wrigley (1958) found that the real differences -which occurred
between the means of children selecting different essay topics in an English
examination were largely due to differences of ability in the children, and that
topic choice in English composition was unlikely to introduce substantial error
into marking; Wiseman :and Wrigley point out that abolition of choice might
or mignt not affect reliability adversely. More recently; Adams and:Pearce (1975)
quote H. Rosen's PhD thesis_for London University as.having established that

a pupil's grade is determined as much by his choice' of composition topic as

by any other factor. Stevens (1970) shows that grades awarded to some 'A' level
English Literature candidates depended to a significant degree on their choice
of questions. Research does not appear to have settled the matter:
ft is suggested in the other section of this chapter that the vagaries of mark.ers
might be moreeasily kept in check if all pupils tackled the same specified writing
task, or, preferably, several such tasks. One of the advantages of Folio Assess;Anent is that it can test performancelin several- kinds of writing and so reduce
whatever problems are caused by allowing choice of style and topic in a single
examination.
At the same time as Folio Assessment reduces choice-of-writing-topic problems, it unfortunately seems to introduce a factor detrimental to comparability

of assessment _which is not present in an external examination: az variety of
interpretation tasks for different pupils under the same assessment.
The discussion of bunching and marker effects in section 1 of this chapter
has concentrated- on Writing and Literature. It is appropriate to give some
attention to the credentials of Interpretation as a testing tool before commenting
on difficulties of -its use in Folio Assessment. (The term 'interpretation' is here
_

used as synonymous with 'comprehension%)
(b) Interpretation Testing

Given passages of suitable difficulty and validly constructed questions, an Inter-

pretation test ought to discriminate more finely and more reliably than composition: marks-are acquired, not on the basis of a holistic impression, but step
by step as individual questions are correct; and it is possible to limit the effect
of the markers' subjectivity by a predetermined marking scheme or one agieed
among the- markers. There is undoubtedly some marker ineqnsistency in the
Marking of 0-grade ,Paper II and: similar_tests set in schools, but probably
considerably less than in the marking of Composition. The- reearchers could
n6t carry out for Criterion Test Paper II a cross-marking study 'like that -made
fdr the double-marked Papers, but can show that there was variation of both
standard and dispersion of marks among the eight very experienced markers
ofthis test. Examples of different distributions of marks are given in Appendix 9,

and the means and standard deviations for all eight markers can be seen in

Table 6:10:
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TABLE 6.10: MARKER CHARACTERISTICS ON CRITERION
TEST PAPER II
Marker

Mean

S.D.

No: of scripts

9
10

201

7.0
6.8

283
273
347

11

1874
1873

12
13

20.0

18.4

14.

19.5

15

21.7

16

Overall

202
19.3

6.9

6.6

7.3
7.3
).3
8.1

7.3

290'
287
291
102

260
2133

Note: The figures for markers 15 and 16 are after the application .of a-1 marker-standardisation factor.

A featurg of the consideration of the marking of Criterion Test Paper, II was
the Tact that some markers produced an overall mean comparable to that of

their colleagues by- distinct severity in marking the summaryand distinct leniency
on 4he rest of the Paper,_ or vice-versa. Multiple-marking of a random sample of

0-grade or Criterion Test Paper II scripts would be a valuable exercise which
would help in the formation of rational judgments about the possible use of
multiple-choice tests at 0-grade.
Whatever the reliability of Interpretation tests; their main disadvantage is that
they are not easy to construct validly. Problems arise in choosing passages of
appropriate style, content and difficulty for the standard of the examination
and for the ranac of pupils taking it It can also be argued that Interpretation
tests, as traditionally set; are unrealistic reading tasks which are not valid 'tests
of pupils'
reading ability, because nobody ever readii anything =in the
the tests require,: except in examinations. Writing unarnbt'uoua valid- ques2;..;
a the right level of difficulty is anothe N tricky job; The case thatschools
assess reading in some way other than the tra rational interpretation test
c

?ft certainly be put; The difficult'cs of ensuring comparability of interpretation
set in different schools and different .7:1ASses had been expected: the re=
searchers believe that they have in fact found same statistical evidence; discussed

below, which shows the detrimental effects for accurate ranking of non-

comparability of interpretation tasks used as the basis for a comMon assessment.
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FIGURE 6.I2a SCHOOL 24:
Folio-Composition and Literature against
Criterion Test Composition and Literature
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FIGURE 6.12b SCHOOL 24:
0-grade Composition and Literature against
Criterion Test Composition and Literature
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FIGURE 6.12c SCHOOL 24:
Folio Interpretation against
Criterion Test Interpretation
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-There were `class effects' in a number of the 'whole-school' assessment sc-111)61S_,

possibly due to a tendency to give higher marks to all pupils in top classes
arid IOW ones to all pupils in bottom classes; or to failgre to adhere to the
instruction to mark on a team basis. Another cause could also be identified.
In order Co save teachers time the instructions for marking Folios did suggest
that the marker, assessing the folio work of pupils he had not_ taught, could
make a speedy judgment about the standard of interpretation marking previously
carried out by the class teacher on work in the folio. If he was satisfied that it
was in fact of 0-grade standard; he could_ accept v_ valid any interpretation

marks given by the class teacher; without himself having to re-mark every
question: In effect, then, the teachers were required to mark only writing and
literature as a team: they could; and probably did; accept the class teachers'
interpretation_marks. Any other arrangement-would in fact have been imprac, tical. `Class effects' may then have been caused by varying standards of interpretation tasks and marking between classes. The clearest examplz of the effects
of different interpretation work in different classes is provided by school 24.
Figure 6.11 shows that class 2 in that school was more leniently assessed on
Folio than other claSies. Figures 6.12(a) to (c) prove that the leniency_was

mainly in the assessment of Folio Interpretatioh. Figure 6.12(4 plots Folio

Composition and Literature marks against those-for the Writing and Literature
elements in the Criterion Test. Only a few pupils in class 2 overlapping on
'Criterion Test marks with some of class 3 were given hig_her:Folio Composition
and Literature scores than the class 3 pupils. The same applies to the assessment

of writing and literature in the 0-grade (see Figure 6.12(b)). Figure 6.12(c)
72

however; shows that on Criterion Test Paper II. Interpretation; classes 2 and 3
were-not clearly diStinguished from one another, whereas class 2 obtained consistently higher marks for Folio Interpretation than class 3.
The combined dOculties of lack of time to standardise team marking of all

possible interpretation tests set in various classes and of setting passages and questions of comparable difficulty in different classes and different schools lead to the

tentative conclusion that if interpretation tests are to be retained as a means of
assessing reading ability on a national basis or on a school basis, it would be
advisable for all pupils to take common tests, nationally, or at least within each
School.

The concluSion as tentative because the researchers are not convinced that a
single_ national interpretation test is as is commonly believed, a valid and
reliable test of reading generally. It is as hard for the setter of 0-grade Paper II
to produce a thoroughly valid test as it is for the teachers, given the difficulties
listed earlier in this sect ion = and the 0-grade has to cater for 70,000 candidates
Marker unreliability affecting Paper II is as yet unexplored.
It has been suggested in the preceding chapter (page 51) that the common
external interpretation test should preferably-not be a_ multiple-choice test if it
the only reference test employed. If however; it is combined with writing

and literature tests; the interpretation test, on the evidence of -the SCRE Criterion
Test results, may equally well be traditional or multiple-choice: in either case
the combination of writing, literature and interpretation tasks covers_ a range
of reading and writing skills wide enough to form a satisfactory reference test
for Folio Assessment; provided that appropriate attention is paid to the relative
weightings of each element.

The SCRE data -could &obit* yield more information than has so far been
obtained about the quality of current methods of testing interpretation._ In _the
meantime a system of common interpretation. tests seems preferable (as a means
of discriminatory testing) to one allowing each teacher to find or invent his own.
Such a system would not, hOever,_preclude schools from assessing reading per-

formance, by means of traditional interpretation work or by other means such as
the tasks set in Criterion Test Paper V. and combinations of marks might he
appropriate;_eg.. an external examination mark might be combined with zln internal impressijpmark for variore kinds of interpretation Work.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL EVALUATION
I.

3.

Seven out of eight SthOOIS engaged in 'whole-school assessment' prOduCed
a _rank order of pupils not significantly different .from that of the 0-grade
examination in assessing achieVerriats also measured by the SCRE Criterion
TeSt; in rclaSs assessment' schools; one out of three did so.
Whole-school assessment is desirable, rather than class assessment. A common standard of marking within the school is desirable,. as well as aware=
ness of standards elsewhere acquiredthiough, e.g., Trial Marking
Exercises
Organisational and management -diffietilties, especially lack of time for
assessment, probably adversely affected the quality of internal assessment
in some schools: Similar problems also _prevented three of the experimental
schools from co =operating in the project as agreed, and caused a fourth to

provide only partial data.
In the assessment of writing and- responses to literature the following factors
probably contributed to unreliability in both Folio and 0-grade.
(a) Inter-marker inconsistency, causing some 25% of pupils to obtain
marks a full band or more different from those they would have received from a different marker. Marker-standardisation had little in=
fluence on this inconsistency.
(b) Lack of perceived distinguishipg_qualities in pupils' scripts; so that a
very bunched distribution of marks resulted. (0-grade results atpublidy
reported do; however; give an illusion Of cleareridiscrimination between
pupils because of the SCEEB scaling procedure) English teachers and
markers should learn to think of discrimination, especially among the
large mass of `aver- e' pupils, in terms of the five or six bands rather
than in terms of continuous marks out of 50 or 100.
(c) Variety of choice of tasks/stimuli.
i. Inthe assessment of interpretation (or
comprehension), the following points
emerged from the reSearcherS' experience.
(a) There is a need foi. further study of the validity and reliability Of thiS
traditional method r" testing reading ability.
(h) In the meantime, if comparability is desired, common interpretation
tests are preferable to a variety of tasks set by different teacherS in
different classes or schools.
6.
Schools' pass rates_at each band differed from 0-grade pass rates after
standardisation of &grade marks. The schools awarded too many Cs and
too few As and 'Fs. This mismatch with Ozgrade standards was correctable,
en gras; by the application to each school's Folio marks of the mean and
standard deviation of its marks in the examination.
7. This scaling process significantly increased
the match between Folio and
0-grade awards in particular schools only in the circumstances where the
school's ranking had been comparable with that of the 0-grade examination
at all ability levels; but there were diScrepancies between Folio mean and
0-grade mean and between Folio dispersion of marks and 0-grade diS=
persion, Disagreements on ranking were exaggerated by the scaling process.
Alternative approaches should be _ investigated to see if the exaggeration
of ranking disagreements could be reduced while mean and dispersion are
appropriately standardised.
4.

8.

9:

An external reference test against: which to-scale internal assessments like
the Folio AsseSsment in this project should contain at least writin &and
interpretation elements. If appropriately weighted the interpretation element
could consist of a multiple-choice test.
Provided that they are all validly assessing some common aspects of 'English',
combinations of assessmentsi especially of Writing and Literature, can improve discriMination and reliability

_

CHAPTER IX
PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

L Problems in Obtaining Accurate Data
Failures by the schools, for whatever reasons, to provide all the required data,
or to send it in the_ Jesired form, may indicate the kinds of communication
problems and recording errors likely to arise in a real internal assessment system.
They are important also because they_ may bear on the degree of correlation
among the three assessments made in each school.
(a) Inability to provide data

The effect of pressure of work on teachers, which is diScuSsed in the following
section, led_ to the -failure_of two schools to provide folio assessments at all, to
one providing assessments for a proportion of pupils only, and to a -fourth
' school being unable to administer the Criterion Test.
(b) Inaccuracy

___

Some inaccurate reporting of scores and misinterpretation of instructions oc=
curred in the Other schools.

The schools had been asked to report three marks (composition, literature
and- interpretation) and assign a 'range' (1-14) based on the total of theSe,
following the pattern of the scaled 0-grade marks, i.e.:
range
1 =90-100
2=85=89
3=80:84
4=75-79
5=70-74
6 = 65=69

7 =60 -64
8 =55 -59
9 = 50-54
10=45-49
12-35-39
13=30-34
14=0-29;
Four variables were therefore required (three marks, one range). Some
teachers sent 5 variables: 3 marks, a total and a range.

I 1=40-44

Among some 2000 pupils; 227 discrepancies occurred between the total mark
(whether recorded by the teachers or not) and -the range assigned (e.g.; a total
of 54 being translated as_Range_8 instead of 9): Only seven of these proved to
be copying errors by SCRE Staff.

So =about 11 % of the, folio assessments from 10 school§ Were in some way
unsatiSfactorily reported to SCRE.
Some other :errors arose because some classes in_ two of the Strathclyde
schools had recorded the three components of the folie AS rangeS rather than
marks. ThiS probably_ occurred because of a changed instruction to the schools:
they were asked to record their Autumn assessments as fourteen rangeS, but
for the later assessments three _percentage marks and one (total) range were
demanded, because it had become clear that the statistics would require. a wider
range of marks than 1-14.
With hindsight one can say it woutd-have been better not to ask for ranges,
but_Simfity fgr the three component marks _and the _total our of 100. It would

then have been desirabl, o check the totals inunediately and ask the schools
to clarify thoSe marks in x,hich there appeared to be an error;
(c) Deliberate 'errors'

When all these various reasons' had been taken into account, substantial diS:
crepancies between the total_ folio mark and the assigned range still remained
for a considerable number of pupils in particular schools or classes. Unless some

teachers were excessivc,:.
_s; !-.1iese weR 1r it ably deUberat: and, indeed,
in some cases were exnlo. .;. indicated as s!ir.?L

The cases of know delib..trate discrz lane)! between-Folio Total and Folio

Range Oeourred Lin schools 31_and 35
interest..ng: They suggest
that some teachers regarded their ;7-ut.,,l,;"abi!it-, in- English as-something other

than whatithe-_workiiw their foldcr:

In some oases it vitas explicit
..ctformance in Ore -04,tade in
stronger if pupils had failed
to complete the minimum_ number_ of assignments for the folio aSSeSittent:

that the teacher was making a predii ,
assigning ranges. The- temptation to do 1;

hence some `estimaternarks-7. &third factor o7eriticned in discussion and written
documents by teachers at school 35 was thefeell:,g they had that some of their
pupils --had under-performed- in
namely the 'close
reading'_ exercises recommended as a possible th.iTerenr sort of 0-grade work_:
the teachers thought that unfamiliarity with this kind of work had caused some

pupils to score marks lower than their 'ability' warranted:

Sc-hOolS_-3land 35 may have been the only ones where_ such' subjective judgments were_ made; or they may have been more-honest- than-the otherS. There
is soiree indication that the instruction to produce folio marks on a school basis
was not strictly implemented in all the schools which received it
It would _seem that in any
internal assessment scheme there should be
very clear instruction as tol_what exactly teachers are being asked to assess; this
preferably _being pupils'_ actual achievements in_ school rather than putative petformance in an external examination. The_ continuingpresence and _influence of
an external examination may well; however; make such an instruction difficult
for teachers to adhere to..

II

Problems for Teachers

(a) Ordinary nttisances

The project must have been influenced by those ordinary-annoyances of daily
school life, well known to anyone who has ever taught a class, which drain
-away time and energy in disciplinary; organisational, and administrative matters.
In some of the project schools- the enthusiasm of both teachers and pupils for
internal assessment was dampened by unfortunate timetabling (e.g. all S4
English classes last period in the afternoon,- except- one, which was last period
in the morning!), unavailability of suitable folders; or vandalism offolders kept
in insecure cupboards in S4's distant annex location. A feW teacherS Seemed
diSheartened by absenteeism and lack of motivation in the 'less able' classes
they were teaching.and felt that the extra administrative and organisational
work imposed by the project was merely that; and did not benefit the unwilling
pupils.
Teachers' attitudes
A second influence may have been the degree of willingriesswith which individual
teachers became involved in the project in the first place: Sortie- welcomed -the
idea of internal assessment and worked hard to produce material for the project.
Others, drawn in with their colleagues or their Principal Teacher; were satisfied
with the existing system and, envisaging nothing more than extra work resulting
(b)

.

from -the project, were, in a few cases, hostile to it from the start or in others;
indifferent, to its success: A negative attitude on the part of the tea.cherS was

not widespread, but it was certainly to be ,found occasionally, and lack of
interest; if not hostility; surely contributed to 'the failure of one whole 4..??ool
to provide the promised internal assessments.
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(0- ConInsion of purposes in the project

A number, of difficulties arose because of the particular ways in which the
project was conducted and from imperfect communication. Some were caused
by the double intention of the researchers on the one hand to investigate the
comparability of school assessments with the -0-grade and the Criterion Test,
and, on the other, to encouragemore detailed course - planning, perhaps f:iivcolving
some break with 0-grade tradition, as the essential first-step -in de,
an

internal assessment system. The late arrival in= the schools of tI a 'Guidance
Booklet', with its advice on both the standardisation of assessintts and the
design of them; meant that some teachers felt that they had not haci time to
consider properly the requirements of the project. Some misunderstandinarose,
too, over the place in the project of the 'close reading' which was suggested as
a type of work not normally- covered- in 0-grade classes and of which some
exemplars were provided in the booklet. The intention of the researchers had
been that marks for such work; if carried out, would be recorded under 'Literature' or, perhaps, 'Interpretation', but several teachers in one school complained
that they had devoted considerable time to preparing suitable material only to
find that the Folio Assessment did not take 'close reading' into account.

Some other failures in communication relating to the recording of folio
assessments are referred to in the preceding section on problems in obtaining
accurate data.)

It is the_ view of the research team that confusion was created in some

teachers' minds, not so much by the fact that the project was trying to standardise assessments and encourage course-planning at the same time, as by the fact
that it failed to- convince- these teachers first that course-planning is part of
assessment design and that it should precede choice of assessment technique.
Despite the double intention, the emphasis- in the project fell on the need to
standardise judgments about pupils' performance rather than on _design of an
assessment procedure. This was, of course, partly because tandardisation is
necessary, but also because the researchers; who were obvidTisly not able to
insist on certain courses being followed, were obliged to settle for an assessment
model already in operation the 0-grade one because
t-inodel matched,,

and; indeed; determined the sort of work the pupils were going to do in the
year. Although several- teachers di.'- modi& their S4 teaching slightly, by excluding past papers or including mor' 'close reading', no school took up suggestions that folios might contain sifflificant amounts- of work arising from
courses which weie not directly derived front the format of the 0-grade examination, e.g., a drama-based or role-playing-based course, or a course on the
press. This fact is recorded without imputation of laziness or hidebound conservatism: the pupils were, in fact, taking the 0-grade examination and their
time
and their teachers' time were limited.
:(

It is arguable that assessment of pupils' performance in courses which varied
greatly from school to school could not be standardised, as- the marks might be
measures of quite different achievements: If this -were so; the criticism that the
project was trying to do two separate and confusing things -at the same time
would be justified. The experience_ of CSE Boards suggests,_ however, that

standardisable assessments 01 English skills exhibited in different types of
course can be made. This project can make no contribution of evidence for or
against that proposition.
(d) -Lack of time
Sy far the most significant practical problem was pressure of time; both long
and short term:
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There was a generalleeling, most intense in the Grampian region. that the
preparatory Tlanning time- was too short. Initial contact was made with most
of the schools in late February; 1976; for an August start to the experiment;
the Grampian schools were approached in mid-March. The papers describing
the proposed schema were circulated in April and departmental mt.etirigg io
discuss them were held with the Research Officer during that month. Agreement
was reached then that the 14 schools would engage in the project as set out in
Chapter-II; and in June, when the first Trial Marking meetings were held; there
was further discuSSiOn with the teachers about the procedures; Several teachers
felt these arrangements were hurried and would -have preferred a full year's
notice. It should;_howevec,_ be noted that the shortage of planning time may
have been more acute for some teachers than for others becatiXe of breakdown
in communication within their schools.
Whether the internal assessment scheme could_ have been better prepared by
the schools in a year than in three to four months is debatable. A year's -fore=
knowledge would not necessarily mean a year's preparation, because teachers'
time is very easily filled up by matters of immediate concern. It seemed reason=
able to the research team to suppose that One term in advance is as much as a
department would normally allow for planning suck a change; but perhaps a
few months more; at least; would have helped teacherS to feel more at: ease
when the internal assessment scheme started.
Whatever the amount of notice allowed, there is no doubt that the teachers
were very hard pressed to fulfil the demands of the project and carry out their
normal teaching duties simultanechiSlY.Most of them did succeed in both; some
spending many out-of-school hours in preparation of new teaching Material and
in assessing pupils' work. It is clear that enthusiasm and good use of the available
time can make a success of an innovationAt would; however, be a distortion
of the truth to report otherwise than that English- teachers are carrying a very
heavy:burden: of class _preparation; correction and assessment, so that any

additional work is really more than they can take on without detriment to
'some =aspect of_ their teaching. There is no consensus of opinion; let alone
research evidence; as to the time needed to plan EirigliSh Cla:;SeS and assess
written works, but there must be some do'ubt whether English teachers_can now
perform for all pupils all the functions they would regard as part of theitjeb:
they would then still be over-committed even if folio assessment tasks replaced
some they already carried out such
the marking of 'prelim' or efid=of=teriti
examinations. It is possible to obtain a rough impression of the demands on
teachers'iitirrie_from the following set of figures; which indicates approximatejy
the:amount of time per week English teacheit in thaSe of the project schools
which provided this infainiation can spend assessing the written work of each
of their pupils;
In the course of normal English ctasswork there is, properly, a great deal of
informal assessment and marking going on, and also properly; pupils: will
produce some written work which doesnot need or is not meant for marking.
Ever when these points are remembered, the figures indicate the immense poten

tial volume of written work an English teacher may receive each week for
assessment outside of class contact time.

'Average assessment time per week' was calculated aS the contractual 32i1

hours, less_ class contact_ time, less two hours for class preparation. (Two hours
is a very ungenerous allowance for this purpose, even -if the teachers have managed to use some _post-examinatiOns free time the previous June to plan the
main lines of their work for the _current session) Many teacherS, of course;
work at home for longer than the five hours per week which the 32i hour week
1271 hours in school; 5 hours at home.
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TABLE 7.1: TIME AVAILABLE FOR ASSESSMENT OF WRITTEN WORK

i

.School

1

14

I

of

NO.

Average

No. of

pupils

i

1700

Pupils per
teacher
per week

teachers

time per
Pupil

time
per week

per week

7 hours
= 420 mins
(plus approx.

155

11

Assessment

assessment
i

.

2i-3 mins

:

li hrs for

travel
between
buildings)
1050

21

8.5

124

,,

6.7 hours-

3 mins

= 400 mins

I

22

1700

13

131

6.3-hours380 mins

3 mins

23

800

.7

114

7.6 hours

4 Ming

6.5 hours
= 378 mins

2 mins

= 455 rains
31

1560

8.5

183

32

1700

14

121

-ci

j

7.7_hoors i_

=460 mins
34

1

1150

.

35

These -8

schools

10960

3j-4 mins

8

144

7.7 hours__
= 460 mins

3 mins

10.5

124

6.3 hours

3 mins

136

approx.
7 hours
= 420 mins

3

i

IMO

:

80.5

= 378 mins

mins

requires, and some exception-alseachers- and departments can perform organisational miracles to use time more efficiently: Table 7.1 seems to suggest, nevertheless, a genuine need for considerably more free time for EngliSh -teachers,
if it :S an important part of theirwork to assess written work either for diagnosis
of stengths and weaknesses or for discrimination.
An alternative or addition ! ameliorating step would be to redifce elaSS sizes
further and so also the volui
written work per teacher.
While it is not the business .,;:this:projectto make, recommendations about
pupil-teacher ratios; it is legitimate; in the context of discussion of the practical
problems relating to internal- assessment: -to observe- -that in order to allow a
teacher to spend five minutes per week assessing each pupil's outptit;_vithin con__

tractual working hours and with the average free time available in the eight schools
iii Table 7.0i-ithe pupils _taught :by each teacher per week would have -to number

about 84 rather than about 136, Thii would reduce all classes- to ahout 1-8-21
pulls and would'-require the employment of nearly 60 additional teachers in
these eight schools:

There is_ at present: a iatural tendency for teachers to -concentrate their

marking ffort on certificate ciasses. The implications for 'certification for all'
of English teachers' shortage of time are Clear:

As far as the project itself it concerned, it seems inevitable that; without staffing.
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ciza?;,:,,es, a reduction in the minimum amount of work to be assessed should be
r2commended for any future internal scheme; though enough should be ittoluded
to enst,:re that a range of different types of work is covered.
J)espite the grohlems described above, it is not the researchers' opinion that internal asses.sment is impossible because of pressure of work on teachers. Some of the

project schools; and many in England; have shown that an internal assessment
programme can wdrk very well. The important point about the shortages,of
time is_that it applies whether or not assessment for certification -is internal:
If the English teacher's almost impossibly heavy workload cannot be reduced,
it may well be possible to change some of it from direct preparation for and
practice testingfor the external examination to assessment of internally designed
courses. The project schools were abnormally heavily burdened by having to
do both at once.
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CHAPTER X
TEACHERS' VIEWS; 1977

I. The Questionnair
The 1975 survey of the views of over 500 English teachers produced the following division of answers to the question whether they Would welcome suitably
moderated internal assessment instead of the 0-grade English examination.
TABLE 8.1: DESIRABILITY OF 1NTEP.NAL ASSESSMENT (1975)
Yes

No

No Response

51%

42%
100% = 523 English teachers.

7%
-:

_

This survey was i-i.ade in 104 schools, one in four-of those:presenting candidates

in the 0-grade: English examinations It was not possible to know precisely the
total number of English teachers in these schools, but it was reasonable to guess
that the figure Of 523 represents 60% 70% of the total possible sample:
At th'e end of session 1976-J77_ the teachers who had participated -in the intemal

assessment= scheme- were asked to. fill in a questionnaire and the researchers
visited- each school 'to _collect the responses and receive-any word-of-mouth
comments: Seventy-three of the 1:14:teachers involved_ completed at least some
parts of
questionnaire; though -they form a very- different sample from the
1975 group; their opinions are of _special interest because of their experience.
TableS -8.2 and -8.3 show -their -responses to two sections of the questionnaire
which listed-_ possible- advantages of course-work assessment generally; and of
the 'rules' of the SCRE experiment in particular.
TABLE 8.2: ADVANTAGES-OF-COURSE WORK ASSESSMENT:
TEACHERS'_V1EWS- (1977)
Advantages

not occur,
in project,
Occurred.
but a
but not
potential
regarded as
advantage ion advantage

Occurred

Wider range of wcrk

14

(19.2%) 126 (35.6%)

Wink better suited to
pupils

17

(23.3'

I

(14%)

,

Did not
occur and

response

27 (37.0%)

5 (6.8%)

No

.

17

"/

6

Pupils better motivated 33 (45.2%)

Work of better quality

:

i8 (24.7%)

Pupils more accurately 24 (32.9%)
assessed

13 (164%)

0 (0%)

15 (20.5%)

0 (0%)

22 (30-1%)

0 (0%)

26 (35.6%)

1 (1.4%)

7 (9.6%)

42 (57.5%)

10 (13.7%)

14 f11.00/1

I1 I1G.A./1

5 (6.8%)

12 (164%)

9 (12.3%)

15 (20.5%) H (1.4%)

12 (164%)

7 (9.6%)

9 (12.3%)

5 (6.8%)

Reif or rnitrce nInAraner

In f 11.7./1

151 VIR1°/1

Useful teaching
material produced

34 (46.6%)

.8%)

No time lostfor

'prelim' examination

Teacher More aware of 38 (52.1%)
standards and techniques of assessment

A fil 0/1
,

-;

'

100% = 73 teachers.
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20 (27.1%)
:

:

30 (41.0%)

8 (11.0%)
,

10 (13.7%)

TABLE 8.3 ADVANTAGES OF SCRE PROJECT: TEACHERS' VIEWS (1977)

Project Element

-----

Definition of alms,
as principle

Very
advantageous

21(28.8%)

Small
Acceptable; advantage
only

Definitely
not

Undecided

ac van.:

No
response

tageous

3(38.4 %)' .1(1.4%)

2(2.8%)

5t

''.

16(21 9%)

1(1.4%)

7(9.6%)

21(28.8%)

1(1.4%)

9(12.3%)

15(20.5%)

5

.

Actual aims agreed

14(19.1%) 29(39.7%)

1(1.4%)

Specification of
minimum vork-, as
principle.

22(30.1'%) 23(31.5%)

3(4.1%)

1(1.4%) 124(32.9%)

1(1.4%)

Takes account m
improved work

19(26.0%) . 18(24.7%)

6(8.2%)

8(11.0%)

7(9.6 %)

Takes account of
best work

19(26.0%) 25(34.2%)

4(5.5%)

45.5%)

8(11.0 %) 13(17.8%)

'Trial marking'

18(24.5°%).29(39.7 %)

13(17.8%)

4(5.5%;

9(12.5%)

26(35.6%) 17(23.3%)

6(s' 1%).

2(2-7%)

17(23.3%)

5(6.8%)

25(34.2%) 22(30.1%)

4,5.5';

3(4.11%)

10(13.7%)

9(12.3%)

Actual minimum
agreed

i

11(15.0% ) 15(20.5 "/,) 1 21(28.8 %)

1

exercises

Moderator's visit to
discuss levels of

;

15(20.5%)

0(0%)

difficulty of-work
Moderator's visit to
discuss standard of
marking

100% - 73 teachers.

Descriptions of the aims and other elements. of the_ project referred to in

Table 8:3 can be found in Chapter II. The list in Table 8.2 consists of avantages
mentioned by teachers when the research team had visited the schools- in the

course of the -year: In discussion during these visits it was noted that some
teachers- saw -likely-advantages-of-internal assessment which were not however-A

manifesting themselves in the experime;;,.al :scheme because of its `teething
troubles' and because of
constraints of time caused- by having-to-prepare
for the 0-grade examination as well: IL was for this reason that a category of
'potential advantages' was included in the questionnaire.
it is clear from the tables _that; when they_are _considering _the educational advantages for the pupils and their-own professionai -interests, the weight Of opinion
among iliese,teacher_-s_is favourable _to _internal assessment and to _the form_ of it

adopted by the SCRE project. In Table 8.2 responses in the `Occurred' and
'Potential' columns outweigh those in the other two columns_ in, every-case;
except 'No time lost for "prelim:' examination', and, in Table 8.3 all the listed
elements of the project received more_support than criticism. It is noticeable
in Table 8:3; however, that a much- larger _proportion_ of teachers made- no

comment on some particular aspects of the project, especially `Actual aims agreed'
and 'Actual minimum agreed': They _may have felt; as the researchers did; that

it was difficult to judge the value of some of the requirements of the project
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in an experlment-lastmg_only two terms anr! carried out under the pressure of
tfte need to prepare pupils for the external exartiiii!ition.
The - impression that 'he majority of the questionnaire- respondents are favourably disposed to folio-assessment-is reinforced by consideration of their reactions
to most of the items which invited judgments about possible drawbacks. Table 8.4
ShOws that -mostl teachers- feltithat pupils_ had- not suffered or, in a smoothly
operating scheme; would not suffer from the disadvantages, which, again,: had
been suggested tr !,he_Tesearek_team-ti__teachers during the course of the experiment,- Th,
clear disadvantage was the- tendency to concentrate on S4
work to the
rirnent of'other-classesi and the-fairly large numbers who found
or envisaged_ diifieulty in keeping folders_ inact and in order are noteworthy.
These are both management problems ratler than educational issues.

TABLE 8.4: DISADVANTAGES OF FOLIC, ASSESSMENT FOR PUPILS:
TEACHER'S VIEWS (197'i)

Disadvantages

Too much writing for

Did not occur,
in project, Occurred, but
but a
not regarded Did not occur
potential
as a
and unlikely
disadvantage disadvantage

Occurred

11

(15.0%)

Too little discussion
for pupils

8

(11.0%)

Lowers standards

3

(4.1%)

9 (12.3%)

12

(16.4%)

9 (12.3%)

pupils

Made it difficult to
prepare for 0-grade
this year
RuPils less willing

2 (2.8%)

Unnecessary anxiety
caused to pupils

4 (5.5%)

to work

,

,

17

(23.3%)

7

5

(6.8%)

0 (0%)

51

(69.9%)

9 (12.3%)

(00%)

:

(74.0%)

7 (9-6%)

14

Folders difficult to
keep in order

17

14 (19.171

(9.6%)

(1.4%)

0 (07;,)

(19.1%)

22 (30.1 %) 1 23 (31.5%)
I

1

2 (2.8%)

Over-concentration
on S1V by teacher

(23.3%)

No
Response

1

j

(1.4%)

34 (46.6%)

42 (57.5: ;;)

50 (68.5%)

4 (5.5%)

9

(12.2'')

19 (2C.^%)

47 '64.4%)

'0 (0%)

25 (342 %)

3 14.

4.(5.5%)

34 (46.6%)

4 (5.5%)

j6)

!"1,1% = 13 teache-:

The items listed in Table 8.4 were not "differentiated as 'Disadvantages for

Pupils' in the teachers' questionnaire, but were part of a longer list which

included the five items in Table 8.5, now labelled 'Disadvantages for Teachers'.
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TABLE 8.5: DISADVANTAGES OF FOLIO .

;SMENT FOR TEACHERS:

TEACHERS' VIEWS (1977)
IOW not occur
in project; O. curved. bil
Occurred
but a
not regarded Did not orcur
as a
potential
and unlikely
1

Pisadvantages

No
response

disadvantage disadvantage

Too muchtharking (ofl

21

(28.8%)

15

(20.5%)

10

(13.7%)

22 (30-1%)

5

(6.8%)

Too much' Plahning
time required

12

(16.4%)

14

(19.1%)

10

(13.7%)

30 (41,1 %)

7

(9.6%)

33 (45.2%)

15

(20.5

10

(13.7%)

II (15.1%)

4

(55%)"

25 (34.2%)

21

(28.8%)

7

(9.6%)

11

(15-1%)

9

(12.3%)

15

(20.5%)

12

(16.4%)

11

(15.1%;)

5

(6-8V

normal classwork)

Too muc 'Trial

'

Marking

Too much
administrative work

Problem of finding
teaching material
if no past papers

1

30 (41.1 %)

t

100% ---- 73

te:thers.

Only jn answering this last group of questions is the majority of the teachers
found to regard the folio assessment scheme unfavourably. Concern about their
ordinary marking load was heightened ror mail), by the extra obligation they
felt the project imposed to pay close attention to all the folio work, even though
it had been agreed_ hat not all work need be assessed at the time it was done..
The fact that a moderator_ might be looking at the folios probably helped create
this feeling, as well as pupil and_parent pressure to assess-everything. The 'Trial
Marking' exercises involved more assessment_ work and a.considerable amount
.of administrative work, too, all of which, along witli`the final assessmentiof
the folio and the recording of scores, overloaded the teacheis. Many of them

felt; too; that the research team's suggestion that they should not use_ past

papers_ as teaching material added considerably to their burden, The result of
so much pressure of work was that, despite the perceived educational and professional advantages of the scheme, a majority of the 73 respondents said they
would not welcome a similar scheme to replace the 0-grade examination and more

opposed than supported the suggestion that it might be : alternative to the
eAternal examination: The figures are shown in Table 8;6:

TABLE 8.6: DESIRABILITY OF FOLIO ASSESSMENT (1977)
1.

Folio to rej,-.-e 0-grade
1.
1

2.

;151%)

42 (57.5%)

No response

20 (27.5%)

Folio as alternative to 0-grade
Yes

29 (39-7%)

No
30 (41.1%)

.100% -- 73 teachers.

No response
14 (19.1%)

The questionnaire enquired also about the extent to which. the projeu influenced- the course taught by the teachers.--Fourteen teachers in five schools
said they had not used past papers when they_ would normally have dom.-so,
and a further 15 in these five and other schools set le-ss--pastparcr work- then
usual.- Four teachers omitted some other work they would other' -;e have done:
in_ one case_ this was a test on 'the novel'. and the other titre,. rom- the -same
school, -said- that -they- had Felt an obligation to get pupils Acing to fill the
folder to the detriment of general language work and oral
ik. On the other
.hand, 20 teachers felt they-had set-new types of wort
because of
the project. This fell into three categories: _(1) a widei Lange of writing tasks
and stimuli, (2) a wider range of 'traditional' interpretation passages; (3) more
'close reading' of literary texts;

II; Comments
The views of teachers were obtained several times in the course of the experi,
ment; by invitation to Principal_ Teachers to write to the research team, and

also, informally, during Trial Marking-exercises and the researchers' and
moderators' visits to the schools. The contents of Tables 8:2-8.5 may be regarded

as indicating the range of matters of concern which came- to notice in these

ways,- since almost all the listed advantages and disadvantages were mentioned
by the teachers,_ The answers to the last questionnaire item, inviting free eorn--.
ment, perhaps show which issues some teachers felt strongly enough to _expand
on:'Almost _all the_statements made are given below: those omitted related to
aspects of the proi ect not hearing directly on the desirability of course-work

assessment. such as the nature,- length and timing of the Criterion Test, or

simply repeated .a comment made b_y the same teacher elsewhere on the questionnaire. A_ few remarks made in answer to questions earlier in the questionnaire
arc included here with the final comments.
Numerically, the statements ciin be divided under the-following-headings.
(The-groupings arc, ho%ever, some...,hat arbitrary and several comments make
more than one point.) While the r ,i;'bers of favourable and unfavourable statements gi-ve -a rough indication of th,: issues causing most concern, it should be
remembered that the totals include more than one comment by sonic particular
teachers.
NUMBERS
FA VOU R ABLE COMMENTS
RELATING TO
ASSESSMENT AND.COURSE PLANNING
PUPIL MOTIVATION
'TEETHING "77:':11,11LES'

7

Total

16

.

.

.

6
3

NUMBERS (11.-UNF.4 VOL' RA B LE CO MMEN TS

RELATING TO:
OVERWORK
PAST PAPERS
PUPIL MOTIVATION
FOLDERS
MISCELLANEOUS

11

6

- 4.
3
6

TOtal

30

Favourable comments
Assessment and Course-planning

HelPful for internal vlsessment within the department. (Fife 4)
The experiment proved -valuable in that a departmental forum- for discussing
and justifying marks_ was set up, and as a_ result _I felt I examined my own

assessment of material far more closely than I had ever done previously.

(Grampian 4.)

In general I would sty that the folio system is fairer to pupils by_eliminating
the 'lottery element' of the exam system. In addition ,potential Higher candidates arc not restrained by the _demands of _the* 0-grade 'exam. (I know
-this shouldn't happen, but it does.) (Grampian 4)

Wider rancor creative writing tasks and moredetailed close reading of areas
of -texts -in--literature with -written answers. (Work .done in 76-77 different
from normal.) (Grampian 2)
Top - flight pupils can develop_more quickly and are not restricted to 0-grade
work for most of the year. (Grampian 2)
In general, continuous assessment and internal assessment are worthwhile and
could be used as part; at least, of the overall assessment of pupils for 0-grade.
Teachers of English_ are made_ more aware of the aims _of an 0-grade course
and the problems-of assessment. A single assessment or the completed folder
does, however, seem a bit inadequate: (Grampian 2)

The production of_ original material (for interpretation etc.) is a potential
ad- vantage, if-done in an organised system, although it is sometimes hard for
individual teachers to ensure a suitable standard of questions etc. (Fife 3)
Pupil Motivation

Main advantage was to provide a useful motivation to less good 0-grade

classes. (Fife 4)

Increases amount of work done by poorer pupils because of greater moti-

vation. (Fife 4)

Class has improved on tm all-round basis :of about- 20/25%. I feel there has
been -a- greater application to -class- work since- the-first -assessment. Class-has

learned to_apply itself with greater crncentration; language
_word sense
has-been sharpened -to a greater degree thamipreviously. The-main improvement has been mechanical/technical in thefields of language _ greater spelling;
punctuation, grammar, expression. I feel this project has helped the class
tremendously. (Strathclyde 5).
Advantage that there is a requirement placed on pupils to work through the
whole year (Fife 3)
Classesliked this method of working

felt it fairer. Everyone felt they had _a
better-cfUtnce-zind were -not rushed-. I myself feel it is a fairer system and would

like to see it adopted on it national basis;
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L found this scheme an advantage in that it would force pupils to work

throughout the year. I find_it satisfactory for those pupils who don't try all
year and then manage_ to quill it on' for the exam. Also it helps those Who
are 'bad examinees'. (Strathclyde 2)
`Teething Troubles'

I would say that the staff are now reasonably satisfied with the operation of
the ptojottiMoft-ofjhe initial problems and uncertainties have been cleared
up and:the staff are attuned to the process involved. The stresses arid-Strains
of day-to=day teaching can magnify_quite minor problems; One of the stresses;

of course, is caused by class exams which go on regardless of this project
and which inevitably, in the setting, -sitting and marking; take up a sizeable
Chunk of time in each term: (Grampian 4; December 1976)
I -found iita little:difficult running this scheme as well as -the 0- grade. I think

that if used_ on its own it could really work. It was diffieult to avoid using
past papers because it was necessary to prepare for the 0-grade itself. (Strathclyde 4)

Generally; I. approve of the scheme though it does place burdens on the leSS

able pupils and their teachers and here was a great deal of administrative
work involved. (Strathclyde 2)

Unfavourable Comments
Overwork

The aniount of stafTwork implieelshuge; given that all leachers will have

something like-4 other classes; likely to include one H, and possibly an SYS.
Twenty.:one substantial corrections in a session for one class must affect the
others. N.B. Three of my staff had TWO S4 ciasses in 1976-77. (Fife 4)

Moderation and final cross-marking takes vast amount of time. (Fife 4)
would welcor
unless paid for

Life is too she
Other class's' h

ction of a folio scheme of assessment.'
. (Fife 4)

.

. not

ocularly when dealing :,/ith two fourth year claSSeS.

.,gyred. (Fife 4)

The entire project has been very time consuming and tended to become rather
tedious at times when preparation-correction time was at a premium. (Gram.-plan 2)

Tremendous amount of extra correction and extra paper work. (Fife 4)
Single assessment of folder requir d after hurried marking of 4th year prelim
exams, 3rd year and 2nd year exL..nis. (Grampian 2)

Minimum requirements._ Itiis clea::y:not going to be possible to adhere to
the minimum requirements with the bottom set. These requirements are
already nearly exceeded by the top set. (Grampian 4, December 1976)
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Willingness to produce second version or third version increases pupils' workload. (Fife 5)
,

The main criticism. of this particular _experiment was_ the lack of time; :More
ti ie n;!eit have-- been- allowed -for -the -discussion- of the scheme before- it- was

;ntrcduced and sample materials_ should have been available to the teachers
iovolveki months earlier. (Grampian 2)

'Rt.des Icr Ft./Ho Assessment' -agreed last summer did not arrive until
'..:,turns when the sesson's work was w5.11 under way therefore I paid
r ice to the r,de.: .;r!(I while writing was well represented, reading and
.:t..!rpretation were under-r,:presented.
felt my contribution was negligible since the scheme was Presented with
no :time to give it- adequate preparation or planning. My group contains_ a
' ;It-proportion -of -potential Higher candidates and I did not find. it-helpful
to be instructed to give _a student 30/30 because it was top C 7rade standard:
The-scheme seemed to have two aims: (a) to standardise -teacher assessment
(b) to produce a_ wider range_olteaching and testing materiaL_These_ aims
would have been better served had they been treated separately. (Grampian 2)
.

(Note on the last two comments: the criticisms made indicate some of the
problems of communication of instructions and advice. In fact, the material
referred to was sent to the school in April, for an August start to the experiment and was discussed at two meetings with the department in April and June.)

Past Papers
Impossible not to use past papers, as no- substitute is offered or suggested.
If teachers were responsible for producing and preparing interpretations etc=
of their own they would have no time to teach! Anyway what is wrong with
using past papers discriminilicly? (Grampian 4)

Work done in S4 academic classes must be seen as preparation for 0- and/or
H-grade exams. Where pupils hope or expect to pass these exams, teachers
wi l= be failing in their duty if they do not teach for these exams. Defenders
of_the Scheme will doubtless claim that it provides adequate preparation for
SCE exams, and so in theory it may do. But in practice it cannot, at least as
originally envisaged:- And using the Scheme only in part or in watered-down
form can prove nothing, while it will place an extra burden on teachers in
marking and administration; (Grampian 2)

At the moment it is essential for the pupil to succeed in the
r)P1
exam as wen as having his standards improved. (The former dc ,
sadly follow from the latter.) Formal examination practice, sucl

-grade
.

::cces-

provided by past papers and Pillans & Wilson, is necessary for this. (Strathclyde 5)

'I fail to see why past papers cannot be used for class practice in addition to
other interpretation work. The amount- of preparation and correction time
sometimes makes it extremely difficult to prepare "questions for the pupils
- thisis a purely practical point!' (Fife 4)
Work omitted because involved in this scheme? Past paper work, which I
feel is very beneficial (since they still have to sit the 0-grade exam). (Fife 3)
-Fcwer interpretations done
quantity: (Fife 3)

difficulty of making up original tests in sufficient
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Pupil Motivation
Pupil motivation_ls impossible to gauge:_There was in fact the average crop
of absentees; disciplinary suspensions, failitreS to hand in written work which
suggests that one awkward- element of the population was no more impreSSed
uy this than by my usual demi* for

a fair proportion of written work as

a condition of entry: (Fife 5)

The pupils involved did not take the project seriously. The impact of exams
was completely lost and much of the written work demanded was not done.
It was quite impossibl ! to get any work done at home. (Fife 3)
The scheme in itself could work,_ but only given- Pupil? who' respond. The
group I had were,_perhaps, the poorest working group, have dealt with It

was almost iMpossible to -make them undertake the assbssments set and the
standard of work suffered._ An exam (with the less motivated pupil) has an
impact and means much more than any other viable alternative I have yet
seen: (Fife 3)

Lack of Prelim/Prelims lessened motivation of pupils. Folder=work_ soon lost
its importance for poorer/less willing_pupils. Lack of tinietabled Prelim left
pupils short of 'exam' practice. (Fife 3)
Folders

Loss (or folders) due to lack of classroom security. (Strzithclyde 4)

Folders make revision thlficult: (Fife 5)

Need for jotters. The staff felt_it was necessary to provide jotters fOr rough
work and for -some exercises. The folders received by the moderator do not
include these jotters whih do in some cases contain a substantial amount of
work. Presumably _suitable work in theSe jotters SlidUld be used for assessment work although_ up -till now staff have concentrated on material in folders.
(There was no real justification for supplying a jotter_Other than the teacher's
deep-felt belief that a pupil needs a jotter!) (Grampian 4, December I97( )
Miseellant'ous
.

Considerable _gualzo.ce squired for marking -- I don't know how. The notes

t)i marking compositions arc very helpful, btit lengthy. One copy can also

uu: fly he Dist or mislaid. (Strathclyde 5)

.

found that there waS__greaterp_ressure to produce a stockpile as an end in
itself. in t!ie normal year this stockpile emerges as. a natural-end-product of
elztss or;:.
felt that my objectivity,_my own capacity to assess_ soberly and
therafzuticz.ily, was slowiy eroded by the- endlessness of it I felt also that
the ar!...,ziritagt:. in inotivztting some were_oliset by the tantrums of others who
for the l'-st time actually expressed their frustration and sense of inadequacy
with co:itinuing failure:
There is a finztl conflict: are we assessincntirely-inoependent of 0-grade
prognostications orarewe trying to match ourselves against the 0-grade as
some I .d of sacrosanct absolute? Although the idea is Clearly to replace
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,

the 0-grade, this year's experiment has been bedevilled by the necessity of
trying to _foretell accurately how the candidates will actually perform: not
the same thing as selecting the highlights from a long period of work. (Fife, 5)
National examination is preferable: (Fife 3)
I have a dislike of any scheme of internal assessment,_as opposed to an outside exam, since it involves too much of the personal. We live here, and meet
frequently the parents °four pupils. Examiners are faceless (?_froze.; kippers)

opprobrium attached to them is acceptable. In the small community, it
who, for 1;)v most
would not be, despite the intervention of_ moderators
part, are also our friends and colleagues. (Grampian 1)
Single assessment allows no

continuing idea of progre

,

1(.;!

;_,r Feedback to pupil: Gives teacher no
rani to

I)

The scheme encouraged io .1,..u;i1 initiative, but might not have this effect
in tic long- term -merely providing a set of hoops of an initially different form
which might well become as standard as those they replace. The removal of
certain 'props' might have an adverseeffcct by reducing general confidence in

one's on teaching even the reversion to the odd 'Pillans & Wilsor, with a
threat that it might he used in snidence, has a consoling effect on occasion.
(Fife 3)

III.

Some Recommendations about Practicalities

Regarding practicalities and teachers' opinions only.; it would seem that the
following would be desirable elemcnts in any future internal assessment scheme:
I:

There should be adequate planning time -- perhaps one year

2:

During this time there- should be planning of course aims and Trial Marking exercises to 'teach' assessment techniques to the teachers

3.

Some kvav s should be found to reduce the time commitment of teachers
when the -scheme_ is .in progress:
e.g.: (a) Reduction of the minimum number of pieces of. work. for
assessment -from-14 to 9 or -10, say 4 compositions, 4 'responses

to Literature' and one or two interpretation tests common to
the whole- school.
(h) Schools should -have- Folio- Assessment or -Internal Examb
nsA both (because of the time involved):
(e)

Serious consideration should be given to the provision of mc,..

free time For English teachers for assessment and/or to L.
reduction of class sizes to reduce the load of writtc I work:
4.

The favourable motivation of teachers should be sought by
(a) Giving internal assessmert significant weight if there is also
an external examination..
(1) A shift of emphasis as to the purpose of' assessment_ in English,

to encourage greater concern -for description of a pupil's

strengths and weaknesses,. which is better done by teachers
than by external e, miners.
(c) (Ideally) the pro-vision of some payment for intern- al assessment for certificaition.

'-uctions should be clear and simple with regard to
al the purpose of the assessment.
(b) what is being assessed (i.e., cichievement, rather than ability).
(c) the method of recording assessments.
6.

Each school involved should delegate responsibility for the implementation of internal assessment to -a member of the English department who
is committed to the method and has the time energy, knowledge and
authority to encourage otherS, arrnze itIcetings, give advice on standards
within .the School. inir t dcr.:LI::;z... insist on adherence to instructions
and engage all in Trial
t
ar-i Woderation procedures.

CHAPTER XI
CONCLUSIONS
The SC.,*: project was undertaken in_PurSuit of the following aims, which are

also set out on the first page of this report
I. To report on the present practice in assessment by schools oficandidateS
for Ordinary Grade English.
2. To investigate and determine the optimum ways in which teachers can
make assessments (possibly in the forM of orders of merit) _of pupil
3.

performance in selected aspectS of Ehglish, these assessments being based
on a wide range of work over a substantial portion of the school year
To determine the best ways of scaling and/or moderating these assess-

ments so that assessments of pupils in different schools may be com-

parable.
4.
4,

To investigate such other related matters as may appear in 'the course
of the investigation to he relevant to the field of interest covered by the
Board's remit.

On completion of the above steps to make recoinentlations to the
Board. on whether- alternative means; utilising leachers' assessments,
shoulo be substituted for the: whole or part of the present 0-grade
exammation in-English, to outline the administrative changes that would
14involved. Costing of these changes might also be Undertaken in Coopera' ;Din with officials of the Board.

The Ifindiro of the project cannot eaSil_Y be -reported in direct relation to
aims; because, as the research progressed, some of the 'related
matters' (-;,....red to in Aim 4 were seen to be-so Significant in the evaluatlen of
internal): _.±ssinentias compared with external that they assumed major MI=
portance. "rincipal among these significant 'related Matt-ere-are: the well-known
problem
marker unreliabilityjn all assessment of English;ithe tendency for
markers to fail to spread their marks out widely (which may be aleflection or
the nature of English and oil& actual distribution of 'English Skills' in the
popul?rion); practical difficulties in implementing' internal assessitient-taiised
mainly ty severe constraints of timei and Iherettetion to internal:assessment of
the English teachers involved; which ranged from -enthusiastic commitment
through indifference to strong hostility. CbitchiSiciiiS are also influenced by
another related questioni that of the relationship between assessment procedures
and the courses followed by pupils.
each -of

The researchers w,..e not breaking-new ground in diScovering that
assessment -of English in Scotland is fraught with the same problems as are met by
teachers and examiners elsewhere,_ and most Of What-they have to report about
their -experiencebears close resemblance to the findings of other researchers
into English assessment;_such as:the authors of the various Joint Matriculation
Board reports on their /GCE -0 level Alternative English Language assessment
and the Schools Council reportS on CSE assessment.
The SCRE project was in some = respects a feasibility study in-SCotland for
a type of assessment already_ em _ployed eliewhere fairly successfully and the
characteristics of which are widely known:iThe :principa/ significance of the
present report is prObably that it brings to light in a Scottish context various
aspects and problems_ of the assessment of English; and serves as a reminder
that they apply as orcibly here as elseWheire.
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In two respects; however, the researchers believe that they can claufthat-the
SCRE project has-been unusual. The-presentation of the tables and figures in
the statistical evaluation of internal and external assessment has been deliberately
designed where possible to show the-effect of such factors as marker unreliability
and the effects of standardising and/or sealing raw scores on particular pupils;

mere comparison of correlation coefficients or-of-pass rates; it was _felt, does
not always lead to a clear realisation of the absolute numbers of pupils affected
by _discrepancies between markers, or shifted- across -band- boundaries by a
scalingprocess. The -second unusual element_ in the research is the testing of
the frequent assumption that a school's rank order is- likely to -discriminate
among pupils- more validly than that produced by an external examination-of
normal length: the CriteriOn_ Test allowed comparison of both -with- -a 4-11E-d
measure which was as--extensive,- valid -and reliable a test of English as con
he put together and administered in reasonable time. The process of
the Criterion Test, which involved consideration of English _tasks and 5kills;
has incidentally provided material likely to he of value in developing diagnostic
or profile assessment in English.

What_ is the best way of relating the researchers'- findings to the formally

-

sta ' aims of the project? A re-statement of the aims (without distorting them
in the form of five broad questions seems helpful..

r,
I

3.
;-(.1.

5.

I.

.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of retaining unchanged the
ex,,ting 0-grade English arrangements?
What gains and _losses would ensue if 0-grade English were assessed
wholly internally?
What are the advantages of combined internal and external assessmer
Which methods of moderating standards are most effective?
:What should he English teachers' main con,:::ns?

For and against the existing-examination

The 0-grade English examination has many - advantages. Its administrative arrangements are well-tried and effective, and- its--nationwide currency ensures
comparability of standards for
from all schools; in this'respecx there is
particular advantage in having single common interpretation- test-. -There -is-a

general-satisfaction with the 0-grade examintticn among both teachers and
othey_users of its results. It is, indeed, very -professionally set and is probably
as :valid as possible-each year-. Careful consideration has been given over the
years to the 'washbac!!.' effect_ on the- school curriculum of the form of the
examination, so that, in principle, teachers
-free to teach a wide variety of
courses preparatory to 0-grade. (Thereis: evidence that in practice, hOwever
many teachers do not take advantage of this.lreedom and.;-make extensive use

of 0-grade past papers as teaching materia. in S4:) _A further_ credit to the
m(amination is the opportunity it affords to some candidates-to show--their -real
worth.- -which they may have lacked the motivation to reveal in school work;
. this benefit is; of coarse; offset by the disadvantage
pupils who work well
in school but are 'had examinees'.
The more unsatisfactory characteuistics of the 0-grade examination. besides
any undesirable influence on teaching,-are threefold:
(a) it is-bound to e or ,imited- validity because it can sample only a small

proportic

(h)

like all as ,t
from seri..;,.
25

of cai.,

iglish work;

.

fish, it suffers, despite marker-standardisation-,
inconsistency; _whic;i_ probably Causes some

tin marks a full band away from those they
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affecting the more heavily weighted assessment. Equal weighting would also
ensure teacher- and pupil-motivation. If the school assessment covered a number
of different types of writing say three from 'Expressive, Factual, Persuasive,
Fictional Story, Dramatic Dialogue, Poetry' the external test could consist of
a single topic to be dealt with in a specified style or with a specified purpose and
audience in mind: -this procedure would improve the reliability of the external
marking but would not have -a detrimental effect on teaching, since the mils
would have to engage in several kinds of writing for the internal assessment;
The topic and style specified in the external test could vary from year to year,

An arrangement such as is suggested would improve the reliability of the

external assessment and provide a more satisfactory rank order upon: which the
SCEEB examiners could fix band boundaries according to their judgment of
standards. Any consistent departure by the_ schools in the internal:assessment
from SCEEB standards could be corrected by scaling internal against external

marks; while -the combination of the two marks would reduce the effects of
inter-marker inconsistency. It would, however, be necessary to carry out some
moderation of assignments set in the schools to ensure their validity: This might

be combined with Trial Marking, or effected by schools sending copies of
assignments to SCEEB or to another appropriate body.

The researchers believe that at present it would be desirable to retain some
assessment of interpretation in the hands of the external examiners; because of
the lack of comparability between interpretation tests in different schools. The
SCRE project has not; however; studied the assessment of interpretation as
closely as that of writing, and it may be that a thorough investigation of the
validity and reliability of the traditional interpretation test would show that it,

too, has more faults than is commonly realised. The whole question of the
relative weightings of different elements in S4 English assessment. might need

reconsideration as a result of such an investigation; perhaps so that greater

weight was given to the response to literature, or so that the assessment of kinds

of reading Other than literature and interpretation passages acquired some,
significance. Schools could certainly devise alternative ways of testing reading:

so long as it is necessary to produce a school rank order, however, it will be
desirable that there be at least one test common to all classes, with a common
standard of marking.
The combined assessment scheme suggested would,- in principle, allow a reduction in'the size of the external examination; since the writing _task could be
shorter (at least when certain types of task were- set' and it would be possible
to leave the assessment of literature wholly to the schools; if one was prepared
to accept the disadvantage that it would be necessary to scale internal writing
and literature against external writing and interpretation marks. Depending on
success in developing them and their acceptance by English teachers, multiplechoice tests of interpretation might be employed, which would reduce marking
costs. The SCRE data has indicated that appropriately weighted combinations
of writing and either traditional or multiple-choice interpretation -tests cover
fairly satisfactorily the range of skills also tested by the Folio Assessment
The practical problems of internal assessment would still apply to a combined
scheme; but would be more manageable without the need to set interpretation
tests on the 0-grade pattern or to prepare pupils for an external literature test.
The:researchers believe that the professional advantages to teachers in the acquisition of knowledge about, and practice in, assessment; along with the improvement in validity and reliability such a system would probably bring, outweigh' the difficulties it would meet: Nevertheless; it would be advisable to
reduce the burden of assessment carried by teachers by requiring Internal assess96

merit of about ten pieces. of work, rather than the fourteen or fifteen demanded
by the SCRE project.
4.

Moderation
The researchers' views on moderation of internal assessment are implicit in the
*ceding discussion. Some moderation of courses and assignments would be
necessary and would probably be welcomed by the teachers as helping them
Plan their work better and providing them with new ideas and suggestions:
As tb,moderation ofstandards, the judgment of the SCEEB -examiners is the
touchstone, and so long as it is important to effect the kind of discrimination
among pupils which the existing examination achieves, -the most effective way
-:-. of applying the touchstone to a large number of internal assessments is probably
by the use of a -lference test such as the external writing and interpretation test
mentioned _in _ above. Scaling of internal marks might; however; be- more
helpfully carried out against raw external marks, to avoid the exaggeration Of

diScrepancies on ranking which occurs if scaling is against external marks

standardLed in the SCEEB pattern:
There is a need for English teachers_and examination markers to be made
aware that reliable fine discrimination is not possible between one pupil's 'per:
romance' in English and another's, especially within a- large mass of 'average'
pupils. It would be preferable for markers and teachers to think of discrimination
in terms of 5 bands rather than in terms of 14 ranges or 50 or 100 marks.
.

1

Teachers' priorities?
The researchers' experienee in grappling with the problems of discriminatory
assessment did also lead them to consideration of the appropriateness M English
of placing so much emph. sis on this purpose of assessment as opposed to others:
Future development
the assessment of English in S4 depends ultimately

1

on value judgments abut priorities among purposes of assessment and about
the degree of control ver curriculum teachers should :have. The scheme put
forward in the booklet on assessment published by the AuStralian Council for
Educational Research (ACER, 1974), quoted in 'Internal Assessment or External Exam?' (Spencer, 1975), puts the matter neatly.
The article stated:
`Methods of assessment can be placed on a continuum- rvresenting (a) increasing levels of public trust and confidence in teachers, (b) decreasing
concern -for discrimination and competitiveness and increasing desire to
have a description of the pupil'S_ achievements rather than a statement of
the quality of his performance relative to others in his group. The nearer
an examining body wishes to- be to the left of this continuum the more
important is standardisation of any internal assessments; the nearer the
Board is willing to be to the right of it the more need there is for teachers
to be trained in curriculum development and evaluation.'
External exam at end of
year or course

I

Various types of moderated
school assessment

Assessment without
competition

Increasing levels of public trust in teachers
Norm-based exam results
on a certificate.

Report of pupil's achievements.
Concern for diagnosis and
feedback to pupil and teacher.

Concern for discrimination.
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Realisation of the inadequacy of discriminatory assessment in English could
have fruitful results for other sorts of assessment. The general reappraisal :of
assessment in S4 occasioned by the proposals of the Dunning Committet.
provides a context in which a shift in emphasis in the assessment of English
could occur. The in-service assessment training recommended by that Committee
should concentrate first on assessment design. Course-planning takes a priMary
place in the process, and the assessment is designed to match the purposes with
which the teacher taught and the pupils learned. English de_partments need to

develop consciousness of all the possible elements of the English curriculum
suitable for their particular pupils and then, in planning a term's or a year's
course; to make clear choices among them so that they can specify (yet without
inflexibility) the purposes for which they- and their pupils will work in the immediate future. When the assessment is closely related to particularpurposes in
this way it is possible to obtain a more specific description of achievements in
English than if the principal concern is to discriminate among the pupils. Assessment of this sort can result in the diagnosis.of strengths and weaknesses or in

the noting of attempts by the pupil at usages which show that his linguistic

awareness is developing ,. outcomes much more closely related to the business
of teaching and learning than are grades achieved in a discriminatory examination.

Efforts to seek comparability of standards should not be abandoned, but the
state of English testing and teaching might be -the better for a more general
awareness that it is not in practice attainable; even in a good external examination which takes careful measures to ensure as much fairness to all c..ndidates
as possible: If_this knowledge permeated the consciousness of English teachers
as they were given a significant weight of assessment to carry
at the same

out th

es, the powerful influence of the external examination on what is

taught in S 4 would be weakened, more varied courses could then be developed
in more schools; and the quality of those courses could be more immediately
and more effectively evaluated by the teachers who designed and taught them.

100
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Appendix 1
Questionnaires Used,in Survey of English Teachers' Views, 1975

(see Chapter I)
Appendix Rai: Free Response Questionnaire
This is not included -in this publication but is available as a separate item, on
request; from the SCE Examination Board:
-N.B. The 'Objectives of the Ordinary grade assessment of English' which the
teachers commented on can 'be seen in a very slightly different version
in Appendix 3, page 111:

Appendix 1(b): Fixed .Response Questionnaire (with results)

Name of school
Please tick the relevant boxes:

Position in English Department:
1. Principal Teacher
1 Assistant Principal Teacher
3. Assist -'

.

(
(
(

)

)
)

8.9

17%_-

_79
355

15.1%
67.9%

523

No. of years teaching English:

4. 0

2

5. 3 5
6. 6 8
7: 9
15
8. 16 or more

()
(_)
(
(

)
)

(...___)

leo %

111

21.2%

126
65
102
119

24-1 %

523

=

12-4%
19.5%
22'8 %

100%

NOTES
I.

Definition of Objectives. Speaking, reading, writing, and the assessment of

success in these activities, -are complex functions involving sets of skills,
personal characteristics and experience. Most pieces of writing, for instance,
will show that pupils have achieved objectives in several of the categories
set out in this questionnaire. The classification used will; it is hoped, clarify

what"performance' in English involves, but it would not be desirable, or
possible, to assess the achievement_ f each objective separatel Further;
the list is not comprehensive. Some factors affecting English `performance',

such as the stage of intellectual and emotional development a pupil has
reached, cannot be accurately measured with existing testing tools. There
are also, even at 0-grade standard, qualities recognised as intrinsic to good
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Communication e.g.; breadth and aptness of_vocabulary and variety and
appropriateness of sentence structure for which specific criteria cannot

be formulated in advance: The purpose of the questionnaire is therefore
to obtain an-overall impression of the collective state of mind of English
teachers relative to objectives which can be specified with some precision,.
but the research team remains aware that not all' the qualities of 'good
English' are definable in advance.
2.

Classification._0ther kinds of elas-silication -of types of writing and- objectives
are possible. (The one used here is-derived directly from James_ Britton's
'What's the User-in Language-in Education,- published -for the Open University by Routledge and Kegan Paul:) The research team will welcome
comments from any teachers who can suggest improvements or a superior

type_of classification. it is; however; essential in order to maintain comparability among all the respondents that the questionnaire be tilled in as
it stands:
3:

Standard.: It will_ help throughout the questionnaire to keep in mind the

0-grade standard, which is defined as being 'such that a pupil_whois_at the
lower end of the top 30 per cent of an age group should, with satisflictory
teaching and Adequate effort_ on his part; have a reasonable prospect of
in at-least- three subjects in the fourth
securing passes (i.e._,- Grade C)

year'. ('Report of the Working Party on_ the _Curriculum of the Senior
Secondary School', -HMSO, -Edinburgh, 1959.) There are no figures available to-indicate the proportion of an age group. expected- to obtain Grade C
in English alone, but a reasonable estimate is that, in the conditions mentioned_above; apupil_at the lower end 'of the top 50 per cent of an age group
is likely to perform in the fourth year at about the Grade CiD borderline
in--English alone.
4:

'Jargon'. Technical- language from- various fields of study has been em-

ployed in the questionnaire -for convenience and in pursuit of precision:
it is not implied that it shOuld be used in the classroom.

Part One: Objectives

WRITING
Three main headings are proposed:
(a) 'Transactional' writing: to'direct, question, get things done, participate
in society :
(b) 'Expressive' writing: to exchange or reveal feelings and opinions, convey
.
attitudes, reveal personality
organised language (c) 'Poetic' writing: to construct linguistic artefacts
as a means of trying to explore and master the complexities of reality.

Please tick the appropriate boxes to indicate which objectives under these
general headings are, in your opinion, the minimum a pupil should be capable
of achieving to obtain (i) Grade C; (ii) Grade A in an assessment of 0-grade
English. (Some may he thought more difficult than the minimum requirements
for Grade A:)
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-/

'TRANSACTIONAL'
Pupils should be able t

RITING
:

Grade C
9.
10.

write instructions for a simple task (recipe, care of
sports equipment . ..)

498-

formulate rules-for a club, social evening, or some

situation -in Which group behaviour must be

264
50.5%

report events factually

488

95.2%

No. not

Grade A

choosing
Item

la

151

1.9%

2.9%
66-

193-

36.9%

12.6%

controlled

.

I 1.

12:

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

write notes on events as they happen

.

write a report presenting information logically
order and paragraph ideas

22:

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

141

59.7%

27.0%

255
48.8%

235

83.9%

present evidence and draw conclusions from it

245

3.3%

13I

341

51

25.0%

65.2%

9.8%

213-

40.7%

write_ a_persuasi_v_e_argurnent using emotive Ian-

62

11.9%

80
15-3%

66.5%

47-

90%

354-

107-

67.7%

20.5%

22

302

4.2%

57.7%

199
I

38.0%

_

350 _

66.9%

124

23.7%

56

360

10.7%

68.8%

write a speech for or against a motion

262

50.1 %
445

summarise an argument, maintaining the logical

17

348.

guage to win support

summarise factual information

15

2.9%

46.8%

50.3%

write advertising copy (e.g. for school events ...)

6.3%

49-9%

263-

-

33

69

illustrate a general idea with a particular example

write- a logical, theoretical argument, given

70
134%

261

95-

o

21%

13.2%

18.2%

develop an idea, illustrating, quoting, adducing

11

44.9%

give arguments for and against a point of view and
draw rational conclusions

premisses
21:

312

439

write an argument based on facts for or against a
point of view

evidence in support
20.

93.3%

24
4.6%

223

.43.0%
67

85.1

12.8%

Ill.

291

49
9.4%
107-

20.5%
36

6.9%
11

2-1%
61

thread

32.7%

write personal letters of various kinds

497

16

95.0%

10

3.1%

1.9%

462
88.3%

49

12

9.4%

2.3%

write formal letters to achieve practical ends

101

55.6%

11.7%

1

'EXPRESSIVE' WRITING
Pupils should be able to:

Grade C

Grade A

No. not

chaos*
hem

28.
29.

describe their own feeling about and, as stimulated
by, events they have experienced

479

35

91.6%

6.7%

define their attitudes to as
of society which
impinge upon them (e.g. authority, other groups,

279

205

53.3%

39.2%

39
7.5%

309
59.1 %_

177

37

33.8%

7.1%

show awareness of the causes of their feelings and
attitudes

104

296

123

19.9%

56.6%

23.5_2

convey their interest in various topics by writing
knowledgeably about them

''483

105

15

77.1%

20.1%

2.9%

write fantasy stories (invented situations)

336

129

-58

64.2%

24.7%

11.1%

177

283

33.8%

54.1%

other races)
30.
31.
32.
33.
34;

state opinions on controversial topics

write imaginatively (i.e. with originality) or criticallylexpressinta personal view given an artistic
or _natural: stimulus (film; poem; music; picture;
physical experience -.

-.

-.)

9

1.7%

63-

12.0%

'POETIC' WRITING
Pupils should be able to:
.

No. nor.

Grate C
35.

write _Stories with some exposition of the causes
and effects of events

264 ,

36:

organise events in a story to create a climax

278

o

37:

create suspense in a story

38.

write _storiesin which the feelings of more than

Grade A

item

215

53.2%

411%

'172

277

32.9%

53.0%

152

283

write stories-with genuine interplay between events
and characters

12.0%

57-2%

40.

reveal character in a story through dialogue

41.

dramatise (not just describe) events in a story

42.

write a story with a moral OE- message

43.

write adopting the point-of view of someone with
feelings and attitudes different from their own

45.

write in simple poetic forms (e: g: ballad; haiku;
free verse

46:

-

:)

write in stricter poetic forms (e.g. blank verse;

5.7%
74

.

14.1%:
88

16.8%

299

63

161

318%,

118

295

22.6%

56.4%

HO
21.0%

100-

273-d-

150__

19.1 %

52.2%

28-7%

.

228

18

106

43.6%

3611%

20-3%

110

277

136

21.0%

53.0%

26.0%

259 _

33.3%

49-5%

90
17-2%

149

182_ _

192

28.5%

34-8%

36.7%

156

365

174

_

2

sonnet)

0.4%

47._

exploit-On prose or verse) the,emothe overtones
of words

23

48.

use language figuratively

49.

exploit the sound and rhythms of language to

4.4%

43

8.2%

29.8%

69.8"/

224

276

42-8%

52.8%

287

149

28.5%

make a stronger impression on the reader

30

.

541%

39.

write with different degrees of formality to Alit

12.0%

37.5%

29.1%

circumstances

63

196_ _

M.5%

one character are revealed

44.

choosing

;

87-

54.9%

16.6%

224
42.8%

256_

48.9%

Knowledge of appropriate vocabulary and of a variety of sentence- strictures
is inherent in the objectives listed above and the skill with which this- knowledge
is employed would be assessed in judging the standard of any piece of writing

by comparing it with other work. 'Technical correctness' would also be taken
into account While it is not practical to specify in detail minimum criteria in
grammar and spelling, some indicatibn of teachers' views about formal correctness may be obtained from the following section of the questionnait.:.
,T

103

Please tick the appropriate boxes to indicat your_ view _of the minimum requirements at each grade; Pupils' n their nor al writing should be able to:
I

Grade C
50.

use full stops correctly in nearly every instance

499
95.4%

51.
52.

use the question mark correctly when required
use quotation marks for Dircct SpOech

54.
55.

496

21

use the comma correctly to mark of subordinate
clauses and parenthetical or appositional phrases

284
54.3%

use _the comma correctly in combination with
quotation marks

391

use the exclamation mark correctly

,:.;-;

74.8 %

57.

58.
59.
60.

use the colon correctly
use the semi-colon correctly

use the apostrophe correctly

use quotation marks correctly for slang, foreign
phrases . ..
'use parentheses correctly

62.
63.

Pupils should regularly show evidence of skill
with- tenses-, subordinate clauses, noun phrases,
appropriate:linking words and other aspects of
grammar contributing to the complexity and
variety of sentence structures to obtain

.. .

IG
104

24

41.1%

4.6%

101

31

_19.3%
164

19.9%

5.9%
25

4.8%
22.4%

118
22.6%

298
57.0%

20.5%

454
86.8%

111 %

268

197

51.2%

125

Consistently accurate spelling should be a prerequisite_ for the award of

215

6

1.1%

55-1%

23.9%

..

4.0%

8

1.5%

288

148

use the dash correctly

5
1.0%

118-22.6%

28.3%
61.

No. not
choastng
item

14

2.7%

75-3%
56.

19

3.6%

95.8%

'94.8%

--

53.

501

Grade A

174

33.3%
107

265%

58

37.7%
277

117

407
11

2.1%
58
11.1%
98

53.0%

18.7%

285

113

54.5%

263

50-3%
343

65.6%

21.6%
86

16.4%
73

14.0%

READING
Please indicate as eforei your view, of the minimum requirements at each grade
by ticking the a ropriate boxes.
As regaids t eir reading, in or out of school, pupils should be able to:
No. not

64.
65.

66.

r

roduce the gist oflb narrative

68.
69.

71.
72.
73.

74.

507
96.9 %

1.5%

428

recognise and state the writer's attitude to his

286

state the tone/feeling of what they have read
state their emotional- and /or moral reaction to the
writer's treatment of his subject

recognise and comment on the accuracy with
which literature reflects human characteristics,.
relationships and problems

70.

Grade A

state their own emotional reaction to the content
of what they
read
subject, and some of his ideas

67.

Grade C

recognise and refer to the writer's techniques (e.g.
devices fot creating suspense, revealing character,
or structurally relating parts to the whole, his use
ofiflgurative language, or other means he uses to
create_an emotional and/or moral impression on
the reader)

choosing
item

8

8

1.5%

79

16

15.1%

81.8%,

31 'X

222

15

54.7%

42.41,

2.9%

168

321 %

306
5135%

49

2021

250

38.2%
87

9.4%
73

47.8%

14.0%

278

158

16.6%

53.2%

-84
16.1%

345
66.0°A

30.2%
-94
18.0%

give_reasons for enjoying what they have read in
terms of the writer's skill

I96

268

37.5%

51.2%

give reasons for the judgement that one piece of
writing, is superior to another

122

278

123

23 3%

53.2%

23.5%

locate sixcific information ii a book using Contents, Index, Chapter headings etc.

'424

'skim' read to get a general impression of

passage

58

81.1 %

11.1 °,:,

182

242

34.8%

1

I

105

/0

59

11.3%

46.3%

41

7'8 %
I

99
18.9%

COMPREHENSION
When carrying out 'close reading' of a piece of writing, pupils should be able:

Grade C
75.

to recognise or recall information explicitly stated

No, trot

Grade A

492

choosing
item

19

12

94.1%

_3.6%

426
81.5%

15.5%

3.1%

266
50.9%

221

36

recognise or state thc main points presented, as
opposed to digressive, illustrative or secondary

389

120

74.4%

22.9%

2.7%

reorganise and paraphrase (i.e. summarise the

404

77.2%

105
20.1%

14

make a judgment based on their own knowledge;
experience and values about the validity of ideas
in a text

128

269_

24.5%

51.4%

126
24.1%

distinguish factual writing from opinion or per-

336

suasion

64.2%

164
31.4%

21
4.4%

82.

state the effect_on meaning or tong in context of
the use of different registers of language

17.2%

83.

state the effects in context of particular sentence
structures

84.

state the effects in context of particular usages of
grammar and punctuation

85.

explain the implications, overtones, connotations
in context of language used figuratively

15%

86.

state the general idea represented by a particular
incident, detail or image

76.
77.
78.

paraphrase oi translate such information

,make inferences based on information explicitly
stated and on their own experience

81

main ideas presented
80:

81.

106.

6.9%
,

14

2.7%

90

327

62.5%

20.3%

84

16.1%

319
61 0

22.9%

135

289

25.8%

55.3%

83

I

16

42.3%

ones
79:

2.3%

268-

51.2%

I

106
120

99

18.9%

323

117

61-8%

22.4%

201

54
10.3%

38.4%

Pupils' knowledge of language ought to include the following concepts: even
though they may not be able to- use the terminology correctly, they should be
able to explain the function of each in context:

Gra& C

No. not

Gra& A

choosing
item

87.

Noun

502

96-0%

2.3%

1.7%

88.

Verb

503

11

2.1%

-9-

96-2%

89.

Adjective

502

12

96.0%

2.3%

1.7%

90:

Adverb

476
91-0%

29
5.5%

.3.9%

91:

Pronoun

466
89.1°4,

36

z

12

Clause

323

94.

Adverbial clause

123

225

Adjectival clause

96.

Noun clause

97.

Phrase

98.

Subject

99.

Object/Complement

-

.

101: Tenses.
102.

106

228 --

43.6%

189
36i%

36

6.9%

52

55=

63.9%

96
18.9%

17.8%

477
91.2%

i7
3.3%

29

470
89.9%

33

20

93

5.5%

6.3%

3.8%
106

181

34.6%

20:3%

40.5%

212

,203
38.8%

48

213
40.7 %

262
50.-1%

186

199
38.0%

108

9.2%

.

69

13.2%

105%

20.7%

_

173

9-9%

45.1%

105. Active and Passive voices

33.5%

20.3%

236 ,

104. Subjunctive mood

175

43.0%

33.1%

334

103. Finite/Infinite moods

13.2%

2.5.%

43.2%

79.5%

Past and Present Participles

69

131

226

415-

.

1.9%

124

79.9%

100: Singular/Plural

----

3.4%

23.7%

418
_

21
10

93.

95.

18

18

495-i
94.6%

.

9

4.0%

Sentence

23.5%

1.7%

6.9%

92:

61.8%

9-

35.6%

138

26.4%
I

107

ORAL ENGLISH
Detailed objectives have not been workecLoutfor4his aspect of English work,
but it will help tq know teachers' views- about the need-Tor_development of it.

,

106. There is a need for Oral English courses to be

1

planned
107.

Agree

I

377

I

724%

If it is to be assessed, it is better to assess oral
performance completely informally, without a test

316

109

37

20.8%

*7.1%

162

45'

310%

60.4%

108. There is no need to try to, assess oral English

No
response

Disagree

123

I

23.5%

8.6%

324'

76
14.5%

62.0%

Part Two: Methods of Assessment
Please tick one box for each item to indicate your_ opinion of the usefulness of
the existing 0-grade English examinatic n for the follOWing purposeS.
Effective

109. to give lo employers and
those-responsible for Fur- titer Education useful information for their selec-

1

the teacher about the qual-

ity of the course he has

1

I

345
'

I

;

;I

66.0%

1

259
49.5 %

49-

94 %

Nor' -very

effective
65

12.4%

!

I

No

Probably
useless

I

response

22

I

4.2%

0.?.%

133

74

8

25-4%

141 %

94 -;
18.0%

22
4.2 %

92
17.6%

33
15.3%

-

..

to provide pupils with in
formationabout their pro-

.

;

80

318

to motivate pupils to work
harder

268

119

22.8%

:

60.8%

15.3 '2,;

gress and achievements
112.

Of some
use

.

110. to provide information for

I 1 1,

90

17.2%

tion processes

taught

I

I

51.2%

.

9-

!*7%
11

'

21%

Please tick the relevant box to provide information about the following:
NO

No
response

58.3%

193
36.9 %

4.8%

113

359

51

68.6%

9.8 %

219

38

41.9%

7.2%

.

YeS

113. This school isiusinga:system:of continuous mses-s-

ment of English; or the:assessment of a folio of
work, In some or all of forms S1,S3

114. This school is using a system_of_continuous assess-

115.

305

ment of English, or the assessment of a folio of
work, in some or all of forms S4-56

21.6%

I would welcome the introduction of some form of
suitably moderated school-based assessment of
English at 0-grade

266 --

108

50.9%

25

Part Three: Comments

Please feel free to comment on any aspect of this questionnaire: the research
team will welcome any criticisms, suggestions or statements of opinion.
Appendix 1(c): Questionnaire
Methods of Assessment Used in Drawing Up,
Order of Merit Lists for Candidates Sitting the 1975 English 0-grade Examination

This is not included in this publication but is available as a separate item; on
request, from the SCE Examination Board.
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Appendix 2

Consultants who Contributed to tie Making of the Criterion Test
Mr A. D. Buthlay, Senior. Lecturer in Entlish, Aberdeen College of Education
Mr R. S. Fyall, The High School, Dundee
Mrs E. Grainger; Glasgow
Mr I. G. Mithieson, Principal Teacher of English; Whitfield High School, Dundee
Mr D. Menzies, Adviser in English, Strathclyde Region, Lanark DiVision
Sister B. Molloy, formerly Assistant Principal Teacher of English; Lawside
Academy; Dundee
Mr NI:. J. Morris; Senior Lecturer in English; Bell College of Further Education.
Hamilton
Mr J. P. O'Neill, Senior Lecturer in English, Jordanhill College of Education
Mrs B. Ramsay; Edinburgh
Mr T. A. Sillars, Depute Head Teacher, Aucheniiarvie Academy, Stevenston,
Ayrshire (now Headteacher, Thomas Muir High School, Bishopbriggs)

A particularly significant contribution to Paper H was made by M J. Inglis,
formerly Principal Lecturer in English; Jordanhill College of Education.
Thanks are expressed also to the many headteachers and teachers who allowed
the researchers to pre-test parts of the Criterion Test in their schools.

Appendix 3
Stages in the Development of a Criterion Test
I.

Preparatory Work: Objectives, List of Skills, Suitable Materials and Various
Constraints

(a) Definition of Terminology

The remit for the researchers referred to `objectives, as stated by the SCEEB,
of the Ordinary grade assessment of English as at present constitpted', and also
to `other objectives; if any; of the study of English in secondary schools which
are not currently assessed'. A third relevant reference, in the description of the
proposed `comprehensive testing procedure% was to `all aspects of the performance of pupils studying English in Secondary 4 preparatory for presentation
for 0-grades'. Despite some ambiguity; it seems fairly clear that teaching or
learning objectives were meant, and not assessment objectives, such as, for
instance, discrimination among various groups of pupils. The `objectives' were;
however; linked to the 0-grads examination, so that some confusion with the
criteria of success in-that test was possible.
The use of the term 'objectives' in the remit created conceptual difficulties
which were actually only - -encountered and removed as work progressed, but
Which, for the sake of clarity, are discussed here.
Were teachers'- real or stated teaching objectives under study? How were
- objectives to be identified? Investigation of teaching and learning objectives_as
evidenced by classroom practice and pupils' behaviour was not a task which
could have been effectively carried out within the time limits of the project
without several more researchers. Should there be an attempt to apply to English
some version of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives? Apart from the
fact that many English teachers would decry such an exercise as likely to oversimplify the subject and, by its over-explicitness, inhibit _teachers' curricular
adventurousness; there were theoretical objections to an `objectives' approach
to English, arising from Lawrence Stenhouse's consideration of the nature of
work in 'social and aesthetic subjects.' His argument implies that in teaching.
English, one does not first define aims ancrobjectives-and then choose content
and methodology to attain them, rather; the content of _the work is central:
English consists of the exploration in language of 'content', whether it be texts,
experience, reactions to stimuli, emotions . . and, far from progressing towards
predictable ends; one hopes that some of the results will be surprising to pupil
and teacher. The English- teacher -'s business, in Stenhouse's view, is to choose
content which has value and -is appropriate for his pupils and to present it for
exploration, not with defined objectives in mind, but with 'purposes' flexible
enough to adapt to unexpected developments.
The author, who conducted the early part of the work alone; interpreted the
function of the project as more pragmatic than a .theoretical consideration of
the nature of English as a subject. He was in sympathy with Stenhouse's thesis
and took the view that any exhaustive taxonomy of objectives, after Bloom,
would, in any case, be based on observation and description of skills actually
exhibited by people using- English: The instruction of the remit to 'note" the
objectives . . . of the Ordinary Grade' and to 'list . . . other objectives' was
therefore taken to mean something which "did seem within the possibilities
defined by the size and tine limits of the project, namely,_to describe the achievements for which credit is given to pupils by the 0-grade examiners and by teachers
IStenhouse (1970-71)

in assessing any additional work _done in school. The emphasis fell_ on 'what.
you give marks or credit -for'; _and broad teaching aims were inferred -from the
criteria of success. The difficulty of working in any other way is,:ineidentally,
one reason why assessment systems so powerfully affect 'English syllabuses:

The term 'objectives' was retained for the two questionnaires_ on English

achievements; it _was_ not explicitly defined, but was obviously not being used
in -a- strict- behaviourist sense.- Later in--the -work -of the project the expre.Ssion
'List of Skills' seemed more accurate and was more acceptable to most English
teachers-since it does-not carry the scientific -or- deterministic overtones sometimes associated with Bloom's use of the word 'objectives':
07)

Strategy and Practical Limitations

The first plan was to produce.a 'comprehensive testing procedure', or Criterion
Test; by creating test assignment:, and questions derived directly from, and
covering all of, a full list of the English skills which attract credit in the 0-grade
or in school assessments. The list was to be compiled after consideration of the
stated aims of the SCEEB examination; analysis of both questions actually set
and marking criteria applied, and consultation with examiners and teachers.
Essentially, this was, indeed, the way by which the final version of the Criterion
Test was arrived at, but some snags were met en route. There were three sorts
of problem. First; it became clear that a- Criterion Test covering the whole of
a comprehensive list of skills would last about nineteen hours. Secondly, certain
aspects of English work; included in the description of all possible S4 work;
were not, in fact, being undertaken by any of the schools which by this time
had agreed to participate in the experimental internal assessment scheme: There
was- no point in devising- a test of
abtlily to recognise Slanted press
reports; for instance, if none of the pupils concerned had been taught the skill.
Further, because the schools were still taking the 0-grade examination, teachers
were concerned that pupils shobld be familiar with its format. The question of
the assessment of oral English in the Criterion Test was an associated problem.
It also would have entailed unfamiliar assessment procedures. In the event, after
the researchers had made some attempts to develop and pre-test tests of oral -.
English, the Steering Committee of theTroject lecided that there should be no
oral assessment in the Criterion Test because of the special difficulties of stan-

lardising it and because it was 'straying too rat' from the- purposes of the

.

present 0-grade examination. The third difficulty was in finding test material
writing stimuli, passages for interpretation, literature questions which covered
the list of skills, .were not too unfamiliar to the pupils, and were such that they.
allowed pupils across a wide range of ability to show what they could do in English. Material chosen because it seemed to facilitate the testing of listed
skills often met objections from the consultants on the grounds that it failed
to meet one of the other requirements for a good examination question, or that,
in the case hf an _interpretation passage; it lacked intrinsine value as apiece of
writing, Or would be no more than a meaningless exercise to -the candidate, in
the case of a writing assignment. Pre-testing of intended Criterion Test elements
also led to the Fejection of several because they proved too easy, too hard, or
too incomprehensible to the pupils.
The- Criterion Test as eventually set was, therefore, the outcome of cornpromises: It was decided that two days was as much as could reasonably be
asked of schools for the administratiOn of this test, so it was restricted to about
10 hours' duration. To allay the anxiety of teachers about examination practice
for 0- grade,.thc first two papers of the Criterion. Test were-to take thesame,
form as the 0-grade examination. The assignments actually employed in the
test were chosen because; of all those pre-tested and discussed with the con1 12

sultants, they best met the criteria of interest and appropriateness for an examination over a wide ability range and at the same time seemed to test satisfactorily
those skills selected for inclusion in the no longer fully comprehensive Criterion

Test

(r) Lists of Skills
As can be inferred from the account of constraints on the size and form of the
Criterion Test in (b) above, not all of the total =list of skills produced by the
researchers, nor all the insights gained in the process of compiling the list; were
actually employed in the= making of the test. The total list =and description of
the various stages throughLwhich it passed may, however; be valuable for other
purposes. The analysis of. English carrieG out by the research team was a pragmatic one and did not pretend to be exhaustive; to draw fine distinctions between
degrees of sophistication with which skills might be employed, or to lead to a
statement of the nature and content of English as a subject based on any logical,
sociological or psychological principles of organisation. It might, though, be
regarded as having provided for some aspects of English work 'check lists",
which may be helpful in developing assessment for diagnosis of strengths and
weaknesses, or for producing 'profile' descriptions of pupils' achievements in
English. Perhaps it is only through therefinement of such pragmatic descriptions
of English skills that one may succeed_ in producing a comprehensive definition
of English as a discipline or provide more precisely worded criteria for assess) rnt
The process of defining 0-grade English skills began with a consideration of

the 'syllabus' of 0-grade work laid down in the SCEEB's Conditions and Arrangements, 1975; This 'syllabus' statement had not varied for some years prior
to 1975. It was noted that the statement was of a general nature and open to
different interpretations. To obtain a list of more detailed criteria and aims, a
study was made of the questions set in the 0. grade English papers from 1969-74;

and of the Instructions to Markers for 1973 and 1974: The latter varied from
year to year only insofar as was _necessary to meet the demands of particular
assignments set: as far as Paper Composition and Reading, was concerned,
the basic criteria of assessment had remained the same since the introduction
of the 0-grade examination in 1965. When this study was completed, the
Principal Examiner and one of his senior colleagues were consulted. They confirmed that the set of criteria and aims in 'Objectives =of the Ordinary Grade
assessment of English as at present constituted was a full statement of factors
then sent to a sample
taken into account by the 0-grade examiners: The list
of teachers for their comments, and they, too, weresenerally satisfied that it
fairly and comprehensively described 0-grade achievements. (The teachers' cbmments are reported more fully in Chapter I.)

Under each headins, Composition, Reading, Interpretation, the opening
statement is a summary of the purposes of the Paper as set out in Conditions
and Arrangements, 1975; 'Criteria' were derived from the analysis of questions

and marking instructions and from the oral comments of the examiners;
'Teaching Aims' were extrapolated from the criteria by the author.
First List of Skills
Objectives of the Ordinary_grade_assessment of English
as at present constituted

COMPOSITION
To test ability to write interesting and coherent continuous prose.
Criteria
The criteria for assessing -this ability are stated or implied in the SCEEB's 'Guidance for
Teachers on the Marking_of English Essays, Ordinary and Higher Grade'. While the emphasis

is on the total impression made by'the sets_of inextricably linked skills which produce the
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writing, the following points appear to be considered by the examiners:
Relevance; quality, depth and quantity of ideas and observations.
Degree -to which the 'personality' and 'forcefulness' or the writer are revealed in the
composition.
Degree of sincere interest in the subject.
Degree of originality, 'freshness' of approach to it.

1.

2.
3.

Degree to which flow of ideas is unimpeded by faulty punctuation, grammar and

5.

spelling.
Aptness and breadth of vocabulary.

Ordering and paragraphing of ideas, including appropriate use of illustration.
Variety_of sentence structure, and suitability of choice of structure to the expression or

7.
8.

ideas and feelings.
Appropriateness of the register of language used to its context.

9.

Certain question choices seem to require also:

Ability to write in a specialised style (letter, newspaper article, report . . .)
1 L The_presence of a greater interpretative and imaginative power than the other topics
10.

need

-

(Questions using poetry quotations as stimuli.)

Teaching Aims
The teaching aims which these criteria imply are:
1.
That_therandidate should have knowledge of various aspects of life; including his own
and others' attitudes and feelings and their causes..
2. That his knowledge should have grown out of genuine interest, or personal experience,
and out of maturity.
That the candidate should possess the confidence to express this knowledge:
That he shotald have enough experience of the uses of language to have acquired the

3.

4.

means of ordering it and communicating it fully in writing.

READING
To test how 'well informed' candidates are about their reading,_ both school work_and private
reading. In_poetry questions, to test how far the candidate appreciates the poet's presentation
of the subject, as well as the content of the poem.

°=/"/

Criteria
Consideration of the questions set in years 1968-74 reveals that pupils are expected:
1. . to be able to- reproduce the gist of a narrative;
2.
to be able to recognise and state a writer's attitude to his subject;

to be able to state a personal etpotional or moral reaction to the writer's treatment of
his subject;
.4. (insome questions) to be able_tocompare and make a value judgment between two
different treatments of the same subject;
5.. to be able to recognise and comment -on the accuracy with which literature reflects
3.

_

.

6.

human characteristics, relations and problems, e.g. the qualities and faiths of characters;
to be able to recognise and comment on the elements of literature_which contribute to
its enjoyment,_ e.g. originality, humour, suspense, setting; tlieme; plot; images; dialogue,
etc. (This is expected in some other questions, besides the poetry ones.).

Teaching Aims
The implied teaching aims we:
that reading should be wide and based on personal interest;
2.

that_pupiLsisbould_become experienced in recognising and stating their own reactions to
attitudes and ideas presented by writers;

3.

that they should be made aware of some of the techniques used by writers to create
impressions.

INTERPRETATION AND LANGUAGE
To test the candidates' understanding of the content ofa_passageofliterary merit on_a simple
level and also his understanding of deeper or less_ immediate aspects of the writer's meaning.
Also, to test knowledge of language, and the comprehension of the whole or a substantial part
of another passage of straightforward prose./
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Criteria
The 1968-74 papers have required candidates
to exhibit a breadth of vocabulary, by recognising meanings of words and by reproducing ideas in their own words;
2:
3.

4.
5.

6.
7:
8.

9

to explain the non-literal meanings, connotations and associations of figurative

language;
to explain the reasons why the writer has used different registers of language;
to recognise patterns used in the structure of the passage, e.g. statement illustration,
statement contrast, opinion reason, etc.;

to recognise and reproduce in summary form the logical sequence of ideas in the

passage;
to recognise and reproduce the significant points of an argument, as op osed to digressive, illustrative or secondary ones;
to explain the reasons for particular usages of punctuation or grammatical forms, or
for particular types of sentence structure;
to be able tosue_thedontext of the passage to find clues to the meaning implication
of various typesof. linguistic usage;
to be familiar with such linguistic concepts as are necessary to disc the workings of
language in specific contexts (noun, adjective, verb, subject, comp! ent ...).

Teaching Alms

The examination implies
I. that pupils should be experienced in 'close reading% i.e. that they should be used to
responding to every means the writer has used to communicate his meaning;
2:

that they should have enough 'technical' concepts to be able to indicate what these
various means are.

Second List ofSkills

After teachers' reactions- to these 'objectives' had been sought in an 'open'
questionnaire; it was intended to try to survey the views on S4 'objectives'
of a bigger sample, using a fixed-response' questionnaire. The results of this
second questionnaire are, like those of the first; reported in Chapter I:

The need to write it led to a more detailed list of sidlls than the one based

solely on 0-grade examinations. At this stage the work of several otherresearchers

and teachers o' English came- to- the aid of the research team. Some of the
influences are obvious in reading_the Second List of Skills, some were less direct.
The researchers are aware-that; as far as the Second List is concerned; they are
indebted at least to the following:

James Britton and his colleagues at the London Institute of Education.
The writers_and compilers of the material used in the Open University's
Reading Development Course.

The Scottish Central Committee on English, for ideas set out in various
'Bulletins':

The authors of 'Assessing Comprehension', a discussion pamphlet of the

London Association for the Teaching of English (Blackie & Son, 1968):
F. P. Robinson; for ideas contained in Effective Study (Harper & Row; New
York, 1961).
L. E. W. Smith, for ideas in Towards a New English Curriculum (Dent.," 1972).
Anthony Adam and _John Pearce; for ideas in Every English Teacher (Oxford
University Press, 1974).
The following is a slightly adapted version of the questionnaire sent to the
teachers: The actual questionnaire (with results) is printed in Appendix 1(b).
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NOTE
Speiking; reading, writing; ancl_the assessment_ of success in these activities,

re complex
functions involving sets ofskilLs, personal characteristics and experience. Most pieces of writing,

for instance; will show that pupils have exhibited several of the skills set out in these lists.
The classification used will; it in hoped; clarify what 'performance' in English involves; but it
would not be deSirable,or possible, to assess the achievement of each skill separately. 'Further;
the list is not comprehensive. Some factors affecting English 'performance', such as the stage
of intellectual and emotional development a_pupil hag' reached, cannot be accurately measured
with existing testing tools. There are also, even at 0-grade standard, qualities recognised as

intrinsic to good communication - e.g, breadth and aptness of vocabulary and variety and
appropriateness of sentence structure - for which specific criteria-cannot be formulated' in

advance.

WRITING
Three main headings are proposed, taken from James Britton's 'What's the Use' in Language
and Education (Routledge and Kegan Paul, for the Open University).
I. 'Transactional' writing: to direct, question, get things done, participate in society ...
2.
'Expressive' writing: to exchange or reveal feelings and opinions, convey attitudes,
reveal personality . ..
3.
'Poetic' writing: to construct linguistic artefacts - organised language - as a means
of trying to explore and master the complexiti6 of reality.

'TRANSACTIONAL' WRITING
Pupils might be expected to:
I. Write instructions for a simple task trecipe, care of sports equipment . . .).
2. Formulate rules for a club, social evening, or some situation in which group behaviour
must be controlled.
3. Write notes on events as they happen.
4. Report events factually.
,
5. Write a report presenting information logically.
6. Orderand paragraph ideas.
7. Write an argument based on facts for or against a point of view.
8.
Present evidence and draw conclusions from it.
9. Give arguments for and against a point of view and draw rational conclusions.
10. Illustrate a general idea with a particular example.
11. Generalise from particular instances.
12. .Develop an idea, illustrating, quoting, adddcing evidence in support.
13. Write a logical, theoretical argument, given premisses.
14. Write advertising copy (e.g. for school events .. .).
15. Write a persuasive argument using emotive language to win support.
16. Write a speech for or against a motion.
17. Summarise factual information.
18. Summarise an argument, maintaining the logical thread.
19. Write personal letters of various kinds.
e
20. Write formal letters to achieve practical ends.
21. Use the appropnate register of language for audience and purpose.
'EXPRESSIVE' WRITING
Pupils should be able to:
22. Describe their own feelings about or stimulated by events they have experienced.
23. Define their attitudes to aspects of society which impinge upon their experience (e.g.
authority; other groups; other races).
24. State opinions on controversial topics.
25 Show awareness of the causes of their feelings and attitudes.
26. Convey their interest in various topics by writing knowledgeably about them.
27. Writaantasy stories (in which their own feeling% wishes or desires are significant).
28. Write imaginatively (i.e. with originality) or critically, expressing a personal view, given
an artistic or naturarStimulus (filtn, poem, music, picture, physical experience . . .).
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POETIC' WRITING

.

Pupils should be able to:
29. Write stories with some exposition of the causes and effects of events.
30; Organise events in a story to create a climax.
31. Create suspense in a story.
32. Write stories in which the feelings of more than one character are revealed.
33. Write stories with genuine interplay between events and chuicters.
34. Reveal'character in a story through dialogue..
35. Dramatise (not just describe) events in a story:
36. Write a story with a moral or message.
37. Write adopting the point of view of someone with feelings and attitudes different from
their own:
38. Write in simple poetic forms (e.g ballad, haiku, free verse .. .).
39: Write ie stricter poetic forms (el; blank verse; sonnet . ..).
40. Exploit (in prose or verse) the emotive overtones of words.
41: Use language figuratively:
42. Exploit the sound and rhyttuns of language to make a stronger impression on the reader.
Knowledge of appropriate vocabulary and of a variety of sentence structures is inherent in the
objectives listed aboYe and the skill with which this knowledge is employed would be assessed

in judging the standard of any piece of writing by compaiing it with other work. 'Technical
correctness'_would rdsolw taken into account. While it is not practical to specify in detail
minimum criteria in grammar and spelling, the following list indicates some skills contributing
to 'correctness'.

Pupils in their_ normal writing might be expected to:
43..; Use full stops correctly in nearly every instance:
49 Use the question mark correctly when required.
45: Use quotation marks for Direct Speech:
46. Use the comma correctly to mark off subordinate clauses and parenthetical or appositional phrases.
47: Use the comma correctly in combination with quotation marks.
48. Use the exclamation mark correctly.
49: Use the colon correctly.
50. Use the semi-colon correctly.
51. Use the apostrophe correctly.
52. Use quotation marks correctly for slang, foreign phrases . . .
53. Use parentheses correctly.
54. Use the dash correctly.
55. ;Spell correctly.
56. Show evidence of Command of various grammaticaLdevices; such_ as tenses subordinate
'

clauses, atticiples, noun phrases; linking words; contributing to the complexity and
variety of sentence structures:

GENERAL READING
As regards their reading, in or out of school, pupils might be expected to:
57. Reproduce the gist of a narrative. .
58. State their own emotional reaction to the Content of what they have read.
59. Recognise or state the writers attitude to his suWect, and some of his ideas.
60. Recognise or state the tone/feeling of what they haye read.
61. State their emotional and /or moral reaction to the writer's treatment of his subject:___=
62. Recbgrii&e and/or comment on the accuracy with which literature reflects human
characteristics, relationships and problem&
63. Recognise and/or refer to the writers techniques (e.g. devices for creating suspense,
revealing character, or structurally relating parts to the whole, his use of figurative
language, or other means he uses to make an emotional and/Or moral impression on
the reader or to create an imaginative world.
64. Give reasons for enjoying what they have read in terms of the writer's skill.
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61 Give reasons for the judgement that one piece of writing is superior to another.
66. Locate specific information in a book using Contents; IndeS, Chapter heading§ etc.
67; 'Skim' read to get a general impresiion of a passage.
COMPREHENSION
When carrying out 'close reading' of a piece of writing, pupils might be expected to:
68. Retognise or recall information explicitly
stated.
li
69. Paraphrase or translate such info ation;
70-. Make-inferences bated on information explicitly stated and on their own experience.
71. Recognise or state the main points presented, as opposed to digressive, illuStrative or
secondary ones.
72. Reorganise a
rapHrase fi.e._summarise) the main ideas presented.
n. M
judgment based on their own knowledge, experience and Values about the
aliditY of ideas in a test.
74-. Distinguish factual writing from opinion or persuasion.

75. Recognise or state the effect on meaning or tone in context the use of different
registers -of language.

76. Recognise or state the effects in context of particular sentence structures.
77. Recognise or state the effects in context of particular usages of grammar and punctuation.
78. Explain the implications, overtones, connotations in context of language used figuratively.
79. Reeognise or state the general idea represented by a particular incident, detail or image;
Pupils' knowledge of language inight_be expected to include the following concepts; i.e they
might he expected_to he able to_recognise or explain the function of each in context, even if
they are not familiar with the terminology:

80. Noun.
81. Verb.
82. Adjective.
83. Adverb.
84. Pronoun.
85. Sentence.
86: Clause;
87. Adverbial clause.
88. Adjectival clause:

89. Nbuntlause.
90. Phrase.
91. Subject.
92. Object/Complement.
93; Singitlar/PItiral.
94. Tenses.
95. Past and Present Participles.
96. FinitefInfmite moods.
97. Subjunctive mood.
98. Active and Passive voices.

(d) Draft Plan for a Criterion Test
For assessment in thi 'comprehensive testing procedure', pupils might have been
asked to compute all the following tasks, which together would have tested all
the items in the Second List of Skills.
.

Possible Criterion Test Tasks

WRITING
Pupils might be asked to
(I) Write factual reports; organising material logically (Skills 1=6).
(2) Make a case for a view; present an argument (7-13).
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(3) Write persuasively, using emotive language, rhetorical devices

(116;

40-42).

(4) Summarise facts and arguments (17-18).
(5) Write letters for various purposes (19-20).,
(6) Write to recall events and atmosphere of past experiences (21).
(7) Write to communicate personal feelings, opinions; attitudes, fantasies
(2127).
(8) Write stories (26; 28;37).
(9) Dramatise (33 -34; 36).

(10) Write poetry (39-42).

In all the above the following would be taken into consideration in an
assessment:
Breadth and appropriateness of vocabulary.

Appropriate use of formal/informal, emotive or figurative language, and of
the sound and rhythms of language (37; 40-42).
Organisati9n and paragraphing of material (6).
Correctness of spelling (55).
Correctness of grammar (56).
Correctness of punctuation (43-54).
Complexity, variety and appropriateness of sentence structures (56):

READING
As far as reading complete works is concerned, pupils might be asked to:
(1) Reproduce the gist of what they have read (57).
(2) State personal reactions to the content and to the writer's treatment of

c;:o

it (58-61; 65).
(3) Comment on characters, relationships, problems portrayed (62; 65).
(4) Comment on style/techniques (63-65).
They might also be asked to
(5) Keep a record of all their.,reading in and out of school (e.g, monthly).
Checks could be made to counteract cheating by regular random questioning of pupils on the books they have entered in theirecord.
As far as 'close reading' is concerned, pupils might be asked to:
(6) Recognise, recall; translate; explicitly stated information (`Literal comprehension) (68=69).
e.(7) Make inferences based on the text. ('Inferential Comprehension') (70; 74).

(8) Make judgments about the validity of ideas in the text. (`Evaluative
Comprehension') (73).
(9) State the effects on meaning and tone of various aspects of the writer's

skill (74-79; 80-98) (`Appreciative'Comprehension).
(10) Suminarise the main ideas in the text (71-72).

The first 'blueprint' for the Criterion Test was designed to include all these

tasks; though some were grouped together infeasible_test papers, e.g.; as 'Factual'
or 'Persuasive' writing. The Criterion Test at this stage was shaped like this:
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First Draft Plan for Criterion Test
WRITING
(1) Expressive

,
1-from 6 or 7 options.
Picture and verbal stimuli.
Completely 'open' rubric `relevance' to be interpreted very broadly.
Credit to be given for revelation of personality, individuality- confidence, sincerity ... (judged from the way the language is used).
Likely content: personal experience, exploration of feelings, attitudes,
their causes and effeets.
Might be in narrative, descriptive or reflective form.

(Possible .

Criterion Test
tasks -Nos: (6)

and (7))

(2) Factual

I from 4 options.
Probably verbal stimuli only; though picture possible.
Credit_ to _be:given for_ relevance, °roads:Won _of inateriaL _clarity;
appropriate lay-outand style _for prospective audience and function.

(Tasks -Nos. (I),
(4), and (5).)

Short piece of writing. Might be in letter or report or magazine
article form.
(3) Persuasive

I from 4stptions
(Tasks Nos. (2), Picture and verbal stimuli.
(3), (4))
Credit to be given as in (2), and for ability to use evidence, impress
or move by emotive use of language, illustrate .
Short piece, possibly in form of school magazine article.

(4) Poetic

Story/Fiction for literary effect.
(Tasks Nos. (8), Unlimited time (e.g. over a two or three week period).
Credit for: characterisation,structure, plot, suspense, etc.. .
(9), (10))
Might be incomplete when assessed.

Stimulus to be the beginning of a story, written by the Research

Team (4 options), though pupil would be free to make his own start

if he *Med.
READING
(1) Response to
Literature

a; 'General' questions on Reading; similar to those set in 0-grade
Pa
L
b. 3_texper ts_providedbySCILE. one short story; one poem; one self-

(Tasks f 1) - (5);
involving

contained extract from a play.
Questions on each_designed to test at a simple level appreciation
of_these texts as_ literatumi.e._questions mid-way between very

also tasks

(6) - (I0))

specific ones referring to particular words/phrases, and very

,

general ones, which seem to encourage regurgitation of cont
Credit, e.g. identification with characters, evaluation of a
ter's behaviour, personal emotional reaction,etc., (the criteria for
credit depend on the specific material used).

(2) Comprehension 3 or 4 passages with questions covering all comprehension skills,
(Tasks (6) - (10).) including s
(Might also include a test of awareness of the way language is used
in adVertising)

There was; in addition; the possibility of subjecting the pupilsto a standardised
vocabularytest and a verbal reasoning test. Formal tests of spelling, punctuation
and grammar_ could also have..been devised to complement the assessment of
the pupils' writing.

It was this scheme for a dauntingly massive test which was matched against
reality in the form of the testing material which had survived preqests and expert
evIpuation, -the .expected
of pupils' endurance, the-time schools would

allow, the finance available, and -the need for 0-grade examination practice.
To make it fit better, the
decisions were taken:
I

'Poetic' writing would be dropped. The schools were unlikely to be willing

to accept the imposition of a three- or four-week long exercise (except
for the one school in the experiment where such an assignment was
I 6 r..12 0

'

2.

normal). There would be difficulties in finding time and money for reliable marking. Pre-tests in other schools had produced a little very
interesting work, but seemed to show that success in writing fiction
requires a kind of teaching which was not prevalent, at least in those
particular schools.
There would be no standardised tests or fdrmal tests of 'correctness'.
With limited time, it was thought that these had a low priority as testing
something other than normal performance in school or examination
contexts.

3.

The number of options in the 'Factual' and 'Persuative! writing tests
would be reduced to two or three each, and verbal stimuli only would
be used. These decisions were taken for two reasons: (I) in order- to

reduce the range of writing possible, so that pupils could not easily slip
into 'expressive' writing through misinterpretation of the stimulus, and
so that marking could- be more easily standardised; (2) because. test
stimuli successfully pre-tested and/or approved by the consultants were
in short supply.
4. The number of options in 'Expressive' writing was, by contrast; to be
increased, to allow as rnuch freedom as possible to pupils in that section
of the Test. Picture stimuli were tq be used for the same reason.
5. One story only would be included in the 'Close Reading' test described
under 'Response to Literature b'. The removal of poetry and drama
from this test was- to save time. A short story seemed the most appropriate text for a wide ability range.
6. For the comprehension tests, advantage would be taken of the Research
Officer's involvement in the SCEEB sub-committee on multiple-choice
testing for 0-grade. Passages and multiple-choice questions validated in
SCEEB pre-tests of material developed by the sub-committee would
complement a 'traditional' interpretation paper, which would, however,
be designed so that the second passage sought specifically to test awareness of structure in the writing;
7.
The first day's papers of the two-day Criterion Test would follow the
pattern of the 0-grade examination, so that it provided some examination
practice' for pupils whose schools had not set 'prelim' examinations.

IL The criterion Test
The Criterion Test filially consisted of five_papers,_ lasting in all some 7j hours.

Its elements and the skills they were each intend0 to test are shown in the
following table. The assignments, and questions set and the marking_ criteria
applied can be scrutinised in detail in Appendix 4, where the test papers and
marking schemes are printed.

The papers were taken by the pupils in numerical order, but are grouped

here under 'Writing' and 'Reading' so that the_skills assessed can be considered
in cohesive groups. It will be seen that the Criterion Test obliged the pupils
to show -the extent of their command of a much wider range of skills than any
one pupil needs to call upon in sitting an 0-grade examination. The Criterion

Test was, however, not absolutely comprehensive and it still allowed some=
choices of task, so that pupils obtaining the same mark for a paper mayeach
have been assessed on (at least some) different skills: this phenomenon is, of
course, even more likely to occur in both the 0-grade and any internal assessment scheme, and contributes to the imprecision of discriminatory assessment
in English.
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The Criterion Test : Description of Papers Set and Skills Sampled
WRITING
Skills (numbers refer to Second List of Skills:

Test element

see page 114)
(Some of)_
Describe_ own experiences, feelings (22).

Composition. 1 hour
Stimuli=picturts,_quotations; titles open
to various_interpretatidns intended to
allow as much freedom as possible to the
pupil to write about something which he
knows and cares about.
Instruction to write a composition
revealing thoughts, feelings, experience or
opinions.
15 minutes allowed be'farc start to make
choice of topic.

PAPER 1(A)

Define ownattitudes (23).
Express opinions (24).
Explore causes of feelings and attitudes (25).
Exhibit interest in and knowledge about topic

chosen (26).
Reveal individuality, imaginativeness (28),

,

perhao in fantasy stories (27), involving

own feelings, wishes, desires.
(Possibly) story-writing skills (29-37).
Command of vocabulary (not itemised) and
sentence structures (56).
Selection and organisation of material (6).
Technical correctness (43-55).
(Possibly) exploitation of figurative and
emotive lan:-uage (44), 41).

PAPER 111(A) Factual Writing.
30 minutes

(Some of)
Write instructions for a task 41).
State rules of sport or game (2).
Report; presen ng information logically (5).
Summarise fact -1 information (17).
(Perhaps) illustr e general idea with
particular exa e (10):

One from two options: a specifically
defined writing task, with indication in
the question of the 'purpose' and likely
'audience'.

Orderand par

phideas (6).
Use appropriat register (21).
Command of vocabulary (not itemised) and

sentence structures_(56).
Technical correctness (43-55).

rest element

Skills

PAPER 111(B)
..

Persuasive_ Writing.
30 minutes_

One from three options. Specific _task;
with ttudietioe' and 'purpose'-indicated;
the tatter being to influence others'
actions by effective arguments:

i

(Some of)
;
Argument based on Mots (7):
Draw conclusions from evidence (8)
Give arguments for and against and draw
conclusions (9).
Use_emotive_language; rhetorical devices to
strengthensrgurnent f15).
(Perhaps) write effwtive_advertising copy (14).
Illustrate ideas with examples (ID). _
(_P_rhaps) generalise from particular

instances (III

(Perhaps) develop an idea, illuStrating,
quoting, adducing evidence (12).
Order and paragra_ph ideas (6).
Use appropriate register (21).
Command of vocabulary (not itemised) and
sentence structures (56).
Technical correctness (43-55).

PAPER II

Interpretation and Language.
(All of)
1 hour, 35 Minute;
Passage 1 (from 'Td Kill a Mockingbird'
Literal comprehension (68):
by Harper Lee)
-Translation (69)Inferential comprehension (70).
Awareness &implications of register or
tone of languaga used (75).
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Passage

PAPER IV

('The Excavation of Ur'
by C. W. Ceram)

(Altof)

Literal comprehension (68).
Translation (69)._
Inferential comprehension (70).
Summary (71-72).
Appreciation of effects of sentence
structures 06).
Appreciation of effects of usages of grammar
and punctuation (77).
There was also concern to test awareness of
means used by the writer to relate
paragraphs to one another structurally (63).

Comprehension (Multiple:_choice).. 1 hour; 15 minutes

(All OD-Literal Co rahention (68).
Inferential Comprehension: (70).
Recognise main points (71).
Recognise implications for-meaning of
register of language used (75).

Passage I ('Fake Antiques')

.

Paiiitge 2 (Natasha')

As Passage 1,plus
RecognIse tone (60)
Recognise writer's techmquea for revealing
character and creating tone (63).
Recognise writer's attitude to subject (59).

Passage 3 ('Television')

As Passage I.

restek-ment
FAPER V ' 'Close Reading' of Short Story

SkiIii

(unlimited time)The story was read aloud -to -the pupils;

(All of)
State own emotional and Moral reaction to
the story (61):
Appreciate and comment on-the feelings/
problems of the characters (62).
Recognse the - writer's attitude to the
characters and events in the story and
show that it influenced own reactions to

who:eachliadaicopy of it, The

instructions .askect therm (t) to re-zead it
wi th _ certain_purposes: in mind; :(2) :ta.:

answerin_theur_heads'_sornequestions
d_esigned_to_help_lheir_undeistanding_ofit;
(3)_they_wert_th_en_allowest(Within reason)

them (9),

unlimited time to write answers to_the
assessment questions; which had been
derived directly from the purposes
suggested in (1) above.

Itecognise_or state twhniques_used by_the

writer_to revealzharacterjlint_atadciaL _
background; prepare reader for the climax
of the story ... (63).

PAPER 1(B)

General Reading Questions.
1 hour, 15 minutes
3 questions, one from each of 3 sections,
Prose, Poetry, Drama, each containing 3
options.
'Open' questions, no texts specified similar to 0-grade examination questions.

(Some of)

Reproduce gist of a narrative157)
State personal reactions to content (58) and
to writer's treatment of it (61).
Recognise emotions in fictional characters
and show understanding of relationships

between them (62).
Recognise and refer to some aspects of the
writer's style/techniques (63).
Appreciate tone, mood, atmosphere (60)

(in Section III, Drama, question I).
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I

not covered by the criterion Test

Items included in the Second List of Skills but excluded from the Criterion Test
were:

WRITING: Skills not tested
3. Write notes on events as they happen.
13. Theoretical argument.
16.
18.

Speeches.

Summary of someone else's logical argument.
Letters (most relevant skills were tested in other tasks):
38 & 39. Write poetry.
Though so pupils might have attempted some of the following
skills in the riterion Test (and some did); it was not intended
that the Cri rion Test require pupils to show them.
19 & 20.

Skills usable in the Test but not required
9.

Argue for and against a view and draw rational conclusions,

Generalise from particular instances.
Deyelop an idea in a sophisticated -way.
29 - 37. Write successful literary stories.
40 - 42. Exploit emotive; figurative, rhetorical qualities of
language.
10.

I 1.

READING: Skills not tested
65. Give reasons for the judgment that one piece of writing
is superior to another:.,
66: 'Survey' skills finding information in a book;
67. 'Skim' reading.
73. Make judgments about the validity of ideas in a text
(evaluative comprehension);
74: Distinguish factual writing from opinion or persuasion;
80 = 98. ShoW specific knowledge of various grammatical concepts.
Skills usable in the test but not required
59 & 63: Comments on writer's attitude, style-and technique were

required; but at a fairly low level of sophistication.
Give reasons for enjoying what has been read in terms
of the writer's skill:
78. Conunent on figurative language.
79. State general idea represented by particular image, incident or detail.
64.
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III. The Marking of the Criterion Test
(1) Double-marking
The researchers began_with the intention of adopting multiple-marking, on 'the

recommendation of 'Schools Council Bulletin No 12, Multiple-marking of
English Compositions% by James Britton,

Martin and I-I._Rosen. The cost

N_ .

of triple=marking having been found greater -than the project could afford;

double-marking was decided on, its clear superiority over _single larking being
confirmed -by a study conducted by Robert Wood and-B. Quinn o he UniVersity
of London School Examinations Board,. There was no marker-unreliability in

Paper IV (multiple-choice comprehension test). For Paper II; Interpretation

and Language, -the most experienced markers were chosen to carry out singlemarking, the marking team of eight containing three of the Principal Examiner's
team and the two research officers.

Personnel
A team of teachers was selected by the researchers from lists provided by
'CEEB of those with good or at least, satisfactory records as 0-grade markers.
(2)

-

-

Three criteria of Selection were employed (1) that the marker shouldhave marked
the relevant 0 grade Paper satisfactorily for at least two years_; (2) that he Should
net teach-in one of the project schools; (3) that he live within fairly easy travelling

distance of Glasgow or Edinburgh. Most of those employed were regarded by
the SCEEB examiners as fully consistent markers; a few were only adequately
consistent; and a number tended to- severity or leniency, but could have their
marks adjusted by marker-standardisation. The majority had several years'
experience as markers. Three current members of the Principal Examiner's standardising team were in the group; _which could be said to contain most of the
best 0-grade markers resident in Strathclyde, the Lothians, Central Scotland
and Fife, with one outlier in Aberdeen. In all, 36 teachers were involved, in
chiding two Of the researchers who were experienced examination markers.
(3) Division ofLabour
Papers in the Criterion Test were assigned to markers as follows.

Paper I (A and B, . Composition and Reading)
8 markers
First marking:
Second marking:

9 markers

Paper Il (Interpretation and Language)

One inarking only: 8 markers (including 3 examiners and the 2
researchers)

Paper III (Factual and Persuasive Writing) and V (Short Story) together
8 markers
First marking:
Second marking:

8 markers

Paper IV (Comprehension, multiple-choice)
(4) Procedure

marked by computer

Since the Criterion Test was intended to perform the same: function_ aS the
Ozgrade examination and test some other skills as well;_the marking procedure
was kept as close as possible to that employed by the SCEEB. Marking instructions were written for each paper by the setters (i.e., the researchers) and these
were distributed to markers, with photocopied sample scripts, in advance of
markers' meetings. These meetings were, however, decision-taking, unlike the
Wood and Qdinn (1976).
12.5

,

SCEEB markers' meetings: i.e., each group of SCRE markers set its own stan-

dards for the sample scrists and; in the case of Paper II (Interpretation and
Language), the marking instructions were modified as a result of the group's

discussions. The Second Marking took place some three months after the First
(the 0-grade having intervened). One or two markers and the researchers, who
conducted the meetings, were involved in both First. and Second Markings.
Almost all marked the 1977 0-grade examination. The influence of these factors
may have been the- reason why there was very little difference in_ the standards
set by First and Second Markers on the sample scripts. For the Paper I sample
scripts, the First Marking mean score was 30.7/60; the Second Marking mean
score was 31.1ffi0. For the Paper III sample scripts, the First Marking mean
score was 11.6/20; the Second Marking mean score was 11.5/20. For the Paper
V sample scripts, the First Marking mean score was 10:5/20; the Second Marking
mean score was 10.6/20.
This apparent unanimity of standard on sample scripts was not; however,

maintained between First and Second Marking over all the candidates: the
matter is discussed in chapter VII.
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Appendix 4
Criterion Test-Papers and Marking Schemes

SCEES/SCRE 0-grade English Project
`Criterion Test'
PAPER 1

A - Composition - 1 hour
INSTRUCTIONS

In the following pages you will find some quotations, regitay
titles and pictures.
Write ONE composition showing what you have thought
and felt about a quotation or title or picture or, for instance,
a quotation and a picture together.
Your composition might be a story; a description of your
own experience and your feelings, a statement of your views,
or anything which will show what you have thought. (Do
not simply describe what is in a picture or what a quotation
says.)

You have 15 minutes to make your choice before the

test begins.
No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

No.

No. 6

'I am alone with the beating of my heart.'

'Behold, this dreamer cometh.'

'I remember, I remember .

. .

'Once I am sure there's nothing going on
I step inside, letting the door thud shut.
Another church: matting; seats; and stone;
And little books; sprawlings of_ flowers, cut
For Sunday, _brownish now; some brass and stuff
Up at the holy end; the small neat organ;
And a tense; musty, unignorable silence;
Brewed God knows how long. Hatless, I take off
My cycle-clips in awkward reverence.'

Threat
Getting away from it all.
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SCEEB/SCRE 0-grade English Project
`Criterion Test'
PAPER I

B - Reading - 1 hour 15 minutes
INSTRUCTIONS Answer THREE questions, one from each section.
Note: In each answer you should give the title. and author of the book, story,
poem or play you are writing about

135

Section I: Prose
Answer ONE of the following:

(I) Show how a story or a novel you have enjoyed succeeded in gripping
your attention.
Your answer should briefly Summarise the story and also show why
you found' it interesting or exciting.

i

1

(2) Name a character in a story or novel Whom you have felt you really
understood..
.

Briefly describe the part played in the story by the person you have
chosen; Then explain why the character appealed to you.
,
i,

(3) Describe briefly'_ -.4 e contents of a non-fiction book you have found
interesting or usef I; Then explain what features of the, book specially

/

contributed to its nterest or usefulness.
You might /discuss the way the material was presented as well as the
content itself.

/
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/

Section

II\ Poetry

Answer ONE of the following:

(I) Choose a _poem which has excited or amused or disturbed you. Say
briefly what it is,about and explain as clearly as you can how it made
its effect on you.

You might refer to the ideas in the poem, describe the way they are
presented, mention any unusual or specially appropriate words, memorable images, etc.
(2) Choose two poems you have read on similar subjects. Say what each is
about and what you like best about each; Point out any differences in
the ways in which the poems present their subjects.

You may chose any subject you like for y jr two poems, but the
following list may give you some ideas: e
birds or animals;
machines;
human qualities, such as skill, bravery, strength, endurance, etc.;
feelings; such as fear; anger; hatred; love; envy, etc.

(3) Choose a poem which tells a story it may be written as a ballad or in
another form. Give a _brief outline of the story and then explain how
the reader's interest is held.
You might consider how suspense is created, description of character;
imagery, incidents, etc.
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Section III: Drama
Answer.ONE of the following
(1) Briefly describe a scene inla play which you have read and would like

to see- on stage. Then say how you think the scene should be presented

so that the audience will enjoy it to the full; you should write your
remarks under at least two of the following 'headings:

Movement: how should_individual characters move on stage? In what
way should they come on or go off at any particular points
in the scene?
Costume:

what clothes should individual characters wear to emphasise
their personalities?

:

how should the scene be lit to help give the right mood?
how should individual characters speak? Give your reasons:
briefly describe a set which would help to create the right
mood for the scene:

Sgetch:
Setting:

(2) Choose two characters who come into conflict in a play or televiSion
serial you know.

Explain briefly how theconflict comes about. Then show_ why it is
almost bound to happen; considering the personalities of the people
involved:

4

(3) From a play you have read or seen`performed, select a ch

r who
either suffers misfortune or experiences happiness. Say how far you think
the misfortune or happiness was deserved.

You should describe briefly what happens to the character in the play
and then show what kind of person he or she is:

;41
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SCRE/SCEEB 'CRITERION TEST'

PAPER I
Guidance for Markers
General Points
Please do not write anything on the scripts, lir make any correction marks
1.
on them: simply record your scores for eac't pupil on the form provided.

All composition And reading answers w:11 be marked twice: it is enough

to _give an impression mark without oo detailed atiimion to spelfic

qualities or faults in the answers, though the guidance given below should
be kept in mind.

A. COMPOSITION 30 MARKS
I.

APPROACH TO MARKING: The marker's approach to composibon
should be positive rather than negative. His first task i" to assess the
positive merits of the piece of writing: 'Only after due c nsideration has
been _given to the merits Of the ideas and styte should the market' assess
the extent to which the errors revealed during reading damage the writer's
power to communicate clearly and forcibly. The final mark will therefore
be an assessment of the positive merits of the composition modified by
an assessment of the damage done by errors of grammar, spelling and
punctuation.
In an attempt to give s e guidance, a suggested grouping of marks
into categories is given in aragraph IV. This divides the range of marks
into six broad categoric and suggests the features which should characterise the compositions ailing within each of the categories. The categories

are broad ones: the pr cise mark given to any essay within a category
will depend on the marker's assessment of the degree to which it meets
the requirements of the category.
It must be stressed, however, that these categories are only generalisans for guidance which take no cognisance of errors in punctuation-,
spe
and grammar. When, for example, the quality and relevance of
the ide s and handling of language would put a particular composition

in one ategory, but thepresence of faults of grammar,punctuationand
spellin: makes the marker feel an adjustment putting it in a lower
cater. is necessary, he will obviously make such an adjustment. Such
adj miens should normally not exceed three marks.
Where a composition is so very weak in some important respect that

writer's ability to communicate is impeded, the positive approach may
,e abandoned. Such a composition willnot merit a pass Whatever
ha
its good atures may be For example, a consistent failure to write in
should be treated as a particularly damaging defect which
sentence fo

cannot be red med by any of the other features. In such cases the final
mark will be p' marily a reflection of this defect. Such exceptional treatment, however, should be- reserved only rot compoSitions where gross
errors in expression seriously impede communication.

No attempt should be made to allocate specific numbers of marks for
specific aspects of tilt composition. Such a system often leads to a,grand
total quite out of proportion to the value of the work as a whole.
139

The range of marks should be wider than it frequently is in some

schools. Generally; the best pupils should be expected to make high and
occasionally full marks.
Markers who normally mark on a system where 10 or 20 is the maximum should bear in mind the need to make the mental adjustment to a
system where the maximum is 30.
II.

LENGTH. No precise length of compositionis specifically demanded in
the paper. The actual number of pages will, of courses depend on the size
of the candidate's handwriting; but between two and three _sides can be
taken as an acceptable length, assuming average size of handwriting.
Compositions which fall significantly below this should be penalised in
proportion to the extent they fall short. In .general, such a penalty should
not bring the mark belmi, the pass lined the _.composition is worthy of a

pass otherwise: Compositions which are ludicrously short should, of
course, receive a fail mark.

1111 NOTE ON 'RELEVANCE'. The-shmuli set in the test were chosen to
give the pupils a very wide choice of topic and type of writing; with a
view to allowing them to write as freely and `expressively' as they wished.
The relevance of the writing to the stimulus chosen should not therefore
be a significant factor in the assessment in this part of the test. Markers

should, however, consider 'internal relevance': their judgment of the
quality-of a composition should have taken into account the appropriateness of the content of the composition to its own topic or theme; they

might; for instance; penalise a composition which lacked a unifying
theme and consisted of separate ideas, observations or events written
down without narrative or logical connection between them:

IV: SUGGESTED CATEGORIES FOR COMPOSITION WRITING. Two
sets of categories are offered: the first is that provided by SCEEB for
0-grade markers; the second is a less detailed categorisation which defines
the qualities of scripts a little differently, though it _does subsume the
SCEEB instructions: Markers may use either or both. In any case, we
should beglad to have the views of the markers on the rela:ve merits
of each categorisation:

SUGGESTED CATEGORIES FOR COMPOSITION _WRITING
(SCEEB). In the following categories the charaCteristics of each have
been listed under the two headings, 'Content' and 'Form and Style':

Under 'Content' the marker is asked to assess the quality of the ideas
and their relevance to the chosen topic: Under 'Form and Style the
marker is asked to assess_ the positive contribution made by such things

as the choice of vocabulary; the choice of seLtence structure; and the
ordering and paragraphing of ideas, to the effective expression of the
content.

In practice, it is almost impossible to separate these two headings
when marking an essay, and markers should never, under any circumstances, award separate allocations of marks to them; It is difficult to
present any level of concept convincingly without a corresponding level
of stylistic ability. Thus in composition marking it is normally found
that the level of a candidate's performance under one heading is matched
by the level of his skill under the other.
Markers should note that the heading 'Form and Style' refers to the
140
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assessment of the positive merits of 'expression: Errors in grammar;
punctuation and spelling should be dealt with separately as outlined in
Paragraph L

g

CATEGORY 1(27 =30)= FIRST CLASS COMPOSITION WITH REAL
SPARKLE

Compositions in this category will be distinguished by a sparkle inthe
handling of the topic which reveals something of the personality and
forcefulness of thc writer, Note, if a well written composition reveals as
much maturity and forcefulness as can be reasonably expected from an
0-grade candidate, there is no reason why it should not be awarded
full marks:
Content Compositions will cover chosen topic very fully and show sincere interest in and knowledge of the subject. The point of the topic will

be clearly grasped and all ideas will be relevant to it. In a story there
will be a gripping and interesting development of character and situation.

Form and Style Compositions will be clearly paragraphed, with logical
sequence of ideas. The sentence structure will_ express the ideas forcefuily
and the choice of vocabulary will be wide and apt: The composition will
reveal a real and forceful command of language.

CATEGORY 11(23-26) VERY COMPETENT COMPOSITION WITH
VERY FULL DEVELOPMENT OF SUBJECT

Compositions in this category will show a development of the chosen
topic which is both full and relevant. However, the content and style will
lack those recurring touches of forcefulness and personality which mark
out a Category I composition.
Content Ideas will all be relevant to the point of the topic and of a high
---standard-.-However;.they will not quite have the depth or sparkle of those
in Category I. They will IN sufficient in number to give a very full treatment of the topic. In the story there will be a very competent development
of character and situation.
Form and Style The composition will be- clearly paragraphed; with logical
sequence of ideas. The command of suitable sentence structures and choice
of apt vocabulary will reveal a very competent command of language.

CATEGORY HI (19-22) ,COMPOSITION WITH A REASONABLE
DEVELOPMENT OF SUBJECT
Compositions in this category will_ show a reasonable number of relevant

ideas. However, these will lack the range and fullness of Category 11,
and the sparkle and forcefulness of Category I compositions:
Content There will be a sufficient number of relevant ideas to give a

reasonable development of the topic. The ideas will be more pedestrian
than in the first two categories. In a story the development of character
and situation will be reasonable but lacking the liveliness, freshness and
fullness of Categories I and compositions.
.141
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Form and Style Paragraphing will be reasonable; with the line of development easy to :follow. The sentence_structure will be sound, though
perhaps lacking in variety and. so in forcefulness. The vocabulary will

be adequate, but overall revealing a less sure command of language

than in the first two categories.

CATEGORY IV (15-18) - PASS GRADE COMPOSITION

Compositions in this category will show the lowest acceptable standard
in the development of subject and in the handling of language.
Content There will be just enough relevant-- deas to meet the demands
of a pass grade, but their-range and depth will leave much to be desired.

Form and Style The sentence structure and-vocabulary will reveal only
a_basic level of literacy; i.e., an ability to communicate_without the flow
of ideas being seriously impeded by faults and infelicities in expression.
Apart from this -bask requirement, the use of language will reveal few
other positive merits:

CATEGORY V 00=14) =- COMPOSITION WITH MAJOR DEFECTS
BRINGING IT BELOW PASS LINE
Content Ideas will fail to open up or cover topic adequately. There will
he a failure to say anything of significance on chosen subject.

Form and Style The choice of sentence structures and vocabulary will
be so limited that the writer has difficulty in expressing his ideas clearly
and easily:

r

CATEGORY VI (9 DOWNWARDS) - OUTRIGHT FAILURE
Content Complete failure to get to grips with the subject OR a hopelessly short -composition.

Form and Style

Faults in expression will impede communication so

seriously that there is a complete breakdown in the flow of the composition.
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SUGGESTED CATEGORIES FOR COMPOSITION WRITING (SCRE)
VERY GOOD WORK

Marks '30

27; 26

23; 22

AVERAGE WORK

----

19; 18

15; 14

POOR WORK

----Cm..1111....11.11.MINI

I Many ideas, observations; of some maturity and

Rea

ideas;

I Few ideas expressed aid

depth, cccccccccc in a unified whole. Apparent personal

observations; perhaps

of littlesignificatict

involvement in the subject matter.

inclicating_a_laelof real

Very little understanding

knowlidgt of the subject,

of _orinterest in the subject

or seeming pedestrian;

shown.

'half.baked' or vety, derivative,

though appropriate for the
topic.

'Authorship': invoMng (1) awareness of the reader

I 'Towards authorship::

,

No sense of 'audience' or

on the writer's part and appropriate tone vis.avis the

(I) Some attempts to write

structure; context inexplicit

reader. (2) Confidence of the writer in the value of his

'for an audience', though

just the ebb and flow of a

writing, (3) A 'distancing' -of the writer from his

not sustained, or not quite

few thoughts. Limited

experience,

properly pitched in tone.

vocabulary and monotonous

(2) A willingness to express

simple sentence structures.

context for e

greater explicitness,-the creation of a

nts and feelings, (4) An orderly and

selective structurirpf the writing, (5) Individualised

oneself, but i sense of

personaliSed use Of language, involving broad and apt

conviction is lacking in the

vocabulary and variety of appropriate sentence

writing, (3) Use made in the

structures.

writing of personal
experience or flights Of

imagination; attempts to Sit
these in contexts, but not
fully successful; some, but
not much success in relating
'personal feelings or

experience to the !argil World.
(4) adequate paragraphing;

structuring often by
chronological sequence.

(5)Adequateisbeabu1aq and
sentence structures; but lacking
absolute

range and variety.

.1 Many
O'Correctness in nearly every instance (Spelling,.

Punctuation and Grammar).

causing

Generally correct Sp_dling and

thellow of_expression to_be

Grammar, correct use of full

imxded,(evomplete or

stops nearly always; perhaps

almost eomikte failure to use

with some faults otherwise,

full stops correctly).

PAPER I: B
READING
Three questionsi_each to receive an impression mark out of 10;
Marking should take account of the following:
1:

the presence or absence of evidence that the text has been read and
understood;

7
3.

the presence or absence of some judgment of the text, some emotive
and/or intellectual and/or moral response tq it;
relevance of the answer to the question set:

Notes: I. Pupils should not be penalised far failing to- use the approaches

in some questions, so long as they do answer both parts
of the main question,
Questions suggesting; as opposed to requiring, certain approaches

suggeSted

are: 13, II 1, Il 3.

Answers showing as much awareness of the writer's communication
and techniques_and as much maturity of judgment as can revonably

be expected of intelligent 0-grade candidates should reave full

marks:
A bare pass mark should be given when the answer shows adequate
k.nowledge of the main events of the story and includes some sensible
response to the second requirement of the question, without indica-

ting that the pupil has reacted to the less obvious qualities of the

text:

Answers which merely 'summanse the story', no matter how brilliantly, cannot score more than 4/410.

3. The following:points should be noted about pahicular questions:
I 3: Non- fiction book required;
_
If fiction is used, score out of 5.
Note that 'features' in the question (a) is plural; but (b)-does
not necessarily mean 'techniques' or 'style' or 'manner of_presentation': a good answer to this question could by solely
concerned with content.
II 2: Two poems must be- discussed for a good mark.
This is quite a difficult question: markers should be fairly
generous in their assessment of answers to the second part of
...le question.

I

is wanted; not a whole play (though attempts to
deal with a whole play will probably be self-penalising): A

: A scene only

hard question, since not much is done along_its lines. Markers
should be fairly generous in assessing responses to the second
part, but shoutd expect several sensible comments for a 'pass'
answer: it should not be an 'easy option'.
2: Characters chosen should, of course,. actually be in conflict;
though this may be interpreted fairly widely, to include, e.g.,
'having widely differing views on the same subject': they do
not actually have to come to blows:
144
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SCEES/SCRE 0-grade English Project
`Criterion Test'
PAPER II

Interpretation and Language -1 hour 35 minutes
INSTRUCTIONS Read each passage carefully and answer the questions in
your own words as far as possible:

PASSAGE A
The Return of Dill

(Scout is becoming more and more exasperated with her brother Jem's
attitude to her . ...)

5

10

1.5

His maddening superiority was unbearable these days. He didn't Want
to do anything but read and go off by hiMself. Still, everything he read he
pigged along to me, but with this difference: formerly; because he thought
I'd like it; now; for my edification and instructiO.I.
`Jee-crawling -hoVai Jem! Who do you think you are?' _
'Now I mean it Scout; you antagonize Aunty and I'll - I'll spank you.'
With that, I WAS gone. 'You- damn morphodite; I'll_ kill you!' He .was
Sitting on the bed, and it was easy to grab his front hair and land one on

his mouth. He slapped me and I tried another left, but a punch in the,
stomach sent me sprawling on the floor: It nearly knocked the bjeath out

of me; limit didn't matter because flc.new he was fighting, he w$s fighting
, the back. We were still equals.
`Ain't so high and mighty now, are yen!' I screamed, sailing in again.
file was still on the bed and I couldn't get a firm stance; so _I threw myself

at him as hard, as I could; hitting, pulling, pinching, gouging. What had
I begun as a fistfight became a brawl. We were still struggling when Atticus
. separated us.

'That's all,' he said: 'Both of youso to bed right now.'
`Taahr I said at Jem. He was being sent to bed at my bedtime.
20
Who started it?' asked Atticus,in resignation.
'Jett did. He was tryin' to tell me what to do: I don't have to mind him
now; do I?'
AtticuS smiled. 'Let's leave it at this: you mind Jem whenever he can
make you. Fair enough?
25
Aunt Alexandra was present but silent, and when she went down the
hall with Atticus we heard her say; ' . . . just one of the things I've been.
telling you about,' a phrase that united us again.
OniS were adjoining rooms; as I shut the door between them Jem said,
30

`Night; Scout.'

`mw o I murmured; picking my way across -the room to turn on the
light; As I passed the bed I stepped on something worm; resilient; and
rather smooth. It- was -not quite like hard rubber; and I had the sensation

that it was alive: I also heard:it move.
I switched on the limit and looked at the floor by the bed: Whatever I
35 had_stepped on was gone: I tapped on Jem's door.
`What; he said.
`How does a snake feel?'
`Sort of rough: Cold. Dusty. Why ?'
think there's one under my bed; Can you come look?'
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Are you behe funny?' Jem opened the door. He was in his pyjama

bottoms. I noticed not without satisfaction that the mark of my knuckles
was still on his mouth. When he saw I meant what I said, he said: 'If you
think I'm_ gonna put my face down to a snake you've got another think
comm'. Hold on a minute.'
45
He went to the kitchen and fetched the broom: 'You better get up on
the bed,' he Said.
`You reckon it's-really one?' I asked. This was an occasion; Our houses
had no cellars; they were built on stone blocks a few feet above the ground,
and the entry of reptiles was not unknown but was not commonplace; Miss
50 Rachel Haverford's excuse for a glass of neat whisky every morning was
that she never got over the fright of finding a rattler coiled in her bedroom
closet; on her washing; when she went to- hang up her nightdress.
Jem made a tentative swipe under the bed. I looked over the foot to see
if a_snake would come out None did; Jem made a deeper swipe:
55
`Do snakes_grunt?'
`It ain't a snake,' Jem said. It's somebody.:
Suddenly a filthy brown package shot from under the bed. Jem raised
the broom and missed Dill's head by an inch when it appeared:
'God Almighty.' Jem's voice was reverent.
60
We watched Dill emerge by. degrees. He was a tight fit. He stood up and
eased his shoulders; turned his feet in- their ankle sockets, rubbed the back
of his neck. His circulation restored, he said, 'Hey.'
.

Jem petitioned Gad- agaim-I- was speechless:

65

70

75

80

85

'hout to perish,' said-Dill. 'Got anything to eat?'
In a dream; I went to the kitchen; I brought him back some milk and
half a pan of corn bread left over from supper. Dill devoured it, chewing

with his front teeth; aivwas his custom.
I finally found my voice. "How'd you get here?'
By an involved route. Refreshed by food, Dill recited this tale: having
been bound in chains and left to die in the basement (there were basements
in Meridian) by_ his new father, who disliked him, and secretly kept alive
on raw field pbas by a passing farmer_ who heard his cries for_ help (the
good man poked a thishel pod by pod through the ventilator), Dill worked
himself free by pulling the chains from the uvall. Still in wrist manacles; he
wandered, two miles out of Meridian where he- discovered -a small animal
show and was immediately engaged to wash the camel. He travelled with
the show all over Mississippi until his infallible sense of direction told him
he was in Abbott County, Alabama, just across the river from Maycomb.
He walked the rest of the way.
'How'd you get here?' asked Jem.
He had taken thirteen dollars from his 'mother's purse; caught the nine
o'clock from Meridian and got off at Maycomb Junction. He had walked
ten or eleven of the fourteen miles to Maycomb; off the highway in the
scrub- bushes lest the authorities be seeking_ him, and had ridden the remainder of the way clinging to the backboard of a cotton wagon; He had

been under the bed for two hours, he thought; he had heard us in the

dining-room, and the clink of forks on plates nearly drove him crazy. He
thought Jem and I would never go to bed; he had'considered emerging
and helping me- beat Jem, as Jem had grown far taller, but he knew Mr
90 Finch-would break it up soon; so he thought it. best to stay where he was.
He was worn out, dirty beyond belief, and home.
You should use your own words; as far as possible; in answering the following
questions:
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1. (4) Explain the change in Jem's relationship with his sister which is

referred to in the first paragraph.
(5) wily Was Scout pleased that Jem fought back when she punched
him?

2;

"Taah!" I said at Jem. He was being sent to bed at my bedtime.'

(line 19)

(a) HOW does Scout feel towards Jem at this moment?
(6) Explain how you know this from the two sentences quoted.

(4)

,

3; (a) What was Scout's usual attitude to her brother?

(b) How do you know this?

(4)

4. (a) What was Jem and Scout's reaction to finding Dill under the bed?
(b) Why did they react as they did?
(ConFider that Scout was 'speechless' and moved 'in a dream', and
that km's voice :was 'reverent' when he said 'God Almighty'.)

(4)

5. Two accounts are given of how Di't had returned from Meridian to
Maycomb. (lines 69-85)

(a) Why noes km repeat Scout's question, 'How'd you get here?' ?
(b) What Was the real reason for Dill's return?

(Answer as fully as you can; considering Dill's relationship with
Jem and Scout.)
z
(0 Judging frorc t 3 way Dill first tells the story, what kind ot:pet5on
would you SZ. he is?
6; What contrast is there between family relationships to Jem and Scout's
family and in Dill's family?

(1)
(3)
(3)

(3)
25
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PASSAGE B

The-Excavation of Ur
,

Then Woolley made his most sinister find: the Royal graves of Ur -contained the remains of commoners as well as of royalty:
-

In one tomb lay a number of soldiers of the guard, wearing copper
WM60 and with spears in their bony hands: At the farther end of_ the

chamber lay nine ladies of_the Court, still wearing the elaborate gOlden
headrdreSSes that they must have donned for the funeral ceremony: By
the entrance stood two heaVy oxrdrawn carts; in the carts-Were the drivers'
bones, and at the oxen's heads lay the bones of the grooms.
In the grave of Queen Shiibrad_ladies of the court were round lying in
10 two parallel rows, At the end of one of these rows was a man's skeleton that of the court harpist. His-arm bones were still lying across his broken
instrument; which was ornamented with a calf's head in lapij lazuli and
gold. Apparently he had held fast to his instrument even as death overcamehim: At the wooden bier where the Queen herself reposed, two feiriale
15 skeletons were found in a crouching position:
What did all this mean?
There was only one explanation: here the greatest poSsible sacrifice had
been exacted of mortal men their-own-lives.:Woolley had stumbled on a
scene of planned human sacrifice; carried out in conformity with the king20 god principle. The poSition of the skeletons, as well as other circumstances
Of the find, indicated _that the victims Courtfolk; soldiers; and servants_-had died quite peacefully and it is thought probable that they walked to
their places; took some kind of drug; and_ lay down; after the drug: had
worked; whether it produced sleep or death, the -last touches were given
25 to their bodies and' earth was flung in and trampled down on the top of
5

them.

.

What conclusions did Woolley_ draw from these finds? In no known
text,' he Writes, 'is there anything that hints at human sacrifice of this sort;
nor had archaeology discovered_ any-trace of such a custom or any survival
30 of it in a later age; if; as_l have suggested above; it is to be explained by
the deification of the early kings we can say that in the historic period
even the greater gods demanded no such rite:' its disappearance may be
an argument for the high antiquity of the Ur graies:'
C. W. Ceram.

Use your own words as far as possible in answering the following questions:

I. (a) What was it that Woolley found 'sinister about the graves at Ur?
(b) Two things in particular about the graVes required explanation:
What were they?

2; What explanation for the find is given in Paragraph
3; What belief made this practice acceptable to

5
the people of Ur?
\e"

4. According to the last paragraph; which_ two facts led Woolley to
conclude that this burial place was exceptionally old?

5; (a) Why is a colon (:) used in tine 1?
(b) Why is there a semi-ccilon (;) instead of a full stop in line 7?
courtfolk, soldiers and servants - had died
. . . the victims
(c)
quite peacefully .
been used here:

(1)
(2)
(2)

(I)
(2)
(1)

(I)

' (lines 21 -22): Explain why the dashes have

(1)
148
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.

,;

6.

(a) Why does the first sentence stand as a separate paragraph?
(b) Why is the question, 'What did all this mean?' also Written as a
separate paragraph?
(c) Explain why the last two paragraphs are separated from each

(1)
(2)

other:

7.

(1)

Write a summary of the passage down to 'trampled down on top of

them':
Do not include the last paragraph in your summary.
The following plan may help in writing the summary:

(I) What was found in the tombs at Ur.
(2) The significance of the find: what it showed about royal burials
there.

Your final summary should be in one continuous paragraph of about
100 of your own words.

(10)
25

SCRE/SCEEB 'CRITERION TEST'
PAPER 11

PASSAGE A.
1.
2 marks for (a).
I mark for (b).

Marking Scheme

(a) 2 marks for describing two aspects of Ain's behaviour which
have - changed OR for giving two reasons why he has changed;

OR for giving one of each.

. ASPECTS OF BEHAVIOUR: Any two of:
I. He no longer played with heel) OR he stayed by himself (I)
OR is isolated (I) OR reads a lot (I).
He treated her as an inferior (I) (was superior= 1) OR he
treated her as a child (I) OR behaved as though he was her
father or an adult (I).
3. He tried to teach her things (I) OR educate her (I) OR give

0

her instruction (3).

'passed on things for her edification and instruction'=0.
'bullied her'=0.
-:
REASONS FOR CHANGE:
I: He was growing up (1) OR felt adult (I) OR felt responsible i

(I) OR important (I) (superior D.
2. 1-Id was no longer interested in her (1).

(b)

1

.

(2)

1

i

It proved that they were still on the same level (I) OR that he
wasn't really superior41).

(equal or equals= t unless expanded

children in a fight = I)

e.g.; equal like two

,

(1)
149

2.

2 marks for (a).
2 marts for (b).
(a) Give two marks for clear statement of one of the following ideas:
Triumphant (2) OR crowing (2) OR pleased at his humiliation

(2) OR- pleased that he's being taken down a peg (2) OR
mocking (2);

2 '...-Give one!mark if the above ideas are absent but any of the
following are present:
feeling friendly towards him (1) tmc
Hostile } not
OR spiteful (1)
not at one with him (1)

-

OR trying to get at him, annoy him {1) OR pleased that he's
made equal with her again (1) (without any implication that he

has been reduced to her level).
Angry=0; annoyed-=0; sarcastic =-.0.
(N B.. For- two marks; her sense of triumph or mockery must
be noted.)

I

(2)

(b) One mark each for any two of the following:
I. An explanation that `Taah!' is an expression of derision or
of triumph (1) (sarcasm=0):.
`She sounds mocking or triumphant9=1, if specifically
linked to Taah!'.
An explanation that !at' has been used intead of `to' (to
convey antagonism) (1).
3. A comment on `sent to bed', showing that this humiliates
Jem (1); e;g;; `he is sent to bed like a child'=1;
4. A comment that Jem is humiliated by going to bed at a
child's bedtime (1) or at his younger sister's bedtime (1).
(Note: in 3 and 4 some awareness that it is humiliating for Jem
must be conveyed;

e.t., `I know it because he had to go to bed at her

bedtimeA)

(2),

3.

2 for (a), 2 for (b).
(a) Any two of the following:
1. Trust (1) OR reliance for help (1) (or for protection 0,)).
'2.
Friendly (I) OR e.g., `they got on well' (1) (united= I).
3. She regarded him as an ally (I) OR e.g., `they were on the
same side' (I).
If (a) is'wrong; give 0 for (b).
(2)

(b) Answers 1001) must be related to answers to (a).
Any two of the following:
I.
She sought his help with the `snake' (I).
150

Either reference to the friendly exchange of 'Good night' (1)
OR reference to 'united us again'.
3.

Reference to the fact that they were united against Aunt

Alexandra in some sense (I):
N: B: Quotations are acceptable answers in (b).

(2)

2 for (a), 2 for (b).
(a) Good answer -s should pia up not only the_surprise of Jem and

Scout but also the intensity of their amazement; the sense of
awe or unreality 4hich seemed to come over them. So:
Surprised= 1; very surprised= 1; amazed Jr astonished=1;
absolutely astonished=2; couldn't believe their f yes=2;
shocked =2 ;_stunned = 2; awestruck =2.
If (a) is wrong; give 0 for (b).

(2)

(b) One mark each for any 2 of the following:
I. They didn't expect him (1) OR they thought he was in
2

3.

4.

Meridian (1).
Thep/ace in which he was found was unlikely (1) (e4.; 'they
didn't expect to rind anyone under the bed', OR they were
expecting a snake, not Dill.
The situation was so unusual as to seem unreal (1).
They realised that there was a seriousness in Dill's presence
there (1) OR that Dill_must have had a very good reason

for being there 11) OR that this was a situation which

would be _hard to explain (1) OR which could cause some
trouble (I).
(2)

5.

(a) He doesn't believe the first version (I).

(1)

(b) 3 marks:
I.
I is for picking up the very last phrase of the passage 'and

home'

2.

felt that Maycomb was his real home'= I ;
OR 'he used to live in Maycomb'= I.
The Other 2 are for a gloss on 'home' some explanation of
what 'and home' implies. Give one mark for each of any
two of the following:
Dill felt that Jem and Scout were like his brother-and
sister (1).

Dill felt at ease with Jem and Scout (1) OR happy with
them (I) OR wanted to be with them (1).
he was unhappy in Meridian (1) (but not 'his Nther illtreated him').
he trusted Jem and Scout (1) OR felt secure (1). with
them.
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.

he felt they were concerned (1) OR interested in him (1)
(OR interested by him (1)).
he missed Maycomb (1) OR he missed Jein and Scout

(1) OR he was very fond of them (1) (liked them=0).

Personal qualities/traits required, not just his situation.
(c) 3 marks : Any 3 of:
1.
Imaginative (1) OR fantasiser (1) OR dreamer (1).
2.

Story-teller (2) OR romancer (2) (this includes Imaginative').

3.

Liked to be the centre of attention (1) or liked to cause
amazement (1).

4.

5.

Was really unhappy; but fictionalised it (1) or had- poor
relations with his father but fictionalised the fact (1) (not
just 'had bad relationship with his father');
Had a sense of humour (1).

Liar =O, unless it is clear that the pupil means only 'as a fantasist'

or 'for amusement' or 'as a way of coming to terms with unhappiness'.
6;

Give an impression mark out of 3 (half marks allowed).
Points to be considered :
Dill's family:
1. Dill has poor relationship with his
parents.
Jem and Scout's family: 2. Atticus displays understanding of Jem
and ;Scout.

3. Jem and Scout have basically a, happy
relationship.

4. There is a mutual bond in Sem and

Scout's family;
despite surface disagreement.
Three marks for a convincing statement of contrast between the two
families in terms of their internal relationships (not, e.g., their social
standing or their money).
5;

If no contrast=0.

PASSAGE B.
1.

(a) One mark for the likelihood that the commoners had been put
to death (1). Accept 'the fact that there were ordinary people
there as well as royalty'=1.
(No penalty for 'lifting' the word 'commoners')
(b) One mark for each of two points: one point about the presence
of ordinary people (as well as kings and queens), and one point
152

1 J4

about the conditions or circumstances in which the bodies were
found.
Penalise lifts (i).
So:
I. EITHER why were there ordinary people there?= I
OR why were so many buried in the same place?= I
OR why had the ordinary people died ?--= I.
i. EITHER a generalised reference to the positions of the

bodies=1, e.g.; 'why were they lying in peaceful or
natural pGsitions?'=1_ OR 'why were they lying in the

positions they were in?' --- 1.
OR a generalised reference to the formality of their dress= I,
e.g., 'why were they dressed so elaborately or richly?'-=

OR a generalised reference to the objects found there=1,
e.g., 'why had they been buried with the things they

normally worked with such as spears, carts and musical
instruments?'=--1.
Particular examples= e.g., `why_ were -they- wearing headOR 'why was the harpist still holding his harp?'-etc.

(2)

2; One mark each for any two of the following:
L they had been put to death (or died) when the king or queen was
buried= I (had been sacrificed= 1-, it was a human sacrifice = i).
Must show understanding of 'sacrifice'.
2.

they had died willingly ( 1) OR calmly (= I) OR without a
struggle (= I) (peacefully =).
as x matter of course= 1 ; suicide= I.

3.

They had (willingly) sacrificed themselves when the king died=-2,
(Accept 'sacrificed' if in the phrase 'sacrificed themselves'.) Must
show understanding of `sacrifice'.
because the king was a god (I) OR because_ the king needed his

followers or servants after death (=1) OR because they were
ready to join the king in the next life= I

(2)

3. They believed that the king was a god= I OR They believed in life
after death= I .
King-god-'4. One mark for each of any two points:
1.
There are no written records of the custom= I
_
OR it is not recorded in history=1
OR =since history began no _kings -or --gods haVe required human

ce= -fin -the historic period' I: extensive lifts to be

seve ly penalised):
2:

Archaeologists have never_ found any sign of the custom at any
later Jime= I (`in-.a later
I), or in any other place= I.
(Archaeologists have never found any sign of it= 1).
No evidence in later times= I .
(2)
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5.

(a) One mark for an answer which indicates awareness that the

second part of the sentence is an explanation of the first part.
E.g., the colon is used because the second part explains why it
was sinister=1, OR the second,part states what Woolley found=

(b) One mark for an answer indicating awareness that the second
part is an expansion of or elitboration on the first part.

E.g., the semi-colon is used because the second part (or the
second sentence) goes on to say more about the carts= I; OR
. . . is still referring to the carts'= 1, OR
. tells us more
about the carts' -.I.
(c) One mark for an answer indicating awareness that the dashes

(1)

enclose a parenthesis:

E.g., they separate the words from the rest of the sentence= I.
OR the sentence would make sense without the words between
the dashes= 1.
OR they are used to allow the writer to explain who the victims
were without starting a separate sentence----1.
Must show awareness of idea of parenthesis;
(1)
6.

(a) One mark for EITHER
it is an introductory statement
OR it states what the passage is going to be about
OR it is a general statement; before the other paragraphs discuss the
details of the find=1.
I

(b) Two marks: one for awareness that, in a sense, the question
sums up the preceding paragraphs, or indicates the end of a

section; one for awareness that it introduces the answer.
So:
ft is a turning point in the passage -2
OR It links the two paragraphs above and below it ---2
It gathers together the writer's thoughts about what was found
1, and it leads on to his explanation of the find= I.
(c) Different topics = l: One is explanation of the meaning of the
find, one gives Woolley's conclusions about it= I.

(1)

(2)

(1)

7; SUMMARY
The summary should be given an impression mark out of 10,_taking
into account the presence or absence of the points listed below, fluency,
linking words and lifts from the passage:
(10)

Main points:
Lines 1-15

.

The presence of ordinary people, soldiers; courtiers and
servants, in the royal tombs.
The type of objects they had with them, and the dress they

.

were wearing.
The naturalness of their positions.

.
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Lines 16-25

.

The circumstances indicate that these people had . been
killed;

because the king was regarded as divine.
They had died calmly, accepting their fate,
probably after taking a drug.
They were then buried:
Undue Length
Penalties are as follows:
Shim:nary of more than 110 words: mark out of 9

Summary
Summary
Summary
Summary
Summary
Summary
Summary

of more than 120 words: mark out of 8
of more than 130 words: mark out of 7
of more than 140 words: mark out of 6
of more than 150 words: mark out of 5
of more than 160 words: mark out of 4
of more than 170 words: mark out of 3
of more than 80 words: mark out of 0

r
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SCEEB/SCRE 0-grade English Project
`Criterion Test'
PAPER III

`Factual' and 'Persuasive' Writing - 1 hour
INSTRUCTIONS AnSWer TWO questions,- one -from each section. You should
spend about 30 minutes on each question:
A

`Factual' Writing

Do EITHER 1 OR 2:
L The Essentials ofJumping' might be the title of an article on silo jumping.
It Wpuld probably have a short introduction to catch the interest of a reader;
the bulk of the article would instruct a beginner in the object of the sport
and in the most important skills involved.
ChtoSe a sport or pastime that you know well and write a short article
on it of about 200 words suitable for inclusion in a handbook of sports
and pastimes.
The title might be The Essentials of
2.

OR
Ekplain clearly and lOgically, as though to help a friend who didn't know

how to do it what is involved in one of the following:
(a) washing and setting or blow-drying hair.
(b) cooking a stew, with potatoes and vegetables of your choice.
(c) routine care of a dog, cat or other pet.
(d) playing.draughtS OR dominoes OR ludo OR snakes and ladders OR
a common card game:
B

'Persuasive' Writing

Do EITHER I OR 2 OR 3.
1.
In the school magazine, there are to be reports on the activities of various
schools-societies. A society you belong to needs more members; to attract
them; you are. asked to give the sort of report which will interest people
in kilning.
Write your report.

OR
.

The Headteacher of your school has asked for a statement of the senior
pupils' views on the idea of a School Council, consisting of elected staff
and pupils, to deal with school rules and major breaches of them.
Write your statement, arguing as persuasively as you can for or against
the idea.
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OR
3.

Write an article for a school magazine arguing for or against ONf of the
following:

(a) Compulsory sports at school.
(b) Cookery or HousekeePing for boys.
(c) Technical Subjects for girls.
(d) Reducing he schocil leaving age to 14.
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`Factual' and liersuasive' Writing
Marks

Criteria

JO'
000:Q Wel+K

AVERAGE WORK

'Factual
Thorough-knowledge of
subject shown. Good
selection of most important
points (especially in No. I).
All demands of the
question met.
Persuasive
A definite position firmly
stated. Several reasonable
arguments in support.

Good logical or
chronological organisation
of material. Clear
paragraphing where
appropriate.
Awareness of the reader.
Appropriate tone and style
for the 'audience' and
function defined by the
question.

In 'Factual, untrammelled
expression; accurate
vocabtda.ry; clear sentence

Structures.in Persuasive';
arange Otappropriate

vocabularyz_possibly fairly
su_ccesSfuLdke_of emotive

language andxhetorical
sentence structures.
Correctness in nearly every
instance (Spelling,
Punctuation and Grammar).

Factual

Knowledge of subject.
Some attempt at selection
of main points; but a
tendency to_try to
include everything oit a
tendency to omit
important points,
Occasional irrelevant
points made.
Persuasive
Position is stated.
Arguments in support
fewer in number and less
forceful than in good
answers.

Some attempt at
organisation of material,
but not fully successful.
Paragraphing where
appropriate.

Attempt to write for the
specified 'audience', but not
sustained, or not quite
properly pitched in tone.

In 'actual', fairly

straightforward clear
vocabularyand sentence
structures,perhaps with
tendency_to ramble or with
some vagueness. In
Persuasive'. adequate
vocabulary and sentence
structures; possibly
attempts at emotive
language and rhetorical
devices.

Generally correct Spelling,

Punctuation and Grammar;

correct use of full stops
almost always though with
some faults.

I

0
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POOR WORK
Factual
Little real knowledge of the
subject rhown. No attempt
to select main points.
Omission ofrnany
important points: Much
may be irrelevant;

No_attempt at organisation

of material ,a hotchpotch
of ideas/points.

No awareness shown of
'audience'.

Failure to exhibit command
of adequate vocabulary and
sentence structures.
Many technical faults,
causing the flow of
communication to be
impeded e.g. complete or
almost complete failure to
use full stops correctly.

SCEEB/SCRE 0-grade English Project
`Criterion Test'
PAPER IV

Interpretation-Multiple Choice
PASSAGE BOOK LET

INSTRUCTIONS Do not write anything on this ooklet. Read each Passage

carefully. Then answer the questions by writing the
LETTER of the correct answer next to the question
number on the answer sheet.

PASSAGE 1

For absolute effrontery in selling fake antiques -I have yet to come across
anyone to beat Herbert Pomfret; Gentle-mannered and charming; with the
slightly pathetic air of an aristocrat who has fallen on hard times and is
down to his last Rolls-Royce, Herbert gives each prospective victim a talk
on the perils of investing in antiques nowadays and dr.: wicked tricks some

unscrupulous villains play on people who give them. their trust. It is a

technique which rarely fails.
Herbert finds his victims by inserting small-,ads in Personal Columns.

Usually he_ offers a single item: a superb Louis XVI table, perhaps; a

10

15

Renoir, a diamond and ruby necklace. If he is selling a painting, he quickly
dismisses the victim's attempts_ talk money; 'Before I -could even think
of discussing a price,' says Herbert, 'I want you to consult an independent
expert.'
He insists on the victim removing the picture from the wall and taking

:it, in a hired carp to any one of the art galleries in the Bond Street area.
There, while Herbert waits in the car at the parking meter, an art expert
examines the picture in return for a spot consultation fee and declares the
canvas to be genuine; He might say: estimate its value at approximately
£3,000.'

20

The victim returns to The waiting car with the-picture and offers Herbert
£2,000. Whereupon- Herbert (who knows his stuffi
him that), sighs,
`I was expecting the value to be nearer E3,000; Alt; well:'

He accepts the offer, and on receiving the victim's- cheque makes a

reasonable request. 'It will take me three days to find a suitable replacement
25

to fill that gap on my wall,' he says. 'Also, it will allow time for your

cheque to be cleared. To prove that the sale has been completed, and that
the painting is yours, please be good enough to sign your name on the
back of the canvas here; with my pen.'
The victim signs; Three days later he collects _the canvas_ from a distinctly
30

cold Mr Pomfret who points -out that he has discovered the painting to be
indeed worth £3,_000; nevertheless; he is prepared to honour his bargain;
He hands over the canvas. The victim's signature -is on the back. Home
goes the victim: with his purchase; a little regretful, possibly, at having won
a deal with a defenceless elderly gentleman, but elated at having made, he

35

believes, £1,000 profit.

Probably not until years later, when he comes to sell his precious in-

vestrnezt, does he discover that the painting is a forgery. Herbert had concealed it in the back of the genuine picture's frame. It was the forgery the
victim signed.
40 At least he can't say that Herbert didn't warn him . . .
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PASSAGE 2
(After many yeatrs .,ife is allowed to visit her husband who is in a prison
camp.)
They had only half an hour; and_ thoseconds passed quickly, like grains
of sand trickling through the neck of 'an hour-glass. Dozens of urgent
questions crowded Natasha's mind; but all she asked. was:
'When did you .find, out about the visit?'
'Day before yeSterday. And you?'

!Tuesday'
'How are things at wait?' he enquired.
'Why do you ask?' she said anxiously. `Do you know?"
'What do you mean?'
19
He knew certain things; but he wasn't sure what was iu her mind.
He knew for instance, that the wives of prisoners were always being
harassed. But Itow could 'he knoW that last Wednesday. his wife had lost
her job because she was married to him?-Having received only three'days
ago a notice granting permission for this visit; she had not yet begun to
15 look for new -work: She had waited for their meeting,_as-though by some
miracle it mightgive illumination; showing her what to do:
But how could he advise her?_ He had been in prison for too long and
knew nothing of the world outside.The great decision she had to :make was whether to divorce him or not.
20
As the minutes slipped by in this drab, poorly heated room with its dim
light from the barred window; her hopes of a miraclWere fading.
She realised that in this meagre half hour she could not give her husband
any idea of her loneliness and suffering; and that he had a life of his own,
which_ had taken a quite different course from hers. So why should she
25 upset him with her-worries,
".
nothing tc, him anywzy?
The warder turned to
tn to F.t udy tht plaster.
Are you sad all alone? A
his- cheek against her hand:
`Was she sad?' he asked!
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.7-1> he asked gill tenderly rubbing

nearly ever; she felt sick at
heart. She would soon have
.;:o tile. bleak greets feeling none
the better for this rieet: 4
.,!one. Her dreely :ife enveloped her
like grey cotton woo!.
`Natasha!' He stroked her 11a:1J., "If you couli
t haven't much
more to go now - only three years.
three,
Only three!' _She_stopped him angrily, feeling:her voice tremble; and
losing control Of it Only three? Only you say' I'm at the end of my tether:
I won't last another month! I might as well die. The neighbours treat me
like dirt - they've thrown out rn trunk. I've stopped going to see _my
sisters and my aunt they all jeer at me and say they've never heard of
such a fool. They keep telling me to divorce: you ,and remarry. When is
all this going toend? Just look at me! I'm thirty-seven years old. In three
years _I'll_ be an old woman. I come home and I don't make myself dinner;
I don't clean the room - haven't the heart: f just flop -down on the couch
and lie -there like a lo- g. I beg you my darling, please do something to get
out earlier.' .
She had not meant toisav any of this but it was all too much for her
Shaking with sobs and kissing her husband's hand; she let her head fall
against the rough warped little table; which had seen many such tears.
`Please calm yourself,' the warder said sheepishly; glancing at the open
door.
The lieutenant-colonel stood grimly in the doorway; glaring at the
woman's bacickand shut the door.
The regulations did not explicitly forbid the shedding of tears, but if
one went by the spirit of the law; they Clearly could not be permitted.
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PASSAGE 3

A great deal of irresponsible nonsense is written about the effects of sex,
violence and bad language on television.

It is quite right that we should be concerned with the effects of these,

5

10

but the fact is that detailed analytic research from` Himmelweit to Halloran
has failed to produce conclusive evidence to justify the imposition of external
censorship over television.
BBC and ITA _have detailed codes of practice and have conducted research
into the effect of television violence on children: A considerable percentage
of advertisements is already rejected and pressure on certain programmes
is quickly effective.

The latest responsible contribution to the _debate has just been -made ?

available by Southern TV, wl. carried out an investigation into `good taste

on television'. The aim was to assess the level of feeling among parents

about sex and violence on British television, but not, it must be emphasised,
to prove any cause and effect relationship.
Several hundred interviews were carried out under the direction of two
trained psychologists and a battery of questions was prepared. A distinction
was drawn in the conclusions between spontaneous, unprompted criticism
in response to general queries and criticism emanating from direct ques20 tioning on specific points.
15

The conclusions do show that- a considerable number of- parents are

concerned abotit the effects of violence on children, but comparatively few

can recall specific, harmful incidents that have affected them or their
25

children.
A sizable body of opinion expects harmful lasting effects on young people

in- general with hardliners on this in the 45-plus age-group. The main
objections were fears of imitative behaviour, personal embarrassment at
watching certain scenes and a feeling that television was encouraging
30

passivity.

Probably the most important conclusion to emerge is that most parents
consider the existing safeguards for the protection of children adequate.
There is certainly little evidence of any general drive for the imposition of
a more exacting censorship..
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`Criterion Test'
PAPER IV

Interpretation-Multiple Choke
QUESTION BOOKLET

INSTRUCTIONS Do not write anything on this Booklet. Read each Passage
carefully. Then answer the questions by writing the LETTER

of the correct answer ,pext to the question number on the
answer sheet.

PASSAGE I
1.

.

Which_of the following could not be

regarded as an antique?
A An old bu_t elegiant chair
B A nineteenth_ century tea-pot
C. A four-poster bed
D An electric clock
2.

easily

C knows how to trick people
cleverly

E A Roman coin

D is_good al_ pretending to be 41,

'The phrase closest in meaning to

E can always obtain antiques
when he wants them.

knowledgeable

'absolute effrontery' (line 1) is
A utter deceitfulness

B thorough greed
C downright trickery
D sheer impudence
E considerable skill.
3.

The expression 'knows his stuff' as
used in line 21 awaits that Herbert
A is a good judge of the value of
antiques
LI
can recognise potential victims

7.

Herbert's main reason for wanting

to keep the picturelor three days
longer is to

A obtain a similar picture to put
on the wall
B copy the victim's signature on
to a fake
C check on the real value or the

In the first paragraph Herbert Pomfret warns prospective buyers against
unscruptIous dealen because -he

A is an honest dealer himself

picture
D remove the genuine picture
from the frame
E 'ensure that the victim can
actually pay.

13 wantsuyers to avoid his
compqitors

C wants o win the buyer's
confidence

D is interested in the tricks of

dishonest dealers
E likes to talk business
with his
-

8.

The phrase 6. . a distinctly cold
Mr Pomfret . . " (lines 29-30) means
that Herbert
A did not care if the buyer was
dishonest.
B spolcejn a very clear_voice
C was polite but-unfriendly
D was angry at being cheated
E was sorry to part with a LJoa
painting.

9.

In lines 32-35 the buyer probably

customers.

4.

The_word _nearest in meaning to
'pathetic' (line 3) is
A stupid B inadequate
C pitiful
D unhappy
E hopeless.

5.

Herbert's 'technique which rarely

fails' (line 7) is to
A encourage the buying of
antiques
11 warn against sWindlers
C drive a Rolls-Royce
D advise against buying antiques

E pretend to be upper class.

./
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P, 4

feels all the following except

A a little ashamed
B proud of his business sense
C flushed with success
D sorry for Herbert
E slightly foolish.

10. All the following encourage the

11. Which- one of the following is not
part of Herbert's method of winning
the -wctim's confidence?

buyer to think he is cheating the old
maq except that Herbert

A The fact that th art expert is

A makes him consult an`
independent expert

.

B does not accompany him to
the expert
C accepts his valuation of £2,000
D honours the bargain made
with hirn
E asks him W leave the picture
for three days.

outside evaluation
C His cultured style and courtesy
D His hiring a(car to go to the
art gallery
E The sense of guilt he creates in
the buyer

17. All of the following factors contri-

PASSAGE 2
12.

bute to
except

che opening conversation between

Natasha and Ezr husband could

unhappiness

E her sense of the pointlessness

of life.

13. According to lines 11-16; Natasha

had hoped that her visit to her

18. The_ harshness of Natasha's situ-

husband would

A console her for the losk of
.
her job
B preventiier from being

ation is_ suggested is the passage by

all of _thefollowing except
A the use of adjectives expressing
Lack of colour and hope_

harassed

B her isolation from friends and

C suggest a-line of action to her
D inform her husband that she
had lost her job
E cast light on her gloomy

relations

C the cruelty of the warder
D the fact that she has very little
time with her husband
E her lack of interest in her home.

existence.

Natasha might wish to seek a
divorce for all of the following

19. According to the passage, which
one of the following is true of the

reasons except that she

room in which the visit takes place?
A The plaster was carved in an
interesting way.
B The electric light was

A had been made a social outcast
B no longer loved her husband
C had grown tired of waiting
D hoped to get another job
E was desperately lonely. i

switched on.

C The furniture was rough but

15. Which one of the following best

well made.

D The paintwork was old and

describes the attitude of Natasha's
husband during the visit?
A Loving but insensitive
B Bitter and unfeeling
C Inquisitive but sympathetic
D Depressed and pessimistic

,unattractive.
E The atmosphere was hot and
stuffy:

20; The wars:lees beh.;..iour during the
visit_showsthat be as
A bashfuLand curious
B ill-mannered and anxious
C unconcerned and impatient
D embarrassed and fearful
E inconsiderate and bored.

E Anxioim but hopeful

16. The husband's questions_ in line_ 27

revealed most clearly to Natasha
his

A lack of understanding of her
real situation
13

Natasha's

A her sense of isolation from her
-_husband
B her relatives' opinion of her
C the unkindness of those
around her
D her scorn for her husband's
lack of spirit

best be described as

A casual
B angry
C strained
D formal
E intimate.

14.

in his,pay
B Hivicillingness tb have an

sorrow at being separated

21. Which one of. the following adjec-

.

tives best sums up what the author

from her
C complete understanding of her

feels about 'the spirit of the law'

(line 54)? It is

unhappiness

A strict
B unfair

D unselfish nature'
E stupidity in,asking obvious

C heartless
D unbending

questions.

E logical.
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27. According to the passage,_thestated
purpose of theinvestigatton carried
outhy_Southern TV was to
A find out how much sex and
iolence is shown on television
B make a responsible contribution
to a controversial issue
C find out if there was a close
link between television viewing
and behaviour
D discover how parents felt about
the treatment of certain issues
by television
E decide whether there was a
need for stricter control over
television:

PASSAGE 3

22. The

-ssage suggests that mush of
what 0 written -about the_effects of
sex, violence and bad language on
television is 'irresponsible' because
A there are definitely no harmful
effects

B

it is written by people over 45

C it is not supported by proper
research findings

D there is no need for any
censorship

E the BBC and the ITA are
always watchful.

23. According to the passage, at the
moment television programmes are

28. Parents interviewed made all of the
following objections about TV programmes except
A violent scenes -might have an
effect on children
B children might copy what was

censored, by

A the Government
B the television organisations
C trained psychologists
D parents
E nobody.

shown

C some telev"on scenes were
embarrassi g
D some favo rite programmes

24. All these statements about the conduct of the Southern TV 7.nvestigation ae true except
A the questions were thought out

were sho
evening

E children migh be discouraged
from more'ac we occupations.

in advance_

B criticism_basednn specific
questions_was_ignored_

29; The Southern
investigationindimtes all_oflhe following except
A few people wish a stricter
control of progranunes
B not all parents worry about

C the_researchers were interested
in people's feelings about
television

D the questions were aimed only
at Parents
E the investigations were carried
out by means of interviews.

the 'effects of television

C most people object to.any

form of censorship
D older people tend to be more
critical of television
E people's fears are not confined

25. According to the passage, all of the
following statements about tele-

vision companies are true except
that they
alreadyThave clear rules about
what they can show
B will make changes in some
programmes under pressure
C have studied the problems of
children and violent
programmes
D turn away at present a sizeable
proportionnf advertisements
E cortsider_external_censorship
of programmes unnecessary.

26. Which one_ ot the following

_too late in the

to the effects of violence.

30. Which- two of the following sentences best-summarise the main con-

clusions of the passage as a whole?
(i) There is no need to impose
father censorship on
television.

The amount of violence on
television is on the Mcrease:
(iii) People _over 45 yearaoktfind
television morn objectionable.
(iv) Proof_that television is_a bad
influence oil children is
lacking.
A (i) and (ii)_only
B (i) and (iii) only
C (i) and (iv) only
D (ii) and (ill) only
E (iii) and (iv) only
(ii)

is

closest. in _meaning to 'assess' as
used inline 13?
A Keep up-to-date with
B Take a sample of
C Get firm control of
D Obtain information about
E Make less embarrassing
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Short Story - 1 hour 45 minutes
INSTRUCTIONS 1. The teacher will read the story aloud

follow it in the

text.

2. Then read carefully page I; headed 'Purposes of Study':
3: Now read the story again yourself:
4. Try to answer IN YOUR HEAD the 'Leading Questions'
on page 1.

5. WRITE your answers to the 'Assessment Questions' on
page 2, giving as full answers as you can.
6. Please note that there is- no need to hurry: you have
plenty of time to think before writing your answers.
Purposes ofStudy
As you study Inexperience have the following purposes in mind:
I. Feelings: to find out all you can about the feelings of the girl and of
Andrew, and_about the reasons for them.
Right or_Wrong? to judge how far you approve of 'what they say and
do, and how Far you think the author meant you to approve.
3. The Writer's Skill:
(a) to .note the writer--,_ use of the setting and its relatic..ship to the
(I);

(,-5

4)
characters and the plot;
to note
in the story which suggest the background 'of_ the
characters and their ideas and what is likely to happen as the story
progiesses:
to respond to the shifts of sympathy the author invites from you,
so that you imagine yourself in the same situation as the characters
at Clc different stages of the story.

When you have read the story again, answer the Following questions in your

head before going on to the written answers: Finding answers to these preliminary
Questions should help you to write better, more complete answers to the assessment questions.

`Leading Questions' (answers not to be written)
I. Why had Andrew put on his oldest clothes?
2. Which of the following words most accurately expresses your feeling for
the girl at the beginning of the story:
liking; contempt; sympathy; impatience?
Justify your choice by thinking of two points about her
3. Whom would you tend to blame for the fact that the two are not talking
to each other in the opening paragraphs?
4;

Pick out 3 or 4 hints in the story that the girl has been plotted against
165

and that much of the conversation deliberately ignores her.

Why does Andrew explain about Tom and Maria `carefully and unnaturally'?
(a) What becomes clearer when Andrew says; `Well; beyond Hampstead
then'?
(b) What is he doing during the silence while he finishes his drink?
Why is the girl so slow to believe that she is being given the brush-off?
Why do you think the author called the story Inexperience?
What are your feelings about the girl and about Andrew at the end of
the story?

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Assessment Questions
Answer these questions, as fully as you can, in writing:
Feelings

Why are the girl and Andrew not speaking to each other at the

1.

beginning of the story?
Trace the changes in the girl's feelings for Andrew step by step
through the story; Mark each step by a phrase or sentence quoted
from the story.
(a) What arrangements have Andrew and Colin made before the

2.
3.

(4)

(6)
(2)

story begins?
(b) Explain how successful it is and what it tells us about Andrew's

feeling§ towards the girl

(4)

Right or Wrong

What changes have come over your attitude to the girl between

1.

the beginning and the end of the story? Explain why:
What feelings towards Andrew do you have at the end of the story?
Taking into account the probable Jeasons for what he did, explain
what led you to feel as you do.

(6)
(6)

The Writer's Skill

Mention three things that make us feel the girl is being plotted

I.

against:
Read these three paragraphS again:
(a) Colour flooded into her cheeks. She had forgotten; and she
was genuinely sorry, for she did not want to be unkind-to him.

2.

(3)

Earlier; at the beginning of the whole thing; she had firmly
to mind about his being poor (lines 52-54).
decided
(b) The suddenness of the hurt made her gasp and lose all balance,

for a moment; her expression became ragged and wild-looking: She had known, perhaps long ago, that they were
arriving at this point. It was too soon, though, far too soon
(lines 98-101).

(c)

This stunned her - for a moment he thought it was because
she took it as a huge lie. Then hsaw that she believed him
(lines 139-140):

Considering each paragraph separately, explain how the writer:
(i) helps us to understand more about Tisha and Andrt , ;
(ii) leaves `clues' suggesting what will happen later in $.1 c story.

--

(6)
(3)
40
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Inexperience by Frank Tuohy

The girl stood with her back _to the bar, slightly in everyone's way. A
pretty girl, she was wearing a dress with a flared skirt that she wore at
cocktail parties. She swung her foot to and fro, and looked around her at
the dull groups_ of raincoated men; whom- she- took to -be commercial

10

travellers.-Her glances always ended with a little_gesture of irritation, as if
these people and these places were too boring and typical; then she _took
up her_glass, pretending to drink deeply. She upually sipped a vet little,
sometimes nothing at all; She let the beer touch her mouth and slide back
into the glass. She wanted to make it last a long -time.
The young man had on a patched tweed coat and service dress trousers:

he was about twenty-one and had just come out of the Army. He was

loOking down at the top of the bar. Neither of them spoke.
Now another young man pushed his way towards the bar, where, after
exchanging a few words with the landlord, he peered round about him
15 until he saw the couple: Their expressions and their way of standing were
arranged for the general public, not for each other. He could guess that
they had notbeen talking:
`Hullo, hullo!' the newcomer said. He was tall and had a fair handsome
face; his expensive overcoat hung open:
20
'Oh, Colm. You kixiw Colin, don't you?'

Of course I know Colin.' The girl turned her face; bright with her

25
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anxiety to be liked, full on him.
'Hello there, Fred.' Colin called girls 'Fred', but he seemed embarrassed.
'Have I kept you waiting?'
'Waiting?' the girl asked, puzzled, for she had not expected to see him
at all: She looketi at her young -man, but he did not help her:
'I'm sorry,' Colin said suddenly, rousing_himself. 'What areyou drinIcingt
'Oh; thank you;' the _girl said; but I'm all right with thi' one;' The young
man was frowning_at Cohn across her head.
see;' He caught the landlord's eye; and bought drinks for himself'iand
his friend. 'What've you been doing?'
f
We went to the Curzon,' the girl said helpfully. It was really awfully
good, wasn't it Andrew?'
You said you liked it,' her young man answered.
'Weil, you liked it too, you know you did.'
'Me?' He made an incredulous voice. 'I thought it stank.'
'Then why did you take me to it; if yoU thought it was so awful?' she
asked crossly.
To interrupt; Colin said: 'What was this film; Fred? You haven't said
what it was yet.
She told him the name of the film. Have you seen it?'
;`Yes:
`Well, you liked it, surely?'
Colin looked across at Andrew; laughing: 'I must say I thought it stank;
too.'
The girl made_ a curious trapped movement of her lead; 'It was jolly
good," she said blinking. I thought if was jollygood.' She examined th'
stitching of one of her gloves and started humming a little tune to herself
then she came back at Andrew savagely: 'It's your turn to buy a drink.' :"
He made a hopeless face at her. `Tisha, you know perfectly well I haven't
any more money. I told you.'
Colour flooded into her cheeks. She had forgotten, and she was genuinely
sorry; for she- did not want -to be unkind to him: Earlier; at the beginning
of the whole thing, she had firmly decided not to mind about his bejng poor.
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`Give me a cigarette then,' she said quite softly. `Look, there's a table
free; why don't we sit down?'
But -she felt their resistance as she said it, and again she had the feeling
that she- had- said ..he wrong thing. They remained standing; and soon
afterwards the two men began a conversation about people she didn't know.
60 Without listening to them she smoked her cigarette in little puffs, with a
slight frown;
`Tom and Maria,' Colin was saying. 'They're in a pretty bad way. I've
been up there all afternoon and I did say we'd go back there: I don't think
they should be left alone.'
65
The girl looked from one to the other; her eyes half-closed; as if trying
in a sophisticated way to sum them up.
`What sort of thing was happening?'
`The usual things. They'll probably be turned out of the studio.'
`I see.'
The girl watched Andrew carefully whenever he talked. She was anxious
about him. It had been Sunday afternoon and she was aware that all had
not gone_ very well; She had dressed up, but he had appeared in his oldest
clothes. He had not spoken much; -it became increasingly obvious to her
that he reserved his humour for state occasions One always realised things
55

75

so much more deeply after the cinema: coming out of the Curzon this

afternoon into the cold streets of early summer; she knew that he no longer
tried to interest her. Without meaning to, she sighed; but neither of them
noticed.
Colin said rather loudly: `Yes, I told them I'd go back anti bring you.'
80
She looked up at him. She hadn't known they were going to meet Colin

this evening, and there was something not right about his being there.

Nevertheless, his presence might make the evening easier._
`We must do -that, then,' Andrew said. He turned to the girl and began
85

90

explaining carefully and unnaturally. 'Torn and Maria these friends of
ours you've heard me speak of them? Well; Tom's wife been writing to
him again and they're both very depressed.'

`I see.'
`Colin's been out there this afternoon
us,_He said we'd go up there tonight.'

he only came back again to see

'Of course, why not?' Since this fitted in with her idea of being among
other people this evening, she let herself agree with what he was saying.
`Well, let's go there then.°
`But Tisha, it'll be a great bore.' His voice was quieter.

`idol* see why; they're friends of yours, aren't they?'
'But, Tisha '
'When do we start?'
`Not you, Tisha.'
The suddennegs of the hurt made her gasp and lose all balance for a
moment; her expression became ragged and wild-looking. She had known,
100 perhaps long ago, that they were arriving at this point. It was too soon;
though, far too soon.

95

.

`Well
really!'
`But: 1islia,' he was going on saying; 'you don't know these people.'
`I know I don't. But am -I so awful that I can't be shown to them? You'd
105 think I was a pariah* or something: Look; L want to meet your friends; I
know you dbn't think L want to, but I do.' Suddenly it was important -for
her to fight, though she hated herself for it:
`Try not to get into a flap. Colin has only just told me I have to go and
'see these people. I don't want to go, it's a long way and it'll probably be

pariah: an outcast.
fsr

0
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110 very dull.'
!Where is it?'
`Hampstead.'
!Hampstead's not .very far.'
'Well, beyond Hampstead then. Anyway, we're not going to have a gay
115 time; a smart time It wouldn't be at all interesting for you.'
.

!How do you know?' she asked him. 'You think just because I don't

belong to your lot and I still live at home; that I don't know anything at all.'

It isn't that !
`If you mean they won't like me, why don't you say so? Is there some120 thing I've done-wrong ?'
No really, Tisha, stop this.' He gave a groan of tiredness. `Why do you
always put everything on to yourself?'
`Because I believe that's what it's all about. I don't think you're going
anywhere. I think you're just trying to get rid of me:'
125

Tisha, you heard Colin tell me, didn't you? You heard him say that

Tom and Maria wanted to see me?'
She gave- a little hard laugh, but she could not quite turn and call the
other young man a liar. It all sounds very suspicious to me;' she said:
Why don't you _let_ him go by himself?' She jerked her_ head 'rudely at
130 Colin, who was looking at himself in the mirror-glass behind the shelves
of the bar;_ He turned; but his glance.seemed to slide away from her face;
They asked me to go_iooz Andrew said. !I can't let them down.'
`What about me? You had a previous appointment to take me out' An
idea came to her `I want to-go out with you Look, if it's-because you haven't
135 any _money; I'll go home and borrow some from mybrother.'
There was a silence while Andrew finished his drink. She watched him
furiously; twisting her gloves in her hands:. He put his glass down and said
`I didn't want to tell you this, Tisha. Tom tried to commit suicide last week.'
This stunned her for a moment he thought it was because she took it
140 as a huge lie; Then he saw that she believed him:
I see.': Her voice came thin and strained. `Well; I don't see what
you .can do about it; _He's not going to do it again; is he? He probably
only did it to show off.'
`How dare you say a thing like that?'
145

No I'm sorry

I

'What right have you to suggest such things you; just a spoiled little
girl -who talks too much.'
She looked at him and For a moment she was horrified with herself. She
was -sure now that she would not -see him again; but she knew that she
150 would go on loving him for_ some timeyet.
We ought to go;' Colin said; looking at his watch;
'I don't know where I'm going to go,' she'said pathetically, `all dressed
up like this. I've said I'll be out to dinner: Please couldn't you take me
with you I'll wait outside.'
155
Andrew; avoiding going near her; almost shoutcd: tell you Tisha, it's
not possible:
Their eyes mct, wounded, angry laid meaningless. 'Ihey stared at each
other for some time:
'Oh, very well, then. Good night.'
160
She went towards the door; her head held up; 'tottering a little on black
court shoes with too-high heels. Thcy watched her until she had gone.
Andrew broke into a sniggering mock-dance.
`Oh God! Dan-in, danin, damn! More drink, quickly. You know, you
saved me, being thcrc. I thought I was going to give in'
169

.

165

'Let's go out somewhere and get drunk; shall we?'
'Yes look out!'
She was standing between them, her face white and shocked;
'I've left one of my gloves behind,' she said.

(Reprinted by kind permission of A. D. Peters & Co. Ltd.)
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SCRE/SCEEB 'CRITERION TEST'

PAPER V. SHORT STORY
Guidance for Markers
1.

In marking the answers to Inexperience ignore the marks allocated to the
questions. You should give each script an IMPRESSION MARK out of
20. Be prepared to use the full length of the scale of marks. fIfyou are
used to giving marks for 'Reading questions out of 10; it does no harm
to grade answers that way first and then translate them into scores out of
20.)

2.

Your assessment of the quality of answers should take the following general
points into account:
The pupil's awareness of Tisha's feelings for Andrew and of his towards
I.
her= 'FEELINGS':
The pupil's judgment of both Tisha and Andrew and the degree- to
2
which the pupil has been influenced in this judgment by all the infor-

mation the writer gives us about the two characters=RIGHT OR
WRONG?'.

3;

The pupil's awareness of 'clues' in the story relating to (a) the likely
outcome of events (b) the characters and social background of Tisha
and Andrew= 'WRITER'S SKILL'.

Notes:
(a) Relevance is to the generci point rather than to specific questions.

any accurate observations about Tisha's and Andrew's feelings for each other made in answer to any of`FEELINGSi Questions
2 and 3' should be given credit;= but answers:which_ discuss_ only the

characters' feelings for each other =under 'RIGHT OR WRONG'

should be regarded as irrelevant and receive no credit.
Remember that an overall impression of the quality of the Pupil's response
to the story is what is wanted.
(b) Unlimited time was allowed for this test. It is reasonable to expect
an attempt at all three sections from any pupil obtaining a pass mark:
(c) The list of= possible pointsgiven below is not exhaustive, but is pro7
bablyi Much longer than we can reasonably expect of 0-grade pupils.
Roughly speaking, one might divide answers into the following three
categories:
I.

GOOD ANSWERS:

FEELINCS: Show awareness of Tisha's uncertainty AND
anxiety AND affection AND .resentment AND (probable)
bitterness at the end.
Show _awareness of Andrew's desire to be-rid_ of her AND his
feeling that she is tiresome and clinging, spoiled and shallow.
RIGHT OR WRONG?_ Show a change in attitude towards- the
girl; probably from a slightly critical or contemptuous:attitude
(She's _green% slow on the uptake; undignified, -shallow) to
sympathy because she is vulnerable; the victim of a conspiracy
and is humiliated.
Show a critical reaction to Andrew (his behaviour cannot be
_
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fully approved!), but tempered by some awareness of his problern: he's inexperienced too; she's hard to throw off, yet she's

not `on his wavelength' . . .
In both cases there will be a/tut statement of reasons for the judgments
made.

WRITER'S SKILL: Show awareness of 3 different clues suggesting conspiracy.
Show understanding of three or four background and character

points made by the paragraphs quoted, and of two or three
indications given in them by the writer of the way events are
tending:
II.

AVERAGE ANSWERS:
FEELINGS: _Answers will make the_most obvious points,- but
omit, e.g, Tisha's uncertainty and her later resentment, and show
no awareness of why Andrew wants rid of her;
RIGHT OR WRONG? _Answers will show some awareness of
how the writer has guided the readers' reactions to the characters,
but may indicateithatonly the most obvio_us -clues have_been
noted: e.g., initial dislike leading to final sympathy for -Tisha,
simple criticism:of Andrew, mith adequate reasons foi the judg-

ment, but lacking- the realisation that- many aspects of their
personalities and circumstances are hinted at;

WRITER'S SKILL: Show awareness of two or three 'clues'
about the conspiracy, but possibly not the most significant ones.
Show understanding of at least one background or character

point made by each of the three paragraphs quoted, and of at
least one 'clue' about later events contained in them.
III.

POOR ANSWERS:
ill- show a failure throug,liout to- come to grips with the sluestions set and appreciation of only the surface events' of the &tau,
lacking any but the most rudimentary awareness of its emotional
and social situation and of the different personalities involved:

Inexperience: List of possible points for each question
Feelings:
1.
Andrew is fed up with her.
She wasn't -at ease; didn't know what to say.
Strained relationship.
She is a rather shallow person.
They have little in common:
2

Puzzled _

; Uncertain
Vaguely :worried about 'losing him
Wants his attention
Some affection' (love)
Suspicious
Hurt
Resentful
Angry:Shocked
(Probably) bitter at end.
_

_

_
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-.- et.. list of,q..-....t)ns is acceptable here if it does indicate that the pupil
!las noted_ chartp...s. it-,
3

_feelings towards. Andrew.

(a) Teat

would corns to be_a gooseberry,
C: i- would
-about Tom and Maria.
i:ctt rid r I_Tisha so
_they .would go and.get drunk.
t.....,:f:eessful, it was more embarrassing. than Andrew expected
!.
6! or -it- wash t -entirety- successful she was suspicious.
fed -up with-her - didn't want to be direct afraid she'd
overcome ',um if he didn't have help. Lacking courage lacking real
feeling for her

Right or Wrong?:
I.

(i) sympatnetc ? or appea7 a-bit snooty, affected, shallow?
(ii) feel 'she's `green' (film dialogue)

`a drag' (hangs onto Andrew)
in need of support
slow in the uptake (re brush-off)
undignified (has to fight
all dressed up
said she'd be odt to dinner
`Please take me')
(iii) sympathetic again .she's a victim of conspiracy.
she was vulnerable.
she is humiliated.
2.

Dislike, especially for 'sniggering -mock- dance'. She was probably- hard
to throw off sympathy for him in this Dislike his dishonesty; trickery,
Feel that he had more experience than she should've known better how
to end the affair. Or just `He didn't know how to do it any other way
(and needed Colin's support).'

Writer's Skill:
I. Colin's arrival is pre-arranged, but Tisha doesn't know.
Andrew frowns over her head at Colin.
Colin clearly 'on Andrew's side' about film.
She felt their resistance' (1 57) (elt excludedl.
!Colin said rather loudly', . . go back . . bring you (Andrew).' (1 79)
Whole episode of projected 'Hampstead' visit.
Andrew turns Tisha's natural reaction against herself (11 139-147 the
`suicide).
The men's merriment. (11 162-164.)
2.

(D

(a) Social difference indicated.

Also she does feel genuinely for him yet she has to firmly
decide not to mind about his being poor.
(b) She refuses to be brushed off because she knows in her heart
that this is the feared end of the affair. She is romantic/unrealistic

(c).

and vulnerable. Andrew, however clumsily, had tried to avoid
causing sudden hurt
(1) So brutal a reality sorts ill with her romantic outlook.
(2) She is `green' not to see through the cock-and-bull story
or the reader should realist: -t'flat the point is that it is a lie.
173

(iii) Andrew is jockeying for'fa better position: He doesn't_ wan

to be caught out; doesn't want to be direct with Tisha;,/ s
iaore concerned with successfully throwing her than with
the truth:
(ii) (a) Their social discrepancy is already pulling their
will
probably continue to do so
(b) It is the point of no-retuir. .
(c) Andrew is on a winning tack -_ he can_.:to:::
't ;slt
or it is this lie which lead- to her hUiniration.
.

c.
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Appendix 5

Trial Marking
Appendix 6

`Visiting Moderator' Scheme
Appendix 7

Two Examples of School Ranges; Moderators' Ranges and 0-grade
Ranges Compared
These Appendices are not included_in_this publication but are available as
separate items, on request, from the SCE Examination Board.
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Appendix 8

Effects of Scaling in Twl Schools with 'Satisfactory' Internal
Assessments
I

Characteristics of School 24 and the Effects of Scaling

The correlations between the Folio and the other assessments at- this school
arc very high (Folio/Criterion Test: -89, Folio/O-grade: -84) but one would be
wrong to assume that this means a close similarity of the results for each and
every pupil. In the first place the 'tail' of poor pupils makes a strong contribution to the correlation ; and -if those pupils who are judged as range 13 or 14
by the school are excluded from consideration (since in other schools' they
would not be presented) together with_those mho obtain an 'F' in 0-grade the
correlations are substantially reduced (Folio/Criterion rest: 76, Folio/O-grade:
.7). Secondly; a. graph of the Folio assessment compared to the Criterion Test
(see Figure A81) does nor-show a uniform curve, and the charadteristics of

.

this picture can be made clePhy identifying the class to which each pupil belongs:

Although the school was asked to produce an all-through assessment; they
have not altogether succeeded in so doing. One class in particular (Class 2)
.

stands out asla) not succeeding in using a ebmparable standard to the remainder

of the school as well as (b) failing to produce a satisfactory rank order. In

.

contrast another class (Class 3) was assessed with remarkable accuracy way
beyond that of the 0-grade though on _a standard matched to the Criterion
Test rather than tr,
less severe 0-grade. In consequence, when it was attempted
to standardise the Folio Marks for the entire school a variety of effects resulted.
Since Class 2 was generously marked the scaling-procedure led to a lower mean
mark overall and an increase in the severity of marking of Class 3 a Neryanfair
effect if it were to influence the Certificates awarded to thosepupils. For Class 2
itself the marks remained too high after scaling; but the major problem resulted
from the initially poor rank ordering of these pupils. Rank ordering of this
class was certainly not easy, sine,' they are concentrated in bands B and C; the
result of the school having made- discriminations which do not correspond to
those of the Criterion Test or 0-grade is -that pupils of apparently sitnif:r competence obtain diff'eren't marks before scaling and these differences are groSsly
exaggerated by the scaling procedure. The members of this class would obtain
scaled marks which would make them seem more dissimilar than they really
are. The assessment of the.top class, Class I, was neither poor nor especially
good on rank ordering it can be taken as representativt of the majority of
assessments in this respect. Class 1, however, was most successfully matched to
the unsealed 0-grade marks on standard. Where standard is correct but agreeranking is not close; no benefit is achieved by any scaling procedure.
An ,,ious improvement in reliability results, for this class, from combining
the olio and 0-grade assessments; without any statistical adjustments.
Thus this one school is a microcosm in which we can find excellent ranking
on the wrong standard (Class 3), poor ranking combined with a wrong standard
(Class 2); and average ranking on the correct standard (Class 1) a very useful'

example. Further, from scrutiny of the separate tests; -it appears that these
differencei in assessment among the classes are almost entirely- accounted for
by the Folio interpretation section. (See Chapter VII.) The folio composition
marks for Class 2 are slightly high, but the main disagreement of standard is
on interpretation.
Figure A8.2 shows the- different effects of scaling on classes I, 2 and 3: the
`cloud' of crosses representing class 2 has been spread out so that some pupils
176
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are further away from the 'ideal' agreement of standard than before and members
of class three are even more severely dealt with than previously;4.-,
Characteristics of School 22 and the Effects of Scaling
School 22 presents a_ quite different picture. The correlation coefficients for this
school are similar to those for school 24: FolioTcriterion Test: 84, Folio/O-grade:
2.

79, but the agreement on ranking was maintained throughout the...school. ft
can be seen from Figure A8.3 that the Folio ranking in school 22 was quite
good by comparison with the Criterion Test rank order. There was more scatter

when Folio marks were plotted against 0-grade results (Figure A8.4); but

ranking is consistent; while there is a clear severity on all pupils combined with
an unwillingness to give the best pupils high marks. In these circumstances the
scaling procedure was helpful in raising the mean mark and pushing the best
pupils up to the top of the mark scale (See Figure A8.5.)
It is, however; also obvious from Figlire A85 that the stretching effect of the
scaling procedure exaggerates the discrepancy when there is lack of agreement
on ranking.

o'
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FIGURE A 8.1

Folio in School 24 before scaling against Criterion Test
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FIGURE A 8.2 Effects of scaling on classes in School 24
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FIGURE A 3.3

Raw Folio against Criterion Test - School 22
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Raw Folio against 0-grade
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Scaled Folio against 0-grade
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Appendix 9

Distributions of Marks for Criterion Test Markers
This Appendix is not included in this publication but is available as a separate
item, on request, from the SCE Examination Board.
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Appendix 10 Distributions of Raw Marks:
Folio and Ordinary grade
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Appendix 11

Means and Standard Deviations (Raw Marks): 0-grade, Folio and
Criterion Test (possible total marks in each case ---100)

0-gradc (rag,)
School

Folio (raw)

Criterion _Test
(row)

n

MEAN

S.D.

MEAN

S.D.

MEAN

11

143
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9.87

57.28

10.97

51.30

8.80

13
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12.91
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45.30

11.80,

14
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54.65

12114
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47.80
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15
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53.84

11.86

55.23

141i
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9.53
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48.40
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12.23
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50.5o

12.70

21

22

93:
204

I

I.
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j.
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I
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13.10
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13.40

24
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50.20
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.32
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Appendix 12

Match of Awards: Folio 0-grade (before scaling) (by school)
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Appendix 13

Crosstabulation of Correlation Coefficients for all Assessment
Elements in the Project (n 1529)
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0grade TotAl

0.66

0.67,

074

0.72

0.64

0.63

0.03

0.82

1.00

0.89

0.87

0.71

0.65

0.65

0grade Paper 1

060

0.62

0.68

0.60

0.59

049

0.51

0.70

0.89

1.00

0.56

0.62

058

0.56

0.55

0-grade Paper 2

0.55

0.57

0.62

0.68

0.54

0.63

055

075

0.87

0.56

1.00

0.64

0.56

059

0.53

Folio Total

0.61

0.69

0.66

0.59

0.58

0.57

0.76

0.71

0.62

0.64

1.00

0.87

0.94

0.85

Folio Composition

0.60

0.59

0.65

0.57

0.57

0.50

0.51

0.68

065

0.58

0.56

0.87

1.00

070

0.73

Folio lnterp,

0.53

0.59

0.62

062

0.51

0.56

0.51

0.70

0.65

0.56

0.59

0.94

0.70

1.00

Folio Literature

0.55

0.60

0.64

057

.0.53

053

0.55

0.67

061

0.55

0.52

0.85

0.73

0.70

1

,1

1

0.61

1.00
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